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ABSTRACT 
A model capable of simulating the preformance of room air conditioners was developed. 
The new model uses a Newton-Raphson solution scheme framework in which the equations are 
uncoupled from the solution algorithm. The design of the model, and the techniques used for 
improving its performance are presented. The initial implementation of the model was 
accomplished using the equations from the Oak Ridge National Laboratory heat pump model as 
modified for room air conditioners. Results were compared with preliminary data obtained from a 
room air conditioner test facility and key equations were improved. The actual Fortran code is 
presented in the Appendix along with a detailed explanation of the equations used. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
As energy standards become more and more stringent, manufacturers of most appliances 
are being forced to develop a deeper understanding of their products' performance. In particular 
the refrigeration and air conditioning industry has been targeted for its direct linkage to the summer 
peak loads for electric utilities. 
The task faced by manufacturers of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment is --
multifaceted. First, product quality must continue to be improved. Secondly, new ozone-safe 
refrigerants must be identified (United Nations, 1987). At the same time, energy efficiency must 
increase on a timetable defined by the US DoE (NAECA, 1987). The challenge faced by 
manufacturers is to remain competitive while complying with the new regulations. 
There is no easy answer to this challenge. But there are certain areas of concentration 
which will help the manufacturers meet their deadlines, both with the US DoE and the Montreal 
Protocol. One obvious area is research. Whatever the alternative refrigerants to be used, they 
must meet a number of constraints including environmental safety, materials compatibility, energy 
efficiency, etc. 
Part of the industry's research program is being conducted at the ACRC (Air Conditioning 
and Refrigeration Center) at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. The investigations 
span such topics as looking into the heat transfer characteristics of alternative refrigerants, to 
system-level investigations involving tests conducted on well-instrumented room air conditioners, 
refrigerator/freezers and mobile air conditioning systems. 
Complementing this detailed experimental research program are efforts to model the 
components and systems which are being investigated. By modeling the components or systems 
with equations, either empirical or based on the fundamental principles of thermodynamics, heat 
transfer and fluid mechanics, many insights can be gained into the actual operation of the system. 
Then, by understanding the systems on a first principles level, one can use the models to predict 
what types of design modifications can be most beneficial using parametric and sensitivity studies. 
Additionally, the models can be used to try totally new designs once component submodels have 
been developed. 
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The alternative refrigerant issue can also be addressed readily with modeling. Modeling 
has become a very important investigative platform for the study of future designs. This was the 
motivation for the development of a more powerful and versatile room air conditioner model. 
The major design features of the ACRC room air conditioner model solution structure are as 
follows: 
• Can be used as a design model (with superheat specified by user) or to simulate off-
design operation (by calculating superheat from charge inventory) 
• Allows system to be simulated over entire operating range of the room air conditioner 
compressor map. 
• Inputs to the model can easily be switched with the variables the model is solving for, 
allowing investigative questions to be answered more readily. 
• Easily modified to include new submodels for new components as they become 
available, such as alternative heat exchanger geometries, or a refrigerant-independent 
compressor model. 
• Can be easily used for sensitivity analysis and parametric studies. 
• Provides the framework for the simulation of other thermal systems, utilizing algebraic 
equation models. 
These benefits will make this model an extremely useful tool in investigating new energy saving 
designs as well as alternative refrigerants. Coupled with a state of the art room air conditioner 
testing facility, these benefits can be utilized to produce an accurate and reliable system model 
capable of simulating design tradeoffs over a wide range of both off-design and standard rating 
conditions. 
Chapters 2 and 3 of this report document the design and development of the model and its 
initial implementation using the same equations used in the Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
(ORNL) heat pump model as modified for room air conditioners (O'Neal"and Penson, 1988). 
Model results are compared with preliminary experimental data in Chapter 4 along with the effects 
of the model improvements in predicting system performance. The Fortran code of the model 
equations and detailed program flow diagrams are presented in the Appendices for a complete 
explanation of the operation of the modeling program. 
References: 
NAECA. 1987. Public Law 100-12, March 17 
2 
O'Neal, D. L. and S. B. Penson. An Analysis of Efficiency Improyements In Room Air 
Conditioners. Texas A&M University, 1988. ESU88-04. 
United Nations Environmental Programme. 1987. Montreal protocol on substances that d«plete th« 
ozone layer. Final act. New York: United Nations. 
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CHAPTER 2: STATE OF THE ART MODELS FOR HEAT PUMP 
SYSTEMS 
Many heat pump models exist. Most of the public domain models are simplified versions for 
instructional purposes, lacking the detail necessary to analyze design tradeoffs. On the other hand, 
design models which are developed by manufacturers are simple in structure but are supported by 
large empirical databases as a product of years of experimental testing. Those tests related model 
parameters such as heat exchanger conductance to design features such as fm spacing and tube -
diameters. 
The Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) heat pump design model was developed by the 
Department of Energy (DoE) to analyze the potential for energy conservation through possible 
improvements in the design of heat pumps and air conditioners. The ORNL model employed 
whenever possible a first-principles approach to allow a wide variety of systems to be simulated 
for energy consumption improvements. The applicability of the model was extended to cover all 
designs regulated by the DoE by including many parallel component subroutines throughout the 
model. For example, four types of expansion devices are included in the model. Since the energy 
standards were focused on a few rating conditions, the ORNL model was developed for the 
purpose of simulating steady state perfonnance at these conditions. 
The ORNL Mark TIl version of the heat pump model (Fischer and Rice, 1983) was modified 
by O'Neal and Penson (1988) to simulate the steady state perfonnance of room air conditioners. 
This version of the model will be referred to as the ORNL room air conditioner model from this 
point forward. The addition of the major components which differ from heat pumps were an 
improved capillary tube model, a condenser subcooler model, and a condensate spray model. 
Simulation results were then compared with test data for standard rating conditions, with no 
emphasis on validating the accuracy of the model at off-design conditions. 
Until very recently, manufacturers and researchers have used the ORNL model in "design 
mode" where the model was treated as a black box and the input parameters were changed. 
Validations for the ORNL model were based on standard rating conditions, with minor concern for 
the off-design conditions. Recently, however, off-design condition simulations have become 
important in weighing overall perfonnance. Therefore, as new designs are investigated there is a 
need for accurate simulation at off-design conditions in addition to an easily modifiable model. 
Recently, ORNL has modified its heat pump model by adding charge inventory equations to pennit 
the simulation of off-design performance (Rice, 1991). 
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The ORNL heat pump model has several features which make it the state of the art for heat 
pump modeling. The most recent version of the code features a parametric analysis subroutine to 
help the designer optimize fan speeds with capacity and energy efficiency in mind. Also, the 
capability to use R-134a as a refrigerant for system analysis has been added. Also, the ability to 
either predict charge for a given set of operating conditions or to calculate the operating conditions 
based on a given charge have been added (Rice, 1991). Although there is still considerable 
research being done to quantify charge inventory more accurately, these features provide more 
powerful analysis techniques to the user of this model. The ORNL room air conditioner model 
which was developed from the ORNL heat pump model does not have the additional analysis tools 
added to the heat pump model since 1988. However, the basic steady state analysis of the ORNL 
heat pump model has not changed since 1988, therefore the room air conditioner model is up to 
date in regards to steady state analysis. The added features of the ORNL modulating heat pump 
model are scheduled for installation into the ACRC room air conditioner model once validation of 
the basic analysis can be achieved. To avoid confusion in discussing the different versions of 
ORNL models the ORNL room air conditioner model will be referred to as the ORNL model from 
this point forward. 
Therefore it is the goal of the ACRC to develop a model capable of simulating off-design 
conditions, in addition to being easily modifiable for investigating alternative refrigerants and new 
heat exchanger geometries. The approach was to experimentally determine the level of complexity 
needed to accurately simulate the performance of each component in the system. Another major 
goal was to decouple the model equations from the solution algorithm, to facilitate modification of 
the equations. 
The scope, content, and solution algorithm of the ORNL room air conditioner model are 
summarized briefly in the following sections. 
2.1 Component representations in the ORNL room air conditioner 
model 
2.1.1 Scope and content of the ORNL model 
The analysis capabilities of the ORNL model provide a large amount of versatility to the user. 
Several choices can be made by specifying input parameters in a fIle. These choices include from 
what type of expansion device is to be used, to the air flow through the condenser and evaporator. 
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By specifying the capillary tube as the expansion device and the specific parameters which define 
the heat exchangers, the difference between a room air conditioner and a heat pump can be 
accounted for. The model provides detailed information on the performance of each component of 
the system as well as a summary of total system performance. The next sections discuss the 
specific component submodels used in the ORNL code. 
2.1.2 Compressor 
The compressor submodel provides the user with a choice between a map-based, or an 
efficiency-loss based model. The map-based submodel is an accurate curve fit of experimental data 
for a particular compressor, input by the user. The efficiency-loss submodel has the theoretical 
advantages of allowing alternative refrigerant performance to be estimated without laboratory 
performance data, but the map-based model in general is more accurate (Fischer and Rice, 1983). 
Also, the efficiency-loss model requires a large number of assumptions as well as particular 
information about the compressor dimensions, making it less attractive for users. The ORNL code 
also provides a routine to correct the map-based power and mass flow predictions for inlet 
conditions that differ from those used to generate the map. However, experiments at the ACRC 
with reciprocating compressors in refrigerators showed that these corrections were ineffective in 
improving model accuracy (Staley et al., 1992). 
2.1.3 Heat exchangers 
The heat exchanger models include significant detail. However, they do not require the 
computational overhead involved with a finite difference approach. The heat exchanger analysis is 
based on a multi-zone approach. The condenser is divided into 3 zones, the desuperheating, two-
phase and subcooling. Heat transfer coefficients as well as pressure drops are calculated for each 
zone based on refrigerant and air mass flow rates as well as transport properties which have a 
slight temperature dependence. These quantities are then applied to the heat transfer rate equations 
using the effectiveness-NTU method to solve for the heat transfer of each zone. The refrigerant 
and air flow rates for each heat exchanger are split into equivalent circuits, where each circuit is 
treated as a separate heat exchanger. This allows flow through a complex circuiting arrangement to 
be modeled without a finite difference solution or very detailed geometry-specific heat exchanger 
information. From previous knowledge of the success of this type of model with the ACRC 
refrigerator project (Porter and Bullard, 1992; Reeves et al., 1992; Staley et al., 1992), it has 
been shown that more complex models are generally not warranted. Therefore the multi-zone heat 
exchanger modeling strategy used in the ORNL model was adopted for the preliminary room air 
conditioner model developed here. 
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2.1.4 Expansion device 
Since the ORNL model was originally designed to simulate heat pumps, there are several 
expansion device submodels available to the user. A thermostatic expansion valve, capillary tube 
and short orifice tube are all included as possible submodels to be used. In the case of room air 
conditioners, capillary tubes are used. The capillary tube model included with the ORNL model 
uses the standardized mass flow approach discussed in the ASHRAE 1988 equipment handbook .. 
(ASHRAE, 1988). The capillary tube submodel was improved over the version in the heat pump 
model by O'Neal and Penson (1988) by curve fitting the charts used in the ASHRAE handbook, 
therfore making the model indepenent of user input other than length and diameter of the tube. 
This approach is simple, and for a first approximation works well. 
2.2 Solution Algorithms 
The ORNL model employs a successive substitution solution algorithm (Fischer and Rice, 
1983). This requires the components to be solved in an iterative fashion, where the output of one 
component feeds into the next component. The iteration process starts at a state point and 
continues through the refrigeration loop many times until a solution is converged upon. This 
method has been optimized for the particular equations involved with the model, therefore 
providing fast and accurate (numerically) results. The logic to solve the equations is applied 
throughout the model to ensure convergence on the solution. This technique works extremely well 
for this model, due to the fixed sets of equations chosen by logical statements throughout the code. 
2.2.1 Disadvantages of successive substitution algorithms 
From a researcher's standpoint there are several disadvantages to using the successive 
substitution approach to solving sets of equations (Stoecker, 1989). First of all, the equations 
become entangled with the overall solution structure. This makes the equatioris difficult to identify 
due to the intertwining of equations with logic statements. Also, this requires major code revisions 
if inputs and outputs need to be switched. Another problem associated with the successive 
substitution structure is that convergence is sensitive to the ordering of equations. If the order is 
changed the solution may diverge for purely mathematical reasons, even though the equations are 
physically correct. This is not desirable, because the equations occasionally need to be modified to 
produce a more accurate simulation, and considerable effort may be required to find the correct 
order of the equations which would converge. 
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2.2.2 Possible approaches to model large systems of equations while 
maintaining robustness, modularity and modifiability 
The successive substitution algorithm has several beneficial qualities which should not be 
ignored. In cases where equations do not need to be modified, this structure is excellent, due to 
the ensured convergence. Also, the successive substitution method requires initial guesses for 
relatively few variables, in contrast to the Newton-Raphson method which requires a set of 
consistent guesses for all variables. 
On the other hand the Newton-Raphson method separates the equations from the solution 
algorithm. All equations are written as residuals, w~ere the residual values approach zero as the 
set of equations is solved. Several successful models of refrigeration systems have been 
developed using this structure (Porter and Bullard, 1992; Stoecker, 1989). The Newton-Raphson 
solution algorithm also allows the equations to be centrally located, and order is not an issue. One 
of the most useful features of the Newton-Raphson structure is the ability to switch specified 
parameters with variables which are to be solved for, thus allowing more design questions to be 
answered by solving a model in reverse. These are the main reasons why the Newton-Raphson 
solution algorithm was chosen to solve the ACRC room air conditioner model. 
A third approach is to combine Newton-Raphson with successive substitution. In this 
case, an overall successive substitution structure could tie together subsets of Newton-Raphson 
equations. This would allow more centrally located submodels, along with a more stable 
convergence scheme. The smaller blocks of Newton-Raphson equations would also reduce the 
number of equations needing to be solved simultaneously, while the successive substitution 
structure would provide stability to the solution due to the variables apparent throughout the 
solution being changed slowly from one iteration to the next. This method is still under 
investigation, and its implementation could provide a solution to a challenging problem. 
References 
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CHAPTER 3: STATUS OF MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
3.1 Introduction 
As the demand increases for more accurate and less empirical models in air conditioning and 
refrigeration industries, so do the demands on engineers to develop these models quickly and 
efficiently. Several commercial packages offer the basic tools for solving sets of nonlinear 
equations which make up refrigeration and air conditioning systems. One package even includes __ 
an extensive library of thennodynamic routines, enabling simple models to be solved quickly and 
easily. However, there are no commercially available packages which are capable of solving 
larger, more demanding and logically complex systems such as those necessary for accurate 
modeling of room air conditioners. The researcher/designer needs a more flexible programming 
environment with the ability to call the model from a parent routine in cases where sensitivity 
analyses or optimizations are required. Also, adapting a model to use different component 
submodels is a desired option. Therefore the modeling program described here was developed to 
include the power and versatility of the Fortran programming language, together with the 
advantages of a modified Newton Raphson (N-R) equation solution algorithm. 
3.2 Brief description of the ACRC room air conditioner equations 
This section briefly describes the overall approach used to model the room air conditioner 
system. The model consists of four main component models: the condenser, capillary tube, 
evaporator, and compressor models. Figure 3.1 shows the simplified room air conditioner system 
from a refrigerant side perspective as it is modeled, including the locations of the state points. 
3.2.1 Heat exchangers 
The condenser submodel uses a three zone approach where the refrigerant passes through 
desuperheating, two-phase and then subcooling zones. Also the refrigerant is divided into a 
representative number of circuits to simulate the circuiting employed in a particular heat exchanger 
design. Each circuit tenned as equivalent is then treated as if it was a stand-alone heat exchanger. 
The simple diagram in Figure 3.2 displays the configuration of the model. Heat transfer is 
modeled using the effectiveness-NTU method with overall heat transfer coefficients (U values) 
being calculated as a function of refrigerant mass flow, air mass flow and geometric configuration 
of the fins and tubes. Each zone has its own U value and fraction of the total air flow as is shown 
in the diagram. The actual model equations and a more detailed description of the condenser model 
are given in Appendix A. 
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The evaporator model is similar to that of the condenser, except that it is divided into the two-
phase and superheated zones. The overall U values are calculated for each zone and applied using 
the effectiveness-NTU method, as in the condenser analysis. A major feature of the evaporator 
model is the analysis of moisture removal. The evaporator moisture removal is calculated using 
the same equations used in the ORNL room air conditioner model (O'Neal and Penson, 1988). 
These equations are discussed in further detail in Appendix A. 
3.2.2 Pressure drop and overall heat transfer coefficient correlations 
The pressure drop correlations currently used 'in the model are those used by the ORNL 
model (Fischer and Rice, 1983). The two-phase correlations are only being used on a temporary 
basis until ongoing ACRC experiments confIrm the ACRC pressure drop correlations (Souza et. 
al., 1992). Soon thereafter a correlation for microfInned tubing will be experimentally developed. 
The single phase heat transfer correlations are those used by the ORNL model (Dittus and Boelter, 
1930; Hiller and Glicksman, 1976). The two-phase heat transfer correlations for the condensing 
and evaporating flows in the heat exchangers were developed at the ACRC on project 01. 
3.2.3 Property routines 
The ACRC room air conditioner model presently employs REFPROP v. 3.0 property 
routines which were developed and validated by NIST and are available in Fortran. This version 
of the property routines includes 18 pure refrigerants, with the expandable capacity to add more 
refrigerants as new data become available. Considerable time was spent revising the routines into a 
suitable form so that they could be easily and reliably called. The room air conditioner model only 
uses the portion of the overall package which deals with pure refrigerants. The equation of state is 
the Carnahan-Starling-DeSantis (CSD) hard sphere model (McLinden and Morrison, 1986). These 
property routines at present are being restructured to allow the full capability of property 
evaluations, including mixtures of alternative refrigerants as property data become available. 
3.3 Differences between ACRC and ORNL room air conditioner 
equations 
3.3.1 Property Routines 
The ORNL room air conditioner model uses property routines developed for R-12, R-22, 
and R-502 by Erth and Kartzsones (1971) for the thermodynamic properties such as enthalpy, 
entropy, saturation pressures and temperatures, and specifIc heats. The transport property routines 
were adapted from a subroutine written by Flower (1978). The ACRC room air conditioner model 
uses the NIST routines for thermodynamic properties as described above, and transport property 
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equations from data in the ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals (ASHRAE, 1989). The 
difference between these property routines is minimal for R-22. However, the model was run for 
a number of different cases to quantify any differences between the ORNL model as modified for 
room air conditioners and the ACRC room air conditioner model. The results of these 
comparisons are shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. The largest difference between the two models is 
1.5 %, due to the difference in property routines. 
3.3.2 Heat exchangers 
As the ACRC room air conditioner model was developed and compared with experimental 
data, it was detennined that the heat exchangers could be accurately represented using a multizone, 
equivalent circuiting approach. Since this was compatible with the ORNL approach, the ORNL 
heat transfer and pressure drop correlations were inserted for the initial calculations. This allowed 
these correlations to be compared with correlations being developed at the ACRC by Chato et. al. 
(1992) through a rigorous test procedure including the testing of HCFC's, HFC's and the effects 
of oil and microfinned tubing on heat transfer and pressure drop of two-phase flows. The ACRC 
. correlations are actually simpler in form than those used in the ORNL model and span all relevant 
flow regimes. 
The ORNL model employs a large number of intermediate equations which are only 
necessary due to the logic involved with the solution technique. Such equations are not needed in 
the ACRC model, which needs only 105 equations to describe the entire system. The same 
number of state points throughout both models are used. 
3.4 Overall structure of the model 
3.4.1 Discussion of structure 
The program was structured to use a Newton-Raphson equation solver for the main 
equations of the model. As an example the room air conditioner model is shown in Figure 3.5. 
The program includes a simple listing of the 105 residual equations in a single subroutine. This 
arrangement allows for the easy modification of the equations since they are listed in a compact and 
relatively easy-to-read format. 
The program to solve these equations is written in a general form which allows different 
models to be solved. The structure is similar to that developed by Porter (1992) using True Basic. 
The main difference is the portability afforded by the use of Fortran. The property routines can be 
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used with other models and refrigerants as needed, with the refrigerant selection limited to those 
included in the REFPROP code. 
3.4.2 Advantages of model structure 
The main benefits of this type of solution scheme are as follows: 
• Order of equations does not affect the solution. 
• Model can be easily modified to include more sophisticated or different sub-models. 
• Solution scheme is not linked to the particular problem, allowing whole classes of models 
to be solvable using the same overall solver program. 
• Equations are not intertwined with solution algorithm. 
• User may add features such as combined differential and algebraic equations, and 
sensitivity analysis routines. 
The development of new models as well as the improvement of existing models is greatly 
facilitated by this structure, in which the solution algorithm is independent of the equations being 
solved. This can be achieved using the N-R solver structure. In the N-R framework, the order of 
the equations does not affect the solution scheme, whereas successive substitution and sequential 
solution algorithms require the correct order of the equations to converge on a solution. 
Also, the development of submodels can easily be accommodated with this structure, 
allowing researchers to break system models down into components and more closely examine the 
subsystem perfonnance. Due to the flexibility of the model structure, the input and output of the 
equations can be switched around. This is extremely advantageous when analyzing the 
performance of a particular component such as a heat exchanger, using experimental data. For 
example, one could solve an evaporator submodel for the area necessary to achieve a particular 
capacity at a given operating condition. This capability also has obvious applications at the design 
stage. 
Other systems can be simulated using this same platfonn, such as refrigerator and heat pump 
models. The overall structure (equation solver and utility routines) remains the same; only the 
component equations and initial guess files must change. Also, other features to the model can be 
added such as a combined differential and algebraic algorithm. The equations can be solved 
simultaneously at each time step in transient models with the addition of a Runge-Kutta or Adams-
Moulton integration routine. Thus the model can be expanded to simulate transient operation of air 
conditioning systems and their components. 
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3.5 Solution method diagrams and descriptions 
3.S.1 Application of Newton-Raphson (N-R) method to the room air conditioner 
model problem 
Four implementations of the N-R method were explored in the development of the room air 
conditioner model and are discussed here. The [lIst is a standard approach, available in generic 
Fortran subroutines through the IMSL (International Mathematics and Statistics Library). The 
second approach is a more efficient implementation than the standard. This approach takes -
advantage of the sparseness of the partial derivative matrix (Jacobian) and only evaluates the 
elements of the Jacobian which are non-zero. The third approach is a further refinement where 
pseudo-constants (variables which are very weak functions of other variables in the model) are 
used to eliminate computationally expensive function calls in the calculation of the Jacobian. The 
fourth implementation uses Broyden's quasi-Newton method, in which the Jacobian is evaluated 
for the first iteration only. Successive iterations use Broyden's Update (Broyden, 1965) to 
approximate the Jacobian, requiring only one evaluation of the model equations per iteration, 
instead of the many evaluations necessary in the standard approach. 
3.5.1.1 N-R equation solving package 
The best available equation solver for thermal systems simulation is the Engineering Equation 
Solver (EES). It was developed at the University of Wisconsin at Madison (Klein and Alvarado, 
1992), and can solve a given set of N nonlinear simultaneous algebraic equations. Simple, easy-
to-use thermodynamic and thermophysical property routines for a variety of fluids are also integral 
to the program. State-of-the-art solution scheme and sparse matrix techniques contribute to the 
solution speed and robustness. We have used EES to build the core sets of equations for the room 
air conditioner model, and found that it can solve a l00-equation version of the model in 52 . 
seconds. However, there are certain limitations to using this particular software package for the 
final form of the model. One of the drawbacks is the portability; users would need to purchase this 
software package which is still under development. Another problem is the large size of the 
model. The room air conditioner model presently employs 35 subroutines and functions to 
calculate heat transfer and pressure drop, in addition to subroutines for the compressor maps and . 
capillary tube models. These routines would need to be accessible from the EES program. 
Unfortunately, the size of these routines exceeds the maximum allowable file length for the 
program. Another problem is the inability to repeatedly call the model from another program to 
optimize certain performance tradeoffs, a task which would require the solution of the equations as 
parameters are varied. EES cannot be called from such a program. Also, more sophisticated 
boundary checking routines to switch equations as operating conditions change cannot be easily 
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implemented without this feature. Finally, combinations of differential and algebraic equations 
cannot be accommodated nearly as well as they can using Fortran and a customized solving 
program designed specifically to handle refrigeration systems models. By taking this approach we 
preserve the option to simulate the transient and cycling operation of air conditioning systems. 
3.5.1.2 Conventional N-R method 
The standard version of the N-R solution algorithm is shown in Figure 3.6. This method, 
modified to use a sparse matrix Gauss elimination routine (Anselmino, 1979) to solve the linear 
system at each iteration, works well for the present mOdel of 105 equations. 
The main drawback of this structure is the large amount of computational time necessary for 
the calculation of the Jacobian (partial derivative matrix), which contains N2 elements. When the 
Jacobian is calculated a numerical approximation using forward differences is used to calculate 
each partial derivative. The general formula used is: 
aRn :::= Rn(xm +.1xm )-Rn(xm ) 
aXm .1xm 
where: 
Rn = the nth residual equation 
Xm = the mth variable 
.1xm = small difference in Xm (0.0001 x xm) 
aRn = partial derivative of the nth residual equation with respect to the mth variable 
aXm 
(3.1) 
When the Jacobian is calculated, the subroutine containing all 105 residual equations is evaluated 
for each of the 105 variables. This means that the subroutine containing the equations is called 106 
times for each iteration, once to evaluate the residuals and 105 times to calculate partial derivatives. 
As is apparent from the sparseness of the Jacobian as shown in Figure 3.7, the entire set of 
residual equations need not be evaluated for each variable, but only those equations (rows of the 
matrix) in which the variable appears. The ACRC room air conditioner equations only have 3-5 
variables on average involved with each equation. Therefore less than 5N computations are 
necessary to calculate the Jacobian since the zero elements in the Jacobian are already known. This 
compares with the N2 operations which actually take place using the conventional method. 
Therefore, much computational time is wasted by this structure. For example, this conventional 
method takes approximately 27 minutes for a typical run on a Macintosh IIfx computer. 
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Figure 3.7 Map of Jacobian matrix 
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3.5.1.3 Modification of the equation subroutine to speed the calculation of the Jacobian 
Another approach is to modify the form in which the equations are written in the main model 
subroutine. This approach has been applied to the ACRe room air conditioner model. Each 
residual equation is selectable using a computed GOTO structure as shown in the example below 
for the 22nd residual equation in the evaporator submodel. 
1720 R(22+Ecap)=w*(h9-h71)-qsupevap 
GOTO 4150 
The computed GOTO structure allows each of the residual equations to be evaluated one at a time. 
This is advantageous when the partial derivatives are being calculated. A matrix termed the 
NZERO matrix contains a list of the nonzero elements of the Jacobian. The rows of this matrix 
designate a list of residual equations to be evaluated for a particular variable number (columns in 
the matrix). It is utilized to take full advantage of the computed GOTO structure. 
When the residual equations are evaluated at the beginning of an iteration, every equation is 
evaluated in order. This is done by using the zeroeth column of the NZERO matrix which is filled 
with a list of all the residual equations by number. An example NZERO matrix is included below 
for a 5 X 5 set of equations. 
variable numbers ~ 0 1 2 3 4 5 
1 1 1 3 3 2 
2 3 5 4 0 5 
3 4 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0 0 
The computed GOTO structure then calls each equation listed in the zeroeth column one after the 
other, returning to lookup the next equation to evaluate after each equation evaluation. This 
continues until all the equations in the column are evaluated. 
When partial derivatives are calculated, the NZERO matrix is utilized to determine which 
equation must to be evaluated for each variable. The columns in the matrix list the residual 
equations which need to be evaluated for each non-zero partial derivative with respect to each 
variable. All the non-zero partial derivatives are evaluated using this structure. For example, if the 
partial derivatives for the third variable were to be evaluated, from the NZERO matrix shown 
above, the third residual equation would be evaluated, and then the fourth. The rest of the partial 
derivatives are known to be zero for this variable. The flow diagram shown in Figure A.3 found 
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in Appendix A, also illustrates the flow of the subroutine which contains the equations as well as 
the interactions between this subroutine and the solving routine. 
Others (Stoecker, 1989) have used a similar technique in which computed GOTO statements 
are used in Fortran to avoid unnecessary equation evaluations. This technique decreased the 
execution time of the 105 equation ACRC room air conditioner model by 75% to 6.7 minutes on a 
Macintosh IIfx computer and to 3 minutes on a Sun SparkStation™. However, applying this 
technique does require significant programming overhead and makes the equations less readable. 
The speed increase is proportional to the sparseness of the Jacobian for the particular system of 
equations being solved. Therefore, if the Jacobian were very dense, the increase in execution 
speed would be much less dramatic. 
3.5.1.4 Use of pseudo-constants 
Another method applied to the ACRC room air conditioner model to decrease execution time 
was the introduction of pseudo-constants. A pseudo-constant is a variable which depends only 
slightly on the other variables in the model. Some examples of the pseudo-constants in the model 
are the pressure drops and overall U values for each zone of the heat exchangers. The. pseudo-
constants are only evaluated once every iteration, and then are treated as constants in the Jacobian 
matrix. The example code below de~cribes the implementation of the pseudo-constants in the 
model. 
1460 
& 
IF (varnum .eg. 0) then 
vvtp = VTX(t70,1.0DOl) 
vltp = VTX(t7i,0.ODO) 
xout = 1.0 
pd2phevap = dptpHX(Devap,STE,NSECTE,w,RTBEVP*f2phevap,t70, 
t7i,vvtp,vltp, DZE*f2phevap, xout,xinevap) 
R(Ecap+9) = p7i - pd2phevap - p70 
ELSE 
R(Ecap+9) = p7i - pd2phevap - p70 
END IF 
GOTO 4150 
In the case that varnum is 0, indicating that all the equations are to be evaluated for the for their 
residual values, the function for evaluating the pressure drop in the two-phase section of the 
evaporator is evaluated and this value is assigned to the variable pd2phevap in a residual. Then the 
pressure drop function will not be evaluated again until the next iteration, since it will be treated as 
ITbe 1.0DO is used for passing values which are double precision. 1.0 is not recognized on some FORmAN 
compilers as a double precision number when passed in a function or subroutine call. 
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if it were a constant during the calculation of partial derivatives. This produces significant 
execution time savings because this computationally expensive function is not evaluated during the 
calculation of the Jacobian. This equation would need to be evaluated five times during Jacobian 
evaluation if it were included in the same fonn as the other residual equations. This is due to the 
variables such as t70, t7i, xinevap, and w2 which all have a slight impact on the pressure drop. 
Implementing this method in the room air conditioner model reduced execution time by 50% for an 
iteration, although it increased the number of required iterations by 25% on average. Thus the 
overall effect was approximately a 33% reduction in execution time to 4.5 minutes on a Macintosh 
IIfx computer. 
3.5.1.5 Use of quasi-Newton methods 
Another approach investigated was the use of quasi-Newton techniques to approximate the 
inverse of the Jacobian. The particular technique used is known as "Broyden's update" (Broyden, 
1965; Henley and Rosen, 1969). A schematic diagram of the solution algorithm for Broyden's 
method is shown in Figure 3.8. In Broyden's method the Jacobian is initially calculated using 
forward differences. Then in succeeding iterations the negative inverse of the Jacobian is updated 
using the fonnula below in equation 3.2. 
(k + 1) (k) (t(k)n(k) + H(k)y(k»)D(k)T H(k) 
H = H - (k)l (k) (k) 
n H y (3.2) 
where 
y<k) = Rk + 1) _ R(k) 
H (k) N .. J b· . . k = eganve Inverse aco Ian at IteratIon 
D(k) = X(k+l) _ X(k) 
k = previous iteration 
k+ 1 = present iteration 
The advantage of this method is the savings in the number of residual equation calls 
necessary to evaluate the Jacobian. Only one call per iteration is necessary for Broyden's method. 
This compares with the 106 calls that are necessary with the conventional method. There is a cost, 
however, to perfonn the matrix multiplication and addition operations, but in comparison to the 
residual equation evaluations these computations are insignificant. The disadvantage of this 
method is the increase in the number of iterations necessary for convergence due to the inaccuracy 
of the approximation to the inverse Jacobian. The method works well for smaller systems of 
equations such as a 5 equation nonlinear problem, but with the ACRC room air conditioner model 
2See Appendix B for definitions of variables used in the model. 
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Figure 3.8 Schematic of algorithm for quasi-Newton method using Broyden's Update 
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significant problems were encountered. This approach to the solution does not warrant 
application, due to the instability of the convergence. The poor performance of Broyden's method 
is due to the significant changes in the actual Jacobian from one iteration to the next, caused by the 
highly non-linear equations involved with this model. The method works well, however, for 
problems where the Jacobian only changes slightly between iterations. In general, however, 
Broyden's method is not sufficiently robust to be applied in our generalized equation solving 
program. 
3.5.2 Problems associated with the solution scheme 
Relative to successive substitution methods, there are several disadvantages associated with 
the Newton-Raphson solution scheme which are summarized as follows. 
• Initial guesses are needed for all variables involved 
• Highly non-linear sets of equations need very good initial guesses to converge on the 
solution. 
3.5.2.1 Approach to model construction 
Several approaches were investigated to find a solution to these problems. The general 
approach which was taken was to start with a simple core model and systematically add 
embellishments. The basic premise behind this approach was that we could (1) define a set of N 
equations and N unknowns; (2) compare the solution with data from testing facility; and (3) assess 
the need to improve certain assumptions or add more details into the model. The core model 
includes all the basic energy balance equations necessary for the system analysis. 
3.5.2.2 Robustness: ability of model to solve with poor initial guesses 
As the complexity of the model grows, i.e., the number and nonlinearity of the equations, the 
system of Newton-Raphson equations becomes much less robust in converging for a set of 
specified initial guesses. To ensure that our system would solve, we only modified the model 
slightly before solving and updating the initial guesses once again, thus ensuring that no "wild" 
initial guesses were introduced. This was very effective at ensuring convergence. 
Other factors involved with the robustness of the model were variation of ambient indoor and 
outdoor temperatures. For significantly different input conditions the model would not converge 
on an answer. For example, varying the evaporator inlet air temperature from 80 OF to 65 OF would 
be too large of a change in the overall solution. It was later discovered that the reason for this lack 
of convergence was usually due to the exit conditions in the condenser or evaporator being 
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mismodeled. The actual solution required a two-phase exit condition, while the model was trying 
to represent the condition as a subcooled or superheated exit respectively. In another example, 
varying the inlet air temperature to the condenser from 47°P to 90°F presented no problems for 
convergence, however increasing it to 98°P caused divergence because the subcooled zone in the 
condenser vanished. 
3.5.2.3 Boundary checking 
A strict definition of robustness demands that the functions used in the model are not 
evaluated outside their domain, causing a divide by zero or negative number to a non-integer power 
type error. This is a common problem encountered in the simulation of thermal systems, because 
of the large number of thermodynamic and thermophysical property function calls, the presence of 
non-integer exponents in effectiveness equations, and in heat transfer and pressure drop 
correlations. Each of these functions are only defined within a specific set of bounds, therefore the 
solution range needs to be limited by each function domain. Some examples are a refrigerant 
temperature exceeding the critical point or a quality greater than one. These situations can be 
. treated by checking variables after each iteration and adjusting them if they fall outside some 
predetermined range, but this adds significant complexity to the model. For example, if new 
variables or sets of equations are added to the model then reasonable estimates for the range of each 
variable must be evaluated and entered into the model code. Therefore the boundary checking 
routines are programmed into the same file in which the equations defining the model are 
contained. 
3.5.2.4 Changing equations between iterations 
In thermal system models a wide range of operating conditions need to be accurately 
simulated. As the operating conditions change, so do the levels of superheat at the evaporator exit 
and the amount of subcooling at the condenser exit. If either heat exchanger exit becomes two-
phase as the model is being solved, the equations involved with these exits need to be changed as 
the superheated or subcooled zones vanish. One solution to this problem is the use of logic 
statements in the residual equations which are involved in the superheat region of the evaporator. 
An example statement is shown below for the enthalpy of the refrigerant leaving the evaporator. 
EVAP(5) = iff(SuperheatEvapX,1,htx(t70,t9),hpt(p9,t9),hpt(p9,t9)) - h9 
The variable SuperheatEvapX is a switch which is changed in the boundary checking routine if the 
temperature leaving the evaporator t9 is less than the saturation temperature leaving the two-phase 
zone. In the case where the evaporator exit is two-phase, the variable t9 represents exit quality 
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instead of temperature. Besides this statement, several others are used to account for all the 
differences between the two-phase evaporator exit and the superheated exit, while keeping the 
number of equations constant throughout the solving process. 
Another approach would be to check the bounds on the solution, then solve a model with a 
different set of equations after the solution diverges. This offers several advantages including 
making the set of equations more readable. Also, less programming overhead is involved since the 
equations can be modified without adding the complexity of logic statements; only a new 
subroutine for the new set of equations is added. The disadvantage is that a new subroutine is 
added to the program, possibly confusing the user due to multiple models of the same system. 
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CHAPTER 4: EFFECT OF ACRC MODIFICATIONS TO THE 
MODEL 
4.1 Heat transfer coefficient correlations 
The room air conditioner model was modified to include the correlations for two-phase 
refrigerant flow developed at the ACRC by Chato et al. (1993). The model originally used the 
correlations from the ORNL model. The differences in the solution outcome between these two _ 
models can be seen in Figure 4.1. The figure shows a minimal change in the overall system 
performance variables such as COP and evaporator capacity. However, the subcooled section of 
the condenser shows a significant change in degrees subcooling and fraction of the condenser 
which is subcooled. This implies a significant change in charge inventory, since the subcooled 
liquid has a very high density in comparison to the other states in the cycle. 
The minimal effect of the new correlations on overall system performance is due to the 
small contribution which the refrigerant-side heat transfer has on the overall heat transfer for the 
two-phase zones of the heat exchangers. Typically the refrigerant-side heat transfer coefficients are 
four times higher than the area equivalent heat transfer coefficients on the air-side. Therefore an 
error of 20% in predicting the refrigerant-side heat transfer coefficient would only contribute a 5% 
error in the overall heat transfer coefficient. However, as air-side heat transfer is improved by 
louvered fins and other enhancements, the contribution of the refrigerant-side is becoming more 
significant. Thus an improved modeling of the refrigerant-side heat transfer will be essential for 
future heat exchanger designs. 
4.2 Capillary tube submodel 
4.2.1 Description of the finite difference capillary tube model 
In addition to changing the two-phase refrigerant correlations, the ASHRAE capillary tube 
model was replaced with a more detailed representation of the refrigerant flow. A I-D implicit 
finite difference model with 12 elements was solved for a wide range of operating conditions using 
a Newton-Raphson solver. Each element requires thermodynamic and transport property 
equations together with the continuity, momentum and energy equations for a total of 195 
simultaneous equations for the entire submodel. The assumptions for this model include steady 
state, adiabatic, pure refrigerant, thennodynamic equilibrium, homogeneous two-phase flow, and 
choked flow at the tube exit. Friction factors were obtained from an empirical correlation 
developed for R-12 (Pate, 1982) and were assumed to apply to R-22. Then the results of those 
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solutions for a range of tube lengths, diameters, inlet pressures, qualities, and degrees subcooling 
were curve fit using a simple polynomial function. The justification for using a curve fit of the 
fmite difference model solution is due to the difficulty in solving the-finite difference equations. 
The equations form a set of 130 non-linear, simultaneous equations. These equations would 
require a specialized initial guess algorithm to ensure successful convergence. Therefore, to avoid 
adding these equations to the overall model, which would cause significant computational 
overhead, a simple approach was sought. The curve fit equations along with the constants for R-
22 are shown below: 
mstd,eap = CtPinlet + C2Degsubcool + C3P~et + C4Deg~bcool +Cs 
flowfactor = C6 (Deap )c7 Cs(Leap f9 
Dstd Lstd 
mcap,act = mstdflowfactor 
Where: 
mstd,cap - mass flow through a standard size capillary tube (lbm/hr) 
Pinlet - inlet pressure into capillary tube (psia) 
Degsubcool - degrees of subcooling at the capillary tube entrance (oF) 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
flowfactor - factor used to adjust the standard mass flow prediction for the particular length 
and diameter tube. 
Dcap - diameter of the capillary tube being modeled (in) 
Dstd - diameter of a standard size capillary tube 0.049 (in) 
Leap - length of the capillary tube being modeled (in) 
Lstd - length of a standard size capillary tube (in) 
mcap,act - actual predicted mass flow for the capillary tube (lbm/hr) 
The constants are as follows: 
Cl=O.2818226 
C2=O.7413497 
C3=-0.OO01433 
C4=-0.OO20518 
C5=11.63794 
C6=1.1619 
C7=2.23211 
C8=-0.35519 
C9=-0.15795 
These relatively simple equations provided excellent agreement with the finite difference 
solution (within 0.5%). Peixoto (1993) solved the fmite difference equations and provided the 
form for the empirical fit. Despite reliance on the R-12 based friction factor, this equation is 
accurate to within 12% of data for R22 published by Kuehl and Goldschmidt (1991) with an 
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average error of 6.8%. This compares to the ± 18 % accuracy of the ASHRAE capillary tube 
submodel used in the ORNL room air conditioner model (peixoto, 1993). 
This method for adiabatic capillary tube analysis can be applied to any refrigerant for which 
transport and thermodynamic properties are available. Since the fmite difference model is already 
constructed, the equations can be solved for any refrigerant. Then the solutions of the finite 
difference equations can be fit using the same fonn of the equation as was used for R-22. Thus, 
this method provides a versatile, computationally efficient, adiabatic capillary tube model applicable 
to any refrigerant. 
4.2.2 Impact on predicted system performance 
Results of the above equations were compared with the solution obtained using the 
ASHRAE Equipment Handbook (1988). The results of this comparison showed insignificant 
changes in COP and evaporator capacity as can be seen in Figure 4.2. However, the change in the 
area of subcooling in the condenser "asubcond" is 23 %. This has significant impact on the charge 
. inventory prediction of the system, due the high density of the liquid refrigerant in the subcooled 
zone of the condenser. The differences in the divisions of each zone in the condenser are shown in 
Figure 4.3 for three operating conditions. For two of the three conditions the ACRC model 
indicates a much lower fraction of the condenser with subcooled liquid than the ORNL/ASHRAE 
model. For each of these conditions, the change in overall perfonnance variables such as mass 
flow, COP and evaporator capacity was less than one percent. 
The slight change in mass flow between the two models is much less than was initially 
expected. When operating the model in design mode the user specifies evaporator superheat 
instead of charge, thus eliminating a degree of freedom in the system model. Instead of specifying 
charge, the model is forced to solve for the compressor dictated mass flow by changing the degrees 
subcooling entering the capillary tube. Moreover, fixing evaporator superheat tends to keep 
capacity from varying in response to the mass flow and other variables in the model. Therefore the 
conclusions of the previous paragraph might not apply to an actual system, due to the unaccounted 
relationship between charge and the amount of subcooling and superheating in the system. This 
points out the need for a charge inventory constraint on the system model. The equations 
necessary for this constraint are presently being developed. The addition of the charge inventory 
equations will more accurately model the interactions between the degrees subcooling or quality 
exiting the condenser and the degrees superheating or quality exiting the evaporator. Additionally, 
the model will be much more useful at off-design conditions, not requiring any experimentally 
detennined inputs other than the compressor map equations. 
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ASHRAE capillary tube models at three operating conditions 
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4.3 Preliminary comparison of data with model predictions. 
4.3.1 Experimental facility description and capabilities 
A room air conditioner experimental facility was built with the intent of testing room air 
conditioner performance over an extremely wide range of conditions. Figure 4.4 shows a 
schematic of the facility. The temperature and dew point of the outdoor room are independently 
controlled using a chiller with an oversized capacity of 7.5 tons at an ambient of 75 oF. The chiller -
was selected to permit independent control over cooling fluid temperature and mass flow. The 
chilled liquid temperature controls the dew point in the outdoor portion of the facility, while the 
mass flow rate of the cooling fluid controls the heat removal rate. 
The indoor room of the facility was designed to minimize heat and moisture transfer from the 
room. The heat leakage of the room is a calibrated known amount (300 Btu/hr at a 50 OF 
temperature difference). This small amount enables direct measurement of cooling capacity for the 
unit being tested. An electric furnace provides the heat load to the indoor room, while a steam 
humidification system provides a controlled moisture addition rate. The power into the room is 
measured using a wave form integration power measurement system, specifically designed for this 
facility. The moisture addition rate is measured using a counterweighted load cell system. The 
facility is still under verification of its intended design capabilities, although some preliminary 
testing data (reported below) have yielded some limited results on the performance of a 1.5 ton 
room air conditioner. For more detailed information on the test facility see Fleming and Dunn 
(1993) and Feller and Dunn (1993). 
The range of operating conditions to be tested was determined using a simple room model in . 
which the performance of a room air conditioner was simulated using a typical compressor map 
(Figure 4.5). The entire range of the compressor map was simulated and the resulting room 
conditions were determined. The envelope of these conditions for the indoor room is shown in 
Figure 4.6. Each of the four corners of the map is represented by a line on the psychrometric 
chart. These temperature ranges span from 72 OF to 123 OF for a completely dry evaporator coil 
and from 52 OF to 75 OF for a completely saturated indoor room. Each line begins at the saturation 
line where the coil is completely wet and ends with a vertical section along which the evaporator 
coil is completely dry. The transition from a wet to dry coil is crudely represented since the 
analysis necessary to accurately model this process was not warranted. The operating envelope for 
the outdoor room was determined to range from 70 OF to 120 OF assuming a completely dry 
condensing coil. 
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4.3.2 Comparison with data 
Several dry evaporator coil conditions were tested using the facility described. The indoor 
room air temperature ranged from 68 OF to 113 of. The outdoor room air temperature ranged from 
77 of to 117 of. The version of the ACRC room air conditioner model containing the ORNL heat 
transfer and pressure drop correlations was run for these conditions and the output was compared 
with the experimental results. The inputs for the model were taken from experimentally measured _ 
air-side temperatures and relative humidities as well as the measured value for degrees superheat 
exiting the evaporator. The comparisons of the data with the model predictions are shown in 
Figures 4.7 through 4.11. 
The refrigerant-side temperatures of the two-phase zones of the evaporator and condenser 
were measured using insulated surface thermocouples on portions of the refrigerant tubing which 
lie out of the main air flow field. For the two-phase flow regions these have been shown to be 
within 1.3 OF (nns) for refrigerators (Rubas, 1993). Since room air conditioners typically have 8-
20 times the refrigerant side Reynolds number of refrigerators, the accuracy of the surface 
thermocouples should be even greater due to higher inside heat transfer coefficients. 
This relatively limited set of data is all that is available at present because the air conditioner is 
being tested in "as delivered" condition to obtain baseline data prior to modification of the unit for 
more extensive testing. Future refrigerant-side instrumentation will include immersion 
thermocouples, differential and absolute pressure transducers and a mass flow meter. Once this 
instrumentation has been installed, a large matrix of data will be collected exercising the room air 
conditioner over the entire range of the map. This rich data set will then be analyzed to improve the 
model predictions both on a component and system level. 
In general, the preliminary comparisons show that the model significantly overpredicts both 
the evaporating and condensing temperatures. For the evaporator the model overpredicts by 1-4 OF 
vs. an expected 1-2 OF underprediction. For the condenser the temperatures are overpredicted by 
5-9 OF vs. an expected I-2°F overprediction This could be due to a number of inaccuracies in the 
modeling of each system component, as well as instrumentation uncertainties. In an attempt to 
identify possible sources of these inaccuracies, the model was solved in reverse where the 
measured condensing and evaporating temperatures along with degrees sJlperheating were 
specified. The capillary tube submodel was also removed and replaced with an equation specifying 
the measured degrees subcooling to decrease uncertainty in the overall model. The overall heat 
transfer coefficients (V-values) were then calculated for the two-phase zones of each heat 
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160 
exchanger at each operating point. On average these estimated or "corrected" U-values were 
approximately 75 % higher than the ORNL correlation predicted values for the condenser two-
phase zone and 7 % lower than the ORNL correlation predicted values for the evaporator two-
phase zone. These average corrected U-values were then applied to the model as constants at all 
operating conditions tested, still excluding the captube model in favor of specified subcooling, 
yielded the comparisons shown in Figures 4.12 through 4.15. 
These comparisons suggest that the overall heat transfer coefficients might be the main-
source of inaccuracy in the model. The discrepancy.in compressor power appears to result from 
the sensitivity of the model to condensing saturation temperatures. An error of only 2.5 OF 
corresponds to an error in compressor power of approximately five percent. However, these are 
only hypotheses at this point. They will be tested rigorously after the refrigerant-side 
instrumentation is installed. 
The preceding comparisons have shown that the ORNL model can predict COP and 
evaporator capacity to within ± 5.0%, provided that the user supplies one experimentally 
detennined variable: the amount of superheat at the compressor inlet. This unexpected accuracy 
appears to be due to the offsetting of errors from the evaporating and condensing temperature 
predictions. This offsetting of error behavior can be seen on the EER graph, shown in Figure 
4.16, which was derived from the compressor map. On the graph, as evaporating temperature is 
overpredicted the EER increases. However, as the condensing temperature is overpredicted the 
EER decreases, yielding a much less pronounced difference between predicted and measured EER. 
Likewise, the good agreement between predicted and measured evaporator heat transfer rates can 
be explained by the same offsetting operating in Figure 4.5: as the evaporating temperature 
increases, the evaporator heat transfer rate increases and as the condensing temperature increases 
the evaporator heat transfer rate decreases, thus producing a seemingly accurate prediction. 
The objective of the ongoing ACRC research program is to develop a reliable and accurate 
model that does not require the user to specify superheat. 
4.4 Summary and conclusions 
The need for developing an easily modified, and highly versatile room air conditioner model 
is clear due to stringent energy standards coupled with the phase out schedule of HCFC's. The 
ACRC research program of experimental investigations such as those conducted in the room air 
conditioner test facility, together with a ftrst-principles approach to modeling can help to quickly 
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evolve a model capable of serving the industry's needs as both a tool for investigating energy 
saving modifications, and a tool for researching the peIformance of alternative refrigerants. 
The ORNL heat pump model which was modified in 1988 to simulate the steady state 
peIformance of room air conditioners provides an excellent starting point for a fIrst principles 
model. The solution scheme, however, intertwines the fundamental equations necessary for 
simulation together with the logic of a successive substitution algorithm. 
The 105 key equations were taken from the model and combined the ORNL equations 
together with a Newton-Raphson solution algorithm for the initial implementation of the ACRC 
room air conditioner model. This model containing 105 simultaneous equations is greatly 
simplified over the ORNL model of nearly 1800 equations. The utility routines contain 
approximately 450 equations which are separated and organized into subroutines and functions for 
pressure drop, heat transfer correlations and others. Thus utility routine equations are remote from 
the core set needed to solve the model. Since the equations are not intertwined with the solution 
algorithm as they are in the ORNL model spanning nearly 3500 lines of code, they can be viewed 
in a simple list format of only 400 lines of code. Furthermore, these equations can be easily 
modified in the Newton-Raphson framework to more accurately predict the peIformance of present 
systems or investigate new designs using newly developed component models. 
However, there is a price paid for the decoupling of the equations from the solution 
algorithm. Several techniques were investigated to improve the convergence of the N-R 
implementation of the room air conditioner model. Relatively good convergence was achieved, 
and the computational speed of the program was improved by 83% through the use of the 
techniques presented in Chapter 3. Further refinements in the program will improve both the ease 
of adding new equations as well as the robustness of convergence. 
Certain key equations were replaced in the model to improve the prediction of room air 
conditioner peIformance. These improvements included the addition of newly developed two-
phase flow heat transfer correlations for both the condensing and evaporating flows. These 
correlations are simpler in form that the ORNL heat transfer correlations which were being used on 
a temporary basis, and are applicable over a very wide range of flow regimes. Also the capillary 
flow model was improved by utilizing a finite difference approach. Then the results of the solution 
of those equations were curve fit to provide a more accurate and computationally efficient 
submodel. These equations had a relatively small effect on the model's prediction of system 
operation. However, the impact on the prediction of subcooling was substantial, and this is 
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critically important for the charge inventory calculation that will be added to simulate off-design 
performance. 
Preliminary data from the ACRC experimental facility on the perfonnance of the room air 
conditioner operating over a wide range of conditions matched the predicted perfonnance to within 
± 5.0% for system COP and evaporator capacity. Further analysis of this data revealed the 
presence of larger but offsetting errors. Much of the error appeared to be associated with the 
overall heat transfer coefficients in the two-phase zones of the condenser and evaporator. Future -
work in this area will involve improved refrigerant-side instrumentation to provide detailed data on 
the perfonnance of each component in the model. Once each component has been refined, the 
prediction of system perfonnance should be greatly improved. 
Overall, the unique solution structure provided in this report, coupled with a fIrst-principles 
set of equations, reasonably predicts the perfonnance of a room air conditioner when the 
compressor's inlet superheat is specified. Future improvements to the model will include charge 
inventory equations to remove the need to specify degrees superheat and provide a model capable 
of simulating off-design predictions without requiring the user to supply experimentally determined 
inputs. Also, alternative refrigerants are scheduled for experimental investigation in the room air 
conditioner facility. The results of these tests can be coupled with the simulation model to provide 
insights into improvements in exiting designs for alternative refrigerants. 
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APPENDIX A: DESCRIPTION 
CONDITIONER 
MODEL 
OF THE 
STEADY 
ACRC 
STATE 
ROOM AIR 
SIMULATION 
The fast section of this Appendix describes the residual equations for each component as 
they appear in the subroutine CalcRRACMODl listed in Appendix D. The second section of this 
Appendix describes the component models in more detail than they were in Chapter 3. The third 
section describes the flow of the Fortran program which has been written as a temporary stand-in 
until the full featured version of the program can be implemented. 
A.I Description of each of the residual equations 
This section provides a brief description of each residual equation used in the room air 
conditioner model. This list of 105 equations fully models the room air conditioner system. This 
should provide the user with the full understanding of each component model as it interacts with 
the utility functions2 which are called from the model. The equations are listed in exactly the same 
. fonnat as they appear in the Fortran listing of Appendix D. 
A.I.I Compressor component model 
The residual equations for this part of the model are numbered from 1-15. 
R(l) = SuctionSuperheat - tlO + tsatincomp 
Calculates the superheat value at the entrance to the compressor in OF. 
R(2) = hlO-hpt(plO,tlO) 
Calculates the enthalpy at the suction port entering the compressor. The property function hpt is 
. called using the pressure and temperature at this state. 
R(3) = tsatincomp - tsatP(plO) 
Calculates the saturation temperature entering the compressor. The property function tsatP is called 
using the pressure at this state. 
R(4) = tsatocomp - tsatP(pO) 
Calculates the saturation temperature exiting the compressor. The property function tsatP is called 
using the pressure at this state. 
R(S) = hlO - h9 - qgainSL/w 
lCaIcRRACMOD is the subroutine which contains the model equations. Its flow diagram is shown in Figure 
A.3. 
2The utility functions include heat transfer correlations functions, transport properties and other nessesary functions 
for the solution of this model. They are listed in Appendix D. 
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Relates the enthalpy at the exit of the evaporator to that at the entrance of the compressor. A 
constant suction line heat gain (typically 300 Btu/hr) is specified in the parameters to account for 
the heat transferred from the ambient outdoor air. 
R(6) = w - wact(hIO,tsatincomp,tsatocamp) 
Calculates the actual mass flow rate predicted by the compressor map function wact This function 
corrects for the superheat values other than what the map was calibrated for. 
R(7) = pwrcomp - pwract(hIO,tsatincomp,tsatocamp,w) 
Calculates the actual compressor power predicted by the compressor map function pwract. This 
function corrects for the superheat values other than what the map was calibrated for. 
IF (Varnum .EQ. 0) then 
vin = VPT(pO,tO) 
vout= VPT(pI,tI) 
pddisline=dpspHX(Ddisc,STC,1.OD03,w,0.ODO,vin, 
& vout,tO,tl,XLEQDL,rough,O) 
R(8) = pddisline - pO + pI 
ELSE 
R(8) = pddisline - pO + pI 
END IF 
Calculates the discharge line pressure drop in psia between the exit of the compressor and the inlet 
to the condenser. The IF statement detects whether this is the first evaluation of the residual 
equations for an iteration, in which case the "varnum" variable is zero. The variable pddisline is 
treated as a pseudo-constant. The pressure drop function "dpspHX" is evaluated once at the 
beginning of an iteration. The pressure drop function will not be evaluated again until the next 
iteration, thus avoiding function calls during partial derivative calculations.4 
R(9) = hbarcomp*(tO-tacondin) - qcamp 
Calculates the heat lost from the compressor shell in Btu/hr. The value ofhbarcomp, heat transfer 
coefficient for the compressor shell, is entered as a parameter. 
R(lO) = hIO + (pwrcomp - qcomp)/w - hO 
Calculates· the enthalpy difference across the compressor. 
R(II) = dHdiscLn - qlosSDL/W 
Calculates the enthalpy change across the discharge line. 
R(12) = hO - dHdiscLn - hI 
Applies the enthalpy difference across the discharge line. 
3The 1.000 is used for passing values which are double precision. 1.0 is not recognized on some FORTRAN 
compilers as a double precision number when passed in a function or subroutine call. 
4ne residual equations must be called repeatedly when evaluating partial derivatives due to the finite difference 
approximation used. aR '" R(x + L\x) - R(x) 
ax L\x 
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R(13) = hpt(pO,tO) - hO 
Calculates the enthalpy at the compressor exit based on the pressure and temperature of that state. 
R(14) = hpt(pl,tl) - hl 
Calculates the enthalpy at discharge line exit based on the pressure and temperature at that state. 
R(15) = rejrat - qcomp/pwrcomp 
Calculates the heat rejection ratio. This ratio is specified in the ORNL model and is calculated in 
our model for comparison. 
A.t.2 Condenser component model 
The numbering scheme for these residual equations was set up to make modification easier. The 
variable "Ecomp" (somewhat like a pointer) is set to the number of the last residual in the 
compressor submodel, making renumbering of residual equations easy due to the localized 
submodel equation list fonnat. The residual equations are numbered starting with "Ecomp +1", 
which is actually the 16th residual equation in the model, and go up to "Ecomp + 47". 
R(Ecomp+l) = htpsub(t4,p4) - h4 
Calculates the enthalpy leaving the liquid line after the condenser, based on temperature and 
pressure at that state. The function "htpsub" is for subcooled liquid only. 
R(Ecomp+2) = p2i - psatT(t2i) 
Calculates the refrigerant pressure entering the two-phase zone of the condenser. 
R(Ecomp+3) = p20 - psatT(t2o) 
Calculates the refrigerant pressure leaving the two-phase zone of the condenser. 
R(Ecomp+4) = h20 - hpx(p20,O.ODO) 
Calculates the enthalpy at the exit of the two-phase zone of the condenser, based on the pressure 
and quality of 0 (liquid) at that state. 
R(Ecomp+5) = h21 - hpx(p2i,1.ODO) 
Calculates the enthalpy at the entrance to the two-phase zone of the condenser, based on pressure 
and quality of 1 (vapor) at that state. 
R(Ecomp+6) = htpsub(t3,p3) - h3 
Calculates the enthalpy at the exit of the subcooled zone of the condenser based on the temperature 
and pressure at that state. 
IF (Varnum .EO. 0) THEN 
vin = VTX(t20,O.ODO) 
vout = vin 
pdsubcond = dpspHX(Dcond,STC,NSECTC,w,RTBCND*fsubcond,vin, 
& vout,t20,t3,DZC*fsubcond,rough,1) 
R(Ecomp+9) = p3 -(p2o-pdsubcond) 
ELSE 
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R(Ecomp+9) = p3 -(p2o-pdsubcond) 
END IF 
Calculates the pressure drop across the desuperheating zone of the condenser. The IF statement 
detects whether this is the fIrst evaluation of the residual equations for an iteration, in which case 
the "varnum" variable is zero. The variable pdsubcond is treated as a pseudo-constant. The 
pressure drop function "dpspHX" is evaluated once at the beginning of an iteration. The pressure 
drop function will not be evaluated again until the next iteration, thus avoiding function calls during 
partial derivative calculations.1 
IF (Varnum . EO. 0) THEN 
vvtp = VTX(t2i,1.ODO) 
vltp = VTX(t20,0.ODO) 
xin = 1.0 
xout = 0.0 
pd2phcond = dptpHX(Dcond,STC,NSECTC,w,RTBCND*f2ph,t20,t2i, 
& vvtp,vltp,DZC*f2ph,xout,xin) 
R(Ecomp+8) = pd2phcond - (p2i - p2o) 
ELSE 
R(Ecomp+8) = pd2phcond - (p2i - p2o) 
END IF 
Calculates the pressure drop across the two-phase zone of the condenser. The IF statement detects 
whether this is the fIrst evaluation of the residual equations for an iteration, in which case the 
"varnum" variable is zero. The variable pd2phcond is treated as a pseudo-constant. The pressure 
drop function "dpspHX" is evaluated once at the beginning of an iteration. The pressure drop 
function will not be evaluated again until the next iteration, thus avoiding function calls during 
partial derivative calculations.1 
IF (Varnum • EO. 0) THEN 
vin = VPT(p3,t3) 
vout = vin 
pdliqline = dpspHX(Dliq,STC,l.ODO,w,O.ODO,vin, 
& vout,t3,t4,XLEOLL,rough,1) 
R(Ecomp+10) = p3 - pdliqline - p4 
ELSE 
R(Ecomp+10) = p3 - pdliqline - p4 
END IF 
Calculates the pressure drop across the subcooled zone of the condenser. The IF statement detects 
whether this is the fIrst evaluation of the residual equations for an iteration, in which case the 
"varnum" variable is zero. The variable pdliqline is treated as a pseudo-constant. The pressure 
drop function "dpspHX" is evaluated once at the beginning of an iteration. The pressure drop 
function will not be evaluated again until the next iteration, thus avoiding function calls during 
partial derivative calculations.1 
IF (Varnum .EO. 0) THEN 
vin = VPT(p3,t3) 
vout = vin 
pdliqline = dpspHX(Dliq,STC,l.ODO,w,O.ODO,vin, 
& vout,t3,t4,XLEOLL,rough,1) 
R(Ecomp+10) = p3 - pdliqline - p4 
ELSE 
R(Ecomp+10) = p3 - pdliqline - p4 
END IF 
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Calculates the pressure drop across the liquid line after the condenser. The IF statement detects 
whether this is the first evaluation of the residual equations for an iteration, in which case the 
"varnum" variable is zero. The variable pdliqline is treated as a pseudo-constant. The pressure 
drop function "dpspHX" is evaluated once at the beginning of an iteration. The pressure drop 
function will not be evaluated again until the next iteration, thus avoiding function calls during 
partial derivative calculations. 1 
R(Ecomp+ll) = p2avg - (p2i+p2o)/2 
Calculates the average two-phase pressure for the two-phase zone of the condenser. 
R(Ecomp+12) = t2avg - (t2i+t2o)/2 
Calculates the average two-phase temperature for the tWo-phase zone of the condenser. 
R(Ecomp+13) = dt2t3 - (t2o-t3) 
Calculates the subcooling of the refrigerant in the subcooled zone of the condenser. 
R(Ecomp+14) = dHliqLn - qlossLL/w 
Calculates the enthalpy difference across the liquid line. The liquid line heat loss is assumed 
constant (typically 100 Btu/hr) and is specified as a parameter by the user. 
R(Ecomp+15) = h4 - (h3-dHliqLn) 
Applies the enthalpy difference across the liquid line. 
R(Ecomp+16) = tacondfanout - tacondin - (pwrcond+qcomp)/Cacond 
Calculates the temperature of the air exiting the fan and entering the condenser coil,.based on the 
heat lost from the compressor shell, and the heat added to the air by the fan. 
IF (varnum .EQ. 0) THEN 
CALL UsCond(K,w,t2avg,tacondin,mDotacond,tl,t3,Usupvcond, 
& U2phvcond,Usubvcond) 
R(Ecomp+17)=u2phvcond-u2phcond 
R(Ecomp+18)=Usupvcond-usupcond 
R(Ecomp+19)=Usubvcond-usubcond 
ELSE 
R(Ecomp+17)=u2phvcond-u2phcond 
R(Ecomp+18)=Usupvcond-usupcond 
R(Ecomp+19)=Usubvcond-usubcond 
END IF 
Calculates the overall U values for the condenser. The IF statement detects whether this is the first 
evaluation of the residual equations for an iteration, in which case the "varnum" variable is zero. 
Each zone U value is calculated by calling the subroutine "UsCond". The variable u2phcond is 
treated as a pseudo-constant. The overall heat transfer correlation subroutine UsCond is evaluated 
once at the beginning of an iteration. This subroutine will not be evaluated again until the next 
iteration, thus avoiding function calls during partial derivative calculations. 1 
R(Ecomp+20)=qsub + q2phcond + qsupcond - qcond 
Calculates the overall heat transfer rate for the condenser by summing the heat transfer rate in each 
zone. 
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R(Ecomp+21)=Tasubout*fsubcond+Tasupout*fsupcond+Ta2phout*f2ph 
& -TaconDout 
Calculates the air temperature leaving the condenser by summing the air temperatures leaving each 
zone weighted by the fraction of the total which each temperature represents. This summation is 
possible since the specific heat of air is very nearly constant over these temperatures. 
R(Ecomp+22)=w*(h20 - h3) - qsub 
Calculates the heat transfer rate in the subcooled zone of the condenser based on the refrigerant side 
energy balance. 
R(Ecomp+23)=esubcond*cminsub*(t20 - tacondfanout) -qsub 
Calculates the heat transfer rate in the subcooled zone based on the effectiveness- NTU rate 
equation. 
R(Ecomp+24)=Cacond*fsubcond*(Tasubout-tacondfanout)-qsub 
Calculates the heat transfer rate in the subcooled zone based on the air-side energy balance. 
R(Ecomp+25)=min(csubcondr,Cacond*fsubcond)-cminsub 
Calculates the minimum wCp value between the refrigerant and air flow streams in the subcooled 
zoned of the condenser. 
R(Ecomp+26)=max(csubcondr,Cacond*fsubcond)- cmaxsub 
Calculates the maximum wCp value between the refrigerant and air flow streams in the subcooled 
zoned of the condenser. 
R(Ecomp+27)=asubcond/(acond)-fsubcond 
Calculates the fraction of the condenser which is· subcooled, based on the area ratio. 
R (Ecomp+28) =ecrossflow (usubcond*asubcond, cminsub, cmaxsub). -esubcond 
Calculates the effectiveness of the subcooled zone of the condenser, based on the crossflow 
equation. 
R(Ecomp+29)=qsub/(t20 - t3)-csubcondr 
Calculates the wCp value for the subcooled refrigerant in the condenser. 
R(Ecomp+30)=w*(h21 - h20) - q2phcond 
Calculates the heat transfer rate in the two-phase zone of the condenser based on the refrigerant 
side energy balance. 
R(Ecomp+31)=mDotacond*Cpa(tacondin)-Cacond 
Calculates the wCp value for the entire air side mass flow through the condenser 
R(Ecomp+32)=vDotcond*60/va(tacondin)-mdotacond 
Calculates the air mass flow rate through the condenser based on the volume air flow rate in (CFM) 
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R(Ecomp+33)=e2ph*cacond2ph*(t2i - tacondfanout)-q2phcond 
Calculates the heat transfer rate in the two-phase zone based on the effectiveness- NTU rate 
equation. 
R(Ecomp+34)=cacond2ph*(Ta2phout-tacondfanout)-q2phcond 
Calculates the heat transfer rate in the two-phase zone based on the air-side energy balance. 
R(Ecomp+35)=e2p (u2phcond*a2phcond, cacond2ph)-e2ph 
Calculates the effectiveness of the two-phase zone of the condenser, based on the two-
phase/counterflow equation. 
R(Ecomp+36)=a2phcond/(acond)-f2ph 
Calculates the fraction of the condenser which is two-phase, based on the area ratio. 
R(Ecomp+37)= Cacond*f2ph-cacond2ph 
Calculates the wCp value for the air passing through the two-phase zone of the condenser. 
R(Ecomp+38)=w*(hl - h21)-qsupcond 
Calculates the heat transfer rate in the de superheating zone of the condenser based on the 
refrigerant side energy balance. 
R(Ecomp+39)=esupcond*cminsupcond*(tl - tacondfanout) -qsupcond 
Calculates the heat transfer rate in the desuperheating zone based on the effectiveness- NTU rate 
equation. 
R(Ecomp+40)=casupcond*(Tasupout-tacondfanout) -qsupcond 
Calculates the heat transfer rate in the desuperheating zone based on the air-side energy balance. 
R(Ecomp+41)=min(csupcondr,casupcond)-cminsupcond 
Calculates the minimum wCp value between the refrigerant and air flow streams in the 
de superheating zone of the condenser. 
R(Ecomp+42) =max (csupcondr,casupcond)-cmaxsupcond 
Calculates the maximum wCp value between the refrigerant and air flow streams in the 
desuperheating zone of the condenser. 
R(Ecomp+43)=fsupcond+fsubcond+f2ph-l 
Sums fractions of each zone in the condenser to 1 
R(Ecomp+44)=asupcond/acond-fsupcond 
Calculates the fraction of the condenser which is superheated base on area ratio. 
R(Ecomp+45)=Cacond*fsupcond-casupcond 
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Calculates the wCp value for the air passing through the desuperheating zone of the condenser. 
R(Eeomp+46)=eerossflow(usupeond*asupeond,cminsupeond 
& ,cmaxsupeond)-esupeond 
Calculates the effectiveness of the desuperheating zone of the condenser, based on the crossflow 
equation. 
R(Eeomp+47)=qsupeond/(tl - t2i)-esupeondr 
Calculates the wCp value for the refrigerant stream in the desuperbeating zone of the condenser. 
A.l.3 Capillary tube model 
The numbering scheme for these residual equations was set up to make modification easier. The 
variable "Econd" (somewhat like a pointer) is set to the number of the last residual in the condenser 
submodel, making renumbering of residual equations easy due to the localized submodel equation 
list format. The residual equations are numbered starting with "Econd + 1 ", which is actually the 
63rd residual equation in the model, and go up to "Econd + 2". 
CALL CapTubeEq (Leap, Deap, Numeaps, TwophaseCondX,t20,t3,p4,p7i,we ap) 
R(Eeond+l) = weap - w 
Calculates mass flow through the capillary tube based on inlet pressure, subcooling or quality, and 
. length and diameter of the capillary tube. 
R(Eeond+2) = h7i - h4 
Calculates the enthalpy entering the evaporator. Assumes adiabatic capillary tube. 
A.1.4 Evaporator model 
The numbering scheme for these residual equations was set up to make modification easier. The 
variable "Ecap" (somewhat like a pointer) is set to the number of the last residual in the capillary 
tube submodel, making renumbering of residual equations easy due to the localized submodel 
equation list format. The residual equations are numbered starting with "Ecap + 1 ", which is 
actually the 65th residual equation in the model, and go up to "Ecap + 41" which is the 105th 
equation. 
R(Ecap+l) = PsatT(t7i) - p7i 
Calculates the refrigerant pressure entering the two-phase zone of the evaporator. 
R(Eeap+2) = PsatT(t7o) - p70 
Calculates the refrigerant pressure exiting the two-phase zone of the evaporator. 
R(Eeap+3) = xht(h4,t7i) - Xinevap 
Calculates the refrigerant quality entering the evaporator. 
R(Eeap+4) = htx(t70,1.ODO) - h71 
Calculates the refrigerant enthalpy exiting the two-phase zone of the evaporator. 
R(Eeap+5) = hpt(p9,t9) - h9 
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Calculates the refrigerant enthalpy exiting the superheated zone of the evaporator. 
R(Ecap+6) = t7avg - (t7i+t7o)/2 
Calculates the average saturation temperature in the two-phase zone of the evaporator. 
R(Ecap+7) = p7avg - (p7i+p7o)/2 
Calculates the average saturation pressure in the two-phase zone of the evaporator. 
IF (varnum .EQ. 0) THEN 
yin = VTX(t70,I.ODO) 
vout = VPT(p9,t9) 
pdsupevap = dpspHX(Devap,STE,NSECTE,w,RTBEVP*fsupevap,vin, 
& vout,t70,t9,DZE*fsupevap,rough,0) 
R(Ecap+8) = p70 - pdsupevap - p9 
ELSE 
R(Ecap+8) = p70 - pdsupevap - p9 
END IF 
Calculates the pressure drop across the superheated zone of the evaporator. The IF statement 
detects whether this is the fIrst evaluation of the residual equations for an iteration, in which case 
the "varnum" variable is zero. The variable pdsupevap is treated as a pseudo-constant. The 
pressure drop function "dpspHX" is evaluated once at the beginning of an iteration. The pressure 
drop function will not be evaluated again until the next iteration, thus avoiding function calls during 
partial derivative calculations.1 
IF (varnum .EQ. 0) then 
vvtp = VTX(t70,I.ODO) 
vltp = VTX(t7i,0.ODO) 
xout = 1.0 
pd2phevap = dptpHX(Devap,STE,NSECTE,w,RTBEVP*f2phevap,t70, 
& t7i,vvtp,vltp, DZE*f2phevap, xout, xinevap) 
R(Ecap+9) = p7i - pd2phevap - p70 
ELSE 
R(Ecap+9) = p7i - pd2phevap - p70 
END IF 
Calculates the pressure drop across the two-phase zone of the evaporator. The IF statement detects 
whether this is the fIrst evaluation of the residual equations for an iteration, in which case the 
"varnum" variable is zero. The variable pd2phevap is treated as a pseudo-constant The pressure 
drop function "dptpHX" is evaluated once at the beginning of an iteration. The pressure drop 
function will not be evaluated again until the next iteration, thus avoiding function calls during 
partial derivative calculations. 1 
IF (varnum .EQ. 0) then 
yin = VPT (p9, t9) 
vout = VPT(pIO,tIO) 
pdsucline = dpsuction(Dsuct,STE,I.ODO,w,0.ODO,vin,vout,t9, 
& tIO,XLEQSL,rough,SuctionSuperheat) 
R(Ecap+IO) = plO + pdsucline - p9 
ELSE 
R(Ecap+IO) = plO + pdsucline - p9 
END IF 
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Calculates the pressure drop across the suction line after the evaporator. The IF statement detects 
whether this is the first evaluation of the residual equations for an iteration, in which case the 
"varnum" variable is zero. The variable pdsucline is treated as a pseudo-constant. The pressure 
drop function "dpsuction" is evaluated once at the beginning of an iteration. The pressure drop 
function will not be evaluated again until the next iteration, thus avoiding function calls during 
partial derivative calculations.1 
R(Ecap+ll) = t7o+degsup-t9 
Calculates the degrees of superheat in the evaporator superheated zone. Typically, this parameter 
will be specified. 
R(Ecap+12) = taevapout+(pwrevap/Caevap)-taevapfanout 
Calculates the temperature exiting the evaporator and entering the room. 
R(Ecap+13)=q2phevap+qsupevap-qevap 
Calculates the total heat transfer rate in the evaporator. 
R(Ecap+14)=w*(h71-h7i)-q2phevap 
Calculates the heat transfer rate in the two-phase zone of the evaporator based on the refrigerant 
side energy balance. 
R(Ecap+15)=q2phtotal*f2phevap - q2phevap 
Calculates the heat transfer rate in the two-phase zone of the evaporator based on the fraction of the 
total possible heat transfer. 
R(Ecap+16)=Caevap*f2phevap- caevap2ph 
Calculates the wCp value for the air stream passing through the two-phase zone of the evaporator. 
R(Ecap+17)=A2phevap/Aevap-f2phevap 
Calculates the fraction of the evaporator which is two-phase based on area ratio. 
R(Ecap+18)=e2p(u2phevap*A2phevap,caevap2ph)-e2phevap 
Calculates the effectiveness of the two-phase zone of the evaporator, based on the two-
phase!couterflow equation. 
R(Ecap+19)=mDotaevap*Cpa(taevapin)-Caevap 
Calculates the wCp value for the entire air side mass flow through the evaporator. 
R(Ecap+20)=vDotevap*60/Va(taevapin)-mdotaevap 
Calculates the air mass flow rate through the evaporator based on the volume air flow rate in 
(CFM). 
R(Ecap+2l)=Caevap2ph*(taevapin-taevap2phout)-q2phevap 
Calculates the heat transfer rate in the two-phase zone of the evaporator based on the air-side 
energy balance. 
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R(Ecap+22)=w*(h9-h71)-qsupevap 
Calculates the heat transfer rate in the superheated zone of the evaporator based on the refrigerant 
side energy balance. 
R(Ecap+23)=esupevap*cminsupevap*(taevapin-t7o)-qsupevap 
Calculates the heat transfer rate in the superheated zone of the evaporator based on the 
effectiveness- NTU rate equation. 
R(Ecap+24) =ecrossflow (usupevap*asupevap, cmi nsupevap , 
& Cmaxsupevap)-esupevap 
Calculates the effectiveness of the superheated zone of the evaporator, based on the crossflow 
equation. 
R(Ecap+25)=w*Cpv«t7o+t9)/2)-crsupevap 
Calculates the wCp value for the refrigerant stream in the superheated zone of the evaporator. 
R(Ecap+26)=Caevap*fsupevap-caevapsup 
Calculates the wCp value for the air stream passing through the superheated zone of the 
evaporator. 
R(Ecap+27)=asupevap/Aevap-fsupevap 
Calculates the fraction of the evaporator which is superheated based on area ratio. 
R(Ecap+28)=min(crsupevap,caevapsup)-cminsupevap 
Calculates the minimum wCp value between the refrigerant and air flow streams in the superheated 
zone of the evaporator. 
R(Ecap+29) =max (crsupevap,caevapsup)-Cmaxsupevap 
Calculates the maximum wCp value between the refrigerant and air flow streams in the superheated 
zone of the evaporator. 
R(Ecap+30)=caevapsup*(taevapin-taevapsupout)-qsupevap 
Calculates the heat transfer rate in the superheated zone of the evaporator based on the air-side 
energy balance. 
R(Ecap+31)=taevapsupout*fsupevap+taevap2phout*f2phevap-taevapout 
Calculates the air temperature exiting the evaporator coil by summing the contributions of the two 
air streams, weighted by their respective fraction of the total air flow. 
R(Ecap+32)=A2phevap+asupevap-Aevap 
Sums the areas to add to the total. 
R(Ecap+33) = (qevap)/(pwrcomp + pwrcond + pwrevap) - cOP 
Calculates the coefficient of performance for the air conditioning cycle. 
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R(Ecap+34) = EER - (Cop*3.412) 
Calculates the energy efficiency rating for the air conditioning cycle 
IF (varnum .EQ. 0) Then 
tavg=(t7o+t9)/2 
CALL USEvap(K,w,t7avg,t9,Xinevap,taevapin,mDotaevap, 
& q2phevap,A2phevap,usupvevap,u2phvevap) 
R(Ecap+3S) = usupevap - usupvevap 
R(Ecap+36) = u2phevap - u2phvevap 
ELSE 
R(Ecap+3S) = usupevap - usupvevap 
R(Ecap+36) = u2phevap - u2phvevap 
END IF 
Calculates the overall U values for the evaporator. The IF statement detects whether this is the first 
evaluation of the residual equations for an iteration, in which case the "varnum" variable is zero. 
Each zone U value is calculated by calling the subroutine "UsEvap". The variable usupevap is 
treated as a pseudo-constant. The overall heat transfer correlation subroutine UsEvap is evaluated 
once at the beginning of an iteration. This subroutine will not be evaluated again until the next 
iteration, thus avoiding function calls during partial derivative calculations.l 
CALL FindWet(K,w,Xinevap,Q2phevap,A2phevap,t7i,t7avg, 
& mDotaevap,f2phevap,tftmout,wairo,taosol,twalli,Fsens,R3,R4,RS, 
& R6,MWR,Wwallo,qwettotal,TACI,senstoTotal,effecttp) 
R(Ecap+37) = R3 
R(Ecap+38) = R4 
R(Ecap+39) = RS 
R(Ecap+40) = R6 
R(Ecap+41) = q2phtotal - qwettotal 
Here, the wet evaporator analysis routine is called. There are 4 residual equations contained in the 
routine "FindWet". These equations are those associated with calculating (1) "tftmout" the average 
surface temperature of the trailing edge of the coil. (2) "wairo" the humidity ratio of the air leaving 
the trailing edge of the coil. (3) "taosol" the dry bulb temperature of the air leaving the trailing 
edge of the coil. (4) "twalli" the average surface temperature of the leading edge of the coil, in the 
event that the leading edge is wet, in which case the coil is fully wet The residual equation values 
in the FindWet routine (R3 ,R4 ,R5 and R6) are passed onto the main set of residual equations in 
the statements that follow the subroutine call. The variable qwettotal is assigned to the value of 
q2phtotal in the last residual equation. This variable is used in calculating the fraction of the 
evaporator which is two-phase. 
A.2 Component models 
This section provides a more detailed description of certain important aspects of the 
component models. 
A.2.t Compressor model 
The compressor model consists of two equations. The first equation is a bi-quadradic curve 
fit of a compressor map for mass flow rate as a function of condensing and evaporating 
temperatures. The second equation is of the same form as the first, only power is fit as a function 
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of condensing and evaporating temperatures. An example of each equation is shown below for the 
compressor used in a 1.5 ton room air conditioner unit 
wmap = -1.371E-03*t22+1.014E-Ol*t2+4.033E-02*t72+2.7S*t7 
-9.S36E-03*t2*t7+1.074E+02 
Pwrmap = (-1.226E-Ol+2.738E-OS*t22+6.291E-03*t2 
-1.6S0E-04*t72+8.9E-03*t7+7.7SE-OS*t2*t7)*3412 
Where: 
t2 - saturation temperature of refrigerant entering compressor (OF) 
t7 - saturation temperature of refrigerant exiting compressor (OF) 
wmap - mass flow of refrigerant (lbmlhr) 
Pwrmap - power used by the compressor (Btu/hr) [ converted from kW ] 
(B.1) 
(B.2) 
These equations are only accurate for the inlet gas temperature for which the map was 
generated. Typically the suction gas inlet temperature is set to 95 OF in the compressor calorimeter 
used to generate the map. In order to use these equations in a simulation model where the suction 
gas temperature varies as a function of the system operation, the difference between the actual 
temperature and the temperature used to generate the map must be accounted for since the 
compressor is a constant volume-flow device. The ORNL model uses a correction subroutine 
where the volumetric efficiency is used to correct the results of the compressor map equations for 
difference in suction gas temperature. This technique used to correct the map model was presented 
by (Dabiri and Rice, 1981). The main equations are as follows. 
Vmap 
mref actual = [1 + F v ( -1)]mref map 
, V ' 
actual 
W = (mref,actual )( &lisen,actual )W 
c,actual . A 1... c,map 
mref,map L.luisen,map 
&lisen,actual = h(pO,s(p10, t10actual » - h(p10, t10actual ) 
&lisen,map = h(pO,s(p10, tl0map » - h(p10, t10map ) 
Where: 
Subscripts: 
map - refers to quantities dictated by suction gas temperature used to generate the map 
actual - refers to quantities dictated by actual suction gas temperature 
ref - refrigerant 
isen - isentropic 
c - compressor 
Variables: 
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(B.3) 
(B.4) 
(B.5) 
(B.6) 
IDref,actual - actual refrigerant mass flow rate (lbmlhr) 
Fv - volumetric efficiency correction factor (assigned a value of 0.75) (Dabiri and Rice, 
1981) 
v - specific volume (ft3/lbm) 
mref,map - map refrigerant mass flow rate as given by equation (lbmlhr) 
W c,actual - actual power used by the compressor (Btu/hr) 
W c,map - power predicted by uncorrected map equation B.2 (Btu/hr) 
L\hisen,actual - isentropic enthalpy change across compressor given by the actual suction gas -
temperature (Btu/lbm) 
L1hisen,map - isentropic enthalpy change across compressor given by map suction gas 
temperature (Btu/lbm) 
s - entropy, sO = entropy function (Btu/lbm) 
h - enthalpy, hO = enthalpy function (Btu/lbm) 
pO - pressure at the exit of the compressor (discharge line entrance) (psia) 
pl0 - pressure at the entrance to the compressor shell (suction line exit) (psia) 
tlOactual - actual temperature of the suction gas (suction line exit) (oF) 
tl0map - suction gas temperature for which the map was generated (usually 95 oF) 
For further details into the implementation of the compressor map correction consult the 
functions entitled Pwract, and Wact included in Appendix D. 
The correction for actual suction gas temperatures has been questioned by previous 
researchers (Staley et. al., 1992) as to its added accuracy, stating that actual performance of the 
compressor was modeled with a higher degree of accuracy without a suction gas temperature 
. correction. The ORNL correction is being retained in the room air conditioner model until its value 
can be validated from future test data. 
The main drawback of the compressor map equations is the inability to predict compressor 
performance for refrigerants other than those for which maps have been generated. A generalized 
compressor simulation would be very useful in predicting performance in which alternative 
refrigerants are to be tested. The scope of this report does not include such a model, however the 
generalized solution technique does allow insertion of such a model with minimal effort. 
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A.2.2 Condenser model 
The condenser model is a very simple approach identical to that of the ORNL heat pump 
model (Fischer and Rice, 1983). The diagram shown in Figure 3.2 illustrates this simplified 
condenser model. As one can see the model is divided into three sub-models, one for each zone. 
The refrigerant and air flow streams are divided into a representative number of equivalent circuits 
to represent the circuiting of the heat exchanger. Since both streams are divided, it is not necessary 
to divide the variables used in the model. However, in calculating the overall heat transfer -
coefficients it is necessary to divide the flow for the refrigerant, since the Reynolds number is 
based on the flow in an individual tube. 
As an example, the desuperheating zone is described as a cross-flow heat exchanger by the 
following simple equations. 
qsupcond = esupcond*Cminsupcond*(Tl-Tacondin) 
qsupcond = w*(hl-h2g) 
qsupcond = Casupcond*(Tacondin-Tacondsupout) 
where: 
esupcond = desuperheating effectiveness 
Cminsupcond = minimum desuperheating heat capacity (Cp*w) 
w = refrigerant mass flow rate 
hI = refrigerant enthalpy at inlet of the desuperheating zone 
h2g = refrigerant enthalpy at exit of the desuperheating zone 
Casupcond = air-side heat capacity mass flow product for the desuperheating zone 
Tacondin = air inlet temperature to the condenser 
Tacondsupout = air outlet temperature from the desuperheating zone 
(B.S) 
(B.6) 
(B.7) 
The equations for the two-phase and subcooled zone were shown in section A.1.2. The other 
equations included in the condenser model are used to calculate air and refrigerant properties based 
on the NIST property routines described in chapter 3. Also, the intermediate variables necessary 
for the evaluation of the three heat balance equations are calculated. 
A.2.3 Capillary tube model 
The capillary tube model consists of two models contained in the subroutine CapTubeEq. 
The first model is the standardized mass flow approach described in the ASHRAE Equipment 
Handbook (ASHRAE, 1988). This approach calculates a standardized mass flow based on a 
standard length and diameter for a given inlet pressure and either degrees subcooling or quality 
entering the capillary tube. Then the standardized mass flow is multiplied by a correction factor for 
the specific length and diameter of the specific capillary tube used. The actual equations used are 
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shown in the subroutine CapTubeEq found in Appendix D section 2. The implementation of this 
model was taken from the ORNL room air conditioner model (O'Neal and Penson, 1988). 
The second model used to simulate capillary tube flow is a model developed at the ACRC. 
This model is described in chapter 4. The equations used are also included in the subroutine 
CapTubeEq. 
A.2.4 Evaporator model 
The evaporator model uses the same modeling approach as the condenser only there are two 
zones across the coil; the two-phase zone and the superheated zone. The main difference between 
the evaporator model and the condenser model is the use of a wet coil dehumidification routine for 
the air side analysis. In the routine FindWet listed in Appendix D section 2.9, the evaporator is 
analyzed to find if it is entirely wet, partially wet, or completely dry, based on the air conditions 
passing through the coil. A coil is termed fully wet if the leading edge is wet, i.e. dehumidification 
begins on the leading edge. A coil is termed partially wet if the leading edge is not wet but 
dehumidification occurs further back in the flow direction. Once the case is determined, the 
amount of moisture removed is calculated based on the average surface temperature of the coil and 
the psychrometric conditions of the air passing through the coil. 
The equations used for the wet evaporator analysis in the present version of the ACRC room 
air conditioner model are identical to those used in the ORNL model. However, the equations 
were translated to be used in a Newton-Raphson type solution scheme. The wet evaporator 
analysis subroutine, FindWet, contains within it 4 residual equations which are calculated after a 
number of sequential equations. Each residual equation in the subroutine uses a variable which is 
global to the rest of the N-R problem. As an example, Twall i, the temperature of the leading edge 
of the coil is passed into the F indWet routine as a N-R variable. In the routine, the first residual 
equation calculated is a function of Twalli and therefore when Twalli forces the residual to zero 
the solution has been found. The reason for not including these residual equations directly in the 
main set of equations was to avoid including all the intermediate variables and equations necessary 
for the wet evaporator analysis in the main set. Therefore, only four more variables are needed in 
the main set of equations to analyze the wet evaporator, with the four residual equations which 
accompany these variables being in the FindWet subroutine. These variables are defined in 
Appendix B section 2. 
This method of programming the equations in a mixed residual and sequential form can be 
applied to each component of the model as a means to reduce the number of equations involved 
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with the N-R solution algorithm. However, there are some disadvantages. First of all, the 
equations will no longer be centrally located, since the equations will be put into subroutines. This 
would make the code much harder to follow and modify. Also, great concern must be taken to 
account for the order of the equations, those that are sequential, and variables involved with each 
equation, for those that are part of the N-R solution scheme. Another problem is the need to print 
intermediate variable values once a solution has been reached. Since only a few of the variables 
involved with the solution of the model would be included in the N-R variable set, accessing the 
non-N-R variables must be done on a manual basis, where the variables are either printed locally or 
stored in an array and passed to a global printing procedure. Either one of these options would call 
for a great deal of programming overhead. It was for these reasons that a combined sequential and 
N-R equation set was only implemented in cases where the particular submodel could be easily 
treated as a "black box". These cases are the wet evaporator analysis subroutine, the capillary tube 
subroutine and the compressor power and mass flow subroutines. 
A.3 Program flow diagrams and description of utility routines 
The ACRC room air conditioner model is described in a series of flow diagrams explaining 
the flow through model. These Figures are shown at the end of this Appendix. The flow 
diagrams are designed to show the user exactly how each part of the program interacts with the 
residual equation subroutine. This version of the program is a preliminary version. A full featured 
version, with the options for multiple runs of the model changing input automatically as well as a 
sensitivity analysis feature. Also the full featured code will have more output routines for 
intermediate results, such as the output of the partial derivative matrix. The subroutine containing 
the residual equation as well as the utility routines included in Appendix D will remain unchanged 
from this version of the model to the fullfeatured version. 
In the main program diagram of Figure A.I a series of tasks are handled The main program 
starts by initializing the NIST property routines. In this initialization, the refrigerant and units to 
be used are set. Next the variables are initialized by reading initial guesses for each variable from a 
file called Variables. It is very important to note that the variables listed in the fIle are in the exact 
same order as the variables used in the CalcRRACMOD5 subroutine. A sample Variables file is 
shown after the code listing in Appendix D section 3. Next the parameters which define the 
geometry of the heat exchangers and the user-specified inputs such as Tacondin and Taevapin (air 
inlet temperatures for the evaporator and condenser) are read from the file Parameters. Also, like 
5CalcRRACMOD is the subroutine which contains the model equations. Its flow diagram is shown in Figure 
A.3. 
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the Variables file, the parameters must also appear in the exact order as the array assignments in the 
CalcRRACMOD subroutine. A sample Parameters me is also shown after the example Variables 
file in Appendix D section 3. 
After the initialization of the variables the user is prompted as to whether the equations in the 
CalcRRACMOD subroutine have been modified. This is asked, because the locations of non-
zero elements in the Jacobian6 will change if the equations have been modified since the model was 
last run. Nonnally, if the equations have not been changed the locations of the non-zero elements --
of the Jacobian are read from the file NZERO.rec (named from non-zero record) file. This file 
contains the numbers of the residual equations which need to be evaluated for each variable in the 
model. For example, the residual equations which need to be evaluated for a forward difference 
approximation to the partial derivatives for the variable a2phcond (the area of the two-phase zone in 
the condenser) are listed as equations number 50, and 51. These are the only two residual 
equations which need to be evaluated to fmd the partial derivatives for a2phcond, because those are 
the only two residual equations in which a2phcond appears. 
After the non-zero partial derivative locations are obtained the NWTRPH subroutine is 
called. This is the general Newton Raphson solver used for the program, originally written by 
Murley (1991). The Newton-Raphson solver flow diagram is shown in Figure A.2. The solving 
routine starts by calling CalcRRACMOD which evaluates all the residual equations. 
CalcRRACMOD is shown in the flow diagram of Figure A.3. Then the FPRIME subroutine is 
called to evaluate the Jacobian. The FPRIME routine repeatedly calls the CalcRRACMOD 
subroutine to evaluate the partial derivatives by using a forward differencing approximation to the 
derivative as is shown in the FPRIME diagram of Figure A.2. Next, the Jacobian is checked for 
obvious singularities, by looking for a row of zeros. This indicates that there is a problem with a 
particular residual equation, and an error message is printed in that event. Next, the L YNSYS7 
(Murley, 1992) subroutine is called. This routine solves the linear system of equations for the DX 
vector which dictates the set of variable values in the next iteration. Then the set of variables for 
the next iteration is calculated. Next, BcCHK is called. This routine checks for variables 
crossing boundaries. Only the variables which deal with the heat exchanger exit conditions are 
checked to indicate if a superheated evaporator exit needs to be changed to a two-phase exit or 
whether a subcooled condenser exit needs to be changed to a two-phase exit. The BcCHK 
routine will change the value of a parameter if one of the above situations occurs. Then the 
6Jacobian is the term used for the partial derivative matrix. 
7L YNSYS is a linear systems Gauss elimination subroutine nessesary for solving for the difference between the 
corrected and present vector of variable values, as shown in Figure 3.6 of this report. 
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parameter value is passed back to the NWTRPH program which in turn passes it into the 
CalcRRACMOD routine. The equations which are involved with the superheated region of the 
evaporator and subcooled region of the condenser will then change based on the value of the 
parameters "SuperheatEvapX" and "TwophaseCondX" by using the statements discussed in 
chapter 3 section 3.5.2.4. Once boundaries have been checked, the maximum residual is checked 
to see if it is below the tolerance8, indicating a solution has been found. If the solution has not 
been found the processes is repeated. After several repetitions the solution is converged upon and 
control returns back to the main program. 
Once the solution has been found, the variables and parameters are printed to the files 
Variables.out and Parameters.out respectively. 
SA typical tolerance is 1.OE-6 for the maximum residual .. 
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0\ 
00 
MAIN PROGRAM 
Initial Prop: 
Intialize NIST property routines 
InitialMod: 
Read input files: Variables & Parameters 
ReadNZERO: 
Reads the NZERO matrix (array containg 
list of non-zero Jacobian elements) from 
the file NZERO,rec 
Call NWTRPH 
. Print variables and parameters to files 
Varjables,out and Parameters,out 
respectively, 
yes 
CreateNZERO: 
Finds non-zero partial derivatives in the 
Jacobian and stores a matrix of their locations 
in the file NZERO,rec 
Initialize the NZERO matrix so that all 
of the partial derivatives are calculated 
Call FPRIME to calculate entire 
Jacobian including zero elements 
Identify non-zero elements of Jacobian 
and store them in NZERO matrix 
Write NZERO matrix to file NZERO,rec 
Figure A.t Flowchart of the main program for the room air conditioner model 
t 
$ 
NWTRPH: Newton-Raphson solver iterates until solution is found 
Call FPRIME 
Check for obvious singularities. 
indicating a problem in the equation set 
Calculate new guess for solution 
vector X from: Xnew = Xold - OX 
Call BcCHK: 
checks for solution crossing 
boundaries and causes equations 
to be changed if needed. Only 
checks for variables indicating 
two-phase heat exchanger exits. 
... I 
no 
FPRIME: 
Calculates the Jacobian matix by using a 
finite difference derivative approximation. 
Calls CalcRRACMOO repeatedly to 
calculate the non-zero elements of the 
Jacobian matix using the following formula 
for each partial derivative: 
aRo Rn(xn + L\xo) - Rn (xo) 
-== 
aXn L\xn 
Where: L\xo= 0.0001 x Xo. unless Xn= 0; 
then L\xn= 0.000001 
The Jacobian is shown below: 
aRI 
a Xl 
I : 
J = 
I 
a Rn 
a xl 
aRI 
a xn 
aRn 
a xn 
Figure A.2 Flowchart of the Newton-Raphson solver subroutine NWTRPH 
CalcRRACMOD: 
This subroutine contains the residual equations. A variable number (Varnum) is 
passed to this routine. If Varnumis zero, then the routine is being called to 
evaluate all of the residuals (done once at the beginning of each iteration.) If 
Varnum is non-zero, then the partial derivatives of all of the residual equations 
with respect to variable number Varnum are being calculated. 
Declare variables and functions to be used in evaluating 
the residual equations 
Assign values to the parameter names from the 
parameter vector K, passed from the calling routine 
Assign values to the variable names from the variable 
vector X, passed from the calling routine 
4150: Use column #Varnum of the NZERO matrix to determine which 
residual equations should be evaluated during this call to CalcRRACMOD. 
Column #0 of NZERO contains a list of all of the residual equations. Every 
other column contains a list of only those residual equations which directly 
involve the variable corresponding to that column number. The partials of all 
other residuals with respect to this variable are known to be zero. Individual 
equations are accessed with a GOTO statement. 
Residual equations 
Each residual equation is labeled and individually accesible. 
GOTO statements transfer control back to the equation-selecting loop. 
For example: 
80 R(4) = tsatocomp - tsatP(pO) 
GOT04150 
Therefore after R(4) is evaluated, control returns to line 4150 
yes 
Reassign parameters which are psuedo-
constants to the vector K so that their values 
are passed back to the calling routine 
Find the maximum residual 
Figure A.3 Flowchart of the CalcRRACMOD subroutine 
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APPENDIX B: DEFINITION OF PARAMETERS, VARIABLES AND SUBROUTINES 
B.l Parameters 
The following section has listed in the order in which they appear in the program each parameter either geometric or physical 
constants with their definitions. Added to the end of the list are the pseudo-constant variables used for calculating pressure drops and 
overall heat transfer coefficients throughout the model. Some variable names are identical to those used by ORNL, many of which are 
cryptic because of historic Fortran constraints on the maximum length of a variable names, others reflect the standard ACRC 
nomenclature, which is intended to be self explanatory. As more of the ORNL equations are replaced by more accurate and less complex 
ones, resulting from ACRC experiments, the nomenclature will become more uniform in future versions of the model. 
Table B.l Definition of parameters used in the room air conditioner model 
Parameter Description Typical Units Com-
Name values ponent 
AAFC Frontal area of the condenser. 2.5 [ft"2] Cond 
AAFE Frontal area of the evaporator 1.5 [ft"2] Evap 
acond total refrigerant side area of the condenser 7.0 [ft"2] Cond 
aevap total refrigerant side area of the evaporator 6.9 [ft"2] Evap 
Dcap inside diameter of the capillary tube 0.049 [in] Captube 
Dcond inside diameter of the condenser tubing 0.025 [ft] Cond 
Ddisc inside diameter of the discharge line 0.0215 [ft] Disclin 
degsup degrees superheat in the superheated zone of the evaporator (1-60) [Of] Evap 
Devap inside diameter of the evaporator tubing 0.03 [ft] Evap 
Dliq inside diameter of the liquid line 0.025 [ft] Liqlin 
Dsuct inside diameter of the suction line 0.036 [ft] Suclin 
DZC total length of tubin~ in the condenser not including return bends 47.3 [ft] Cond 
DZE total length of tubing in the evaporator not including return bends 24.3 [ft] Evap i 
FlNTYPE specifies which type of fin is to be used for the airside heat transfer 1,2,3 [-] -
correlations 
hbarcomp area averaged heat transfer coefficient for the compressor shell 16.5 [Btu/hr-°F] Comp 
Leap length of the capillary tube 46.0 [in] Captube 
LoD length over diameter ratio scaled by 1250 to obtain a reasonable number 0.525 [-] Captube 
NSECTC number of equivalent circuits in the condenser 2.0 [-] Cond 
NSECTE number of equivalent circuits in the evaporator 3.0 [-] Evap 
NTC number of tubes in the flow direction of the condenser 3.0 [-] Cond 
-...J 
Vol 
NTE 
NumCaps 
patm 
,pwrcond 
pwrevap 
qgainSL 
,qlossDL 
[qlossLL 
rough 
RTBCND 
RTBEVP 
STC 
S1E 
suclinegain 
Tacondin 
Taevapin 
TcompRetGas 
vdotcond 
vdotevap 
XLEQDL 
XLEQLL 
XLEQSL 
RhaiE 
RhaiC 
DevapOut 
DcondOut 
FinEvapTh 
FinCondTh 
WIE 
wrc 
FPE 
FPC 
XKTE 
XKTC 
,XKFE 
number of tubes in the flow direction of the evaporator 
number of parallel capillary tubes in the unit 
atmospheric pressure 
fan power added to the air stream before the condenser 
fan power added to the air stream after the evaporator 
specified suction line heat gain 
specified discharge line heat loss 
specified liquid line heat loss 
tubing roughness for calculating pressure drop in various components 
number of return bends in the condenser 
number of return bends in the evaporator 
tube spacing perpendicular to the flow direction (vertically) of the condenser 
tube spacing perpendicular to the flow direction (vertically) of the evaporator 
heat gain to the suction line 
air inlet temperature to the condenser side of the air conditioner 
air inlet temperature to the evaporator 
temperature of the return. gas for which the comj>ressor map was generated 
volume air flowrate passing through the condenser 
volume air flowrate passing through the evaporator 
discharge line equivalent length 
liquid line equivalent length 
suction line equivalent length 
relative humidity of the air entering the evaporator 
relative humidity of the air entering the condenser 
outside diameter of the tubing of the evaporator 
outside diameter of the tubing of the condenser 
thickness of the evaporator fms 
thickness of the condenser fins 
tube spacing in the flow direction (into) of the evaporator 
tube spacing in the flow direction (into) of the condenser 
fm pitch of the fins on the evaporator 
fm pitch of the fins on the condenser 
thermal conductivity of the tubing in the evaporator 
thermal conductivity of the tubing in the condenser 
!he!I1!al~()nductivitYQf!h~ fms jn the ~vaporator 
-
-_. 
4.0 [-] Evap 
3.0 [-] Captube 
14.7 [psia] -
1075.0 [Btu/hr] Cond 
0.0 [Btu/hr] Evap 
300.0 [Btu/hr] Suclin 
150.0 [Btu/hr] Disclin 
50.0 [Btu/hr] Liqlin 
5.0E-6 [in] An 
21.0 [-] Cond 
24.0 [-] Evap 
0.08333 [ft] Cond 
0.08333 [ft] Evap 
300.0 [Btu/hr] Suclin 
95.0 [OJ<] Cond 
80.0 [OJ<] Evap 
95.0 [Of] Comp 
890.0 [cfm] Cond 
560.0 [cfm] Evap 
2.6 [ft] Disclin 
0.1 [ft] Liqlin 
2.7 [ft] Suclin 
0.15 [fraction] Evap 
0.40 [fraction] Cond 
0.0325 [ft] Evap 
0.0271 [ft] Cond 
3.75E-04 [ft] Evap 
3.75E-04 [ft] Cond 
0.0625 [ft] Evap 
0.0520 [ft] Cond 
168 [fins/ft] Evap 
168 [fins/ft] Cond 
196 [Btu/hr-ft-oF] Evap 
196 [Btu/hr-ft-oF] Cond 
128 [B l!J/hr -ft -oF] Evap 
-....J 
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XKFC 
HCONTE 
ertmult 
crtmult 
pdsucline 
pddisline 
pdsupcond 
pd2phcond 
pdsubcond 
pdliqline 
pd2phevap 
pdsupevap 
usupvcond 
u2phvcond 
usubvcond 
u2phvevap 
usupvevap 
twophasecondx 
superheatevapx 
thennal conductivity of the fms in the condenser 
contact conductance, pseudo-constant (calculated in the program) 
multiplier for the refrigerant side heat transfer correlations in the evaporator 
to simulate microfmned tubing 
multiplier for the refrigerant side heat transfer correlations in the condenser 
to simulate microfmned tubing 
pressure drop in the suction line, pseudo-constant (calculated in the 
program) 
pressure drop in the discharge line, pseudo-constant (calculated in the 
program) 
pressure drop in the superheated zone of the condenser, pseudo-constant 
(calculated in the program) 
pressure drop in the two-phase zone of the condenser, pseudo-constant 
(calculated in the program) 
pressure drop in the subcooled zone of the condenser, pseudo-constant 
(calculated in the program) 
pressure drop in the liquid line, pseudo-constant (calculated in the program) 
pressure drop in the two-phase zone of the evaporator, pseudo-constant 
(calculated in the program) 
pressure drop in the superheated zone of the evaporator, pseudo-constant 
(calculated in the program) 
overall heat transfer coefficient in the superheated zone of the condenser, 
pseudo-constant (calculated in the program) 
overall heat transfer coefficient in the two-phase zone of the condenser, 
pseudo-constant (calculated in the program) 
overall heat transfer coefficient in the subcooled zone of the condenser, 
pseudo-constant (calculated in the program) 
overall heat transfer coefficient in the two-phase zone of the evaporator, 
pseudo-constant (calculated in the program) 
overall heat transfer coefficient in the superheated zone of the evaporator, 
pseudo-constant (calculated in the program) 
specifies the exit condition of the condenser (0 for subcooled exit and 1 for 
two-phase exit) 
specifies the exit condition of the evaporator (0 for two-phase and 1 for 
superheated) 
128 [Btu/hr-ft-oF] Cond 
96000 [hr-ft-OPIBtu] Evap 
1.0 [-] Evap 
1.0 [-] Cond 
0.456 [psia] Suclin 
2.21 [psia] Disclin 
0.65 [psi a] Cond 
2.88 [psia] Cond 
0.096 [psia] Cond 
0.003 [psi a] Liqlin 
1.35 [psia] Evap 
0.23 [psia] Evap 
77.7 [Btu/ht-ft"2-oF] Cond 
127.7 [Btu/hr-ft"2-oF] Cond 
76.6 [Btu/hr-ft"2-oF] Cond 
119.2 [Btu/hr-ft"2-oF] Evap 
40.0 [Btu/hr-ft"2-oF] Evap 
0 [-] Cond 
1 [-] Evap 
-....J 
VI 
B.2 Variables 
This section contains a brief description of all the Newton-Raphson variables used in the room air conditioner model. The typical 
values section can be used as a rough guide for setting initial guesses, however the values of most of these variables will change greatly 
as the system of equations is solved for a wide range of input parameters (indoor and outdoor room temperatures). 
Table B.2 Variable listing with definitions for the room air conditioner model 
Variable name Description Typical Units Com-
value ponent 
a2phcond refrigerant side area of the two-phase zone for the condenser 4.98 [ft"2] Cond 
a2phevap refrigerant side area of the two-phase zone for the evaporator 5.69 [ft"2] Evap 
asubcond refrigerant side area of the subcooled zone for the condenser 1.14 [ft"2] Cond 
asupcond refrigerant side area of the superheated zone for the condenser 0.94 [ft"2] Cond 
asupevap refrigerant side area of the superheated zone for the evaporator 1.21 [ft"2] Evap 
cacond air massflow * Cp value for the entire condenser airflow 955.0 [Btu/hr-oF] Cond 
cacond2ph air massflow *CP value for the two-phase zone of the condenser 674.0 [Btu/hr-°F] Cond 
caevap air massflow * Cp value for the entire evaporator airflow 571.0 [Btu/hr-°F] Evap 
caevap2ph air massflow * Cp value for the two-phase zone of the evaporator 471.1 [Btu/hr_0F] Evap 
caevapsup air massflow * Cp value for the superheated zone of the evaporator 100.0 [Btu/hr-°F] Evap 
casupcond air massflow * Cp value for the superheated zone of the condenser 126.5 [Btu/hr-oF] Cond 
cmaxsub maximum heat capacity of the refrigerant and air streams for the subcooled 154.7 [Btu/hr-oF] Cond 
zone of the condenser 
cmaxsupcond maximum heat capacity of the refrigerant and air streams for the 126.5 [B tu/hr-oF] Cond 
superheated zone of the condenser 
cmaxsupevap maximum heat capacity of the refrigerant and air streams for the 100.0 [Btu/hr-°F] Evap 
superheated zone of the evaporator 
cminsub minimum heat capacity of the refrigerant and air streams for the subcooled 74.8 [Btu/hr-°F] Cond 
zone of the condenser 
cminsupcond minimum heat capacity of the refrigerant and air streams for the 61.2 [Btu/hr_0F] Cond 
superheated zone of the condenser 
cminsupevap minimum heat capacity of the refrigerant and air streams for the 54.2 [Btu/hr_0F] Evap 
superheated zone of the evaporator 
cop coefficient of performance for the room air conditioner 3.2 [-] All 
crsupevap refrigerant massflow * Cp value for the superheated zone of the evaporator 54.2 [Btu/hr-°F] Evap 
'-l 
0'1 
csubcondr 
csupcondr 
dhdiscln 
: dhliqln 
dt2t3 
e2ph 
e2phevap 
esubcond 
esupcond 
esupevap 
f2ph 
f2phevap 
fsubcond 
fsupcond 
fsupevap 
hO 
hI 
hlO 
h20 
h21 
h3 
h4 
h71 
h7i 
h9 
mdotacond 
mdotaevap 
SuctionSuperheat 
ipO 
pI 
plO 
p2avg 
p2i 
IP20 
refrigerant massflow * Cp value for the subcooled zone of the condenser 
refrigerant massflow * Cp value for the superheated zone of the condenser 
enthalpy difference across the discharge line 
enthalpy difference across the liquid line 
degrees of subcooling exiting the condenser 
heat exchanger effectiveness of the two-phase zone of the condenser 
heat exchanger effectiveness of the two-phase zone of the evaporator 
heat exchanger effectiveness of the subcooled zone of the condenser 
heat exchanger effectiveness of the superheated zone of the condenser 
heat exchanger effectiveness of the superheated zone of the evaporator 
fraction of the condenser which is two-phase, on an area basis 
fraction of the evaporator which is two-phase, on an area basis 
fraction of the condenser which is subcooled, on an area basis 
fraction of the condenser which is superheated, on an area basis 
fraction of the evaporator which is superheated, on an area basis 
enthalpy of the refrigerant exiting the compressor 
enthalpy of the refrigerant entering the superheated zone of the condenser 
enthalpy of the refrigerant entering the compressor 
enthalpy of the refrigerant exiting the two-phase zone of the condenser 
(saturated liquid) 
enthalpy of the refrigerant entering the two-phase zone of the condenser 
(saturated vapor) 
enthalpy of the refrigerant exiting the subcooled zone of the condenser 
enthalpy of the refrigerant entering the capillary tube 
enthalpy of the refrigerant exiting the two-phase zone of the evaporator 
enthalpy of the refrigerant entering to two-phase zone of the evaporator 
enthalpy of the refrigerant exiting the superheated zone of the evaporator 
mass flowrate of air passing through the condenser 
mass flowrate of air passing through the evaporator 
value of superheat entering the compressor, calculated for convenience 
pressure of the refrigerant exiting the compressor 
pressure of the refrigerant entering the superheated zone of the condenser 
pressure of the refrigerant entering the compressor 
average saturation pressure of the two-phase zone of the condenser 
pressure of the refrigerant entering the two-phase zone of the condenser 
pJessure of the refrigerant exiting the two-phase zone of the condenser 
74.8 [Btu/hr-oF] Cond 
61.2 [Btu/hr-oF] Cond 
0.54 [Btu/lbm] Disclin 
0.18 [Btu/lbm] Liqlin 
26 [Of'] Cond 
0.611 [-] Cond 
0.763 [-] Evap 
0.594 [-] Cond 
0.598 [-] Cond 
0.505 [-] Evap 
0.705 [-] Cond 
0.825 [-] Evap 
0.161 [-] Cond 
0.132 [-] Cond 
0.175 [-] Evap 
128.6 [Btu/lbm] Comp 
128.1 [Btu/lbm] Cond 
116.0 [Btu/lbm] Comp 
46.7 [Btu/lbm] Cond 
113.3 [Btu/lbm] Cond 
39.7 [Btu/lbm] Cond 
39.5 [Btu/lbm] Captube 
109.6 [Btu/lbm] Evap 
39.5 [Btu/lbm] Evap 
114.9 [Btu/lbm] Evap 
3980 [lbm/hr] Cond 
2370 [lbm/hr] Evap 
37.5 [Of'] Comp 
292.6 [psia] Comp 
290.4 [psia] Cond 
97.4 [psia] Comp 
288.3 [psia] Cond 
289.7 [psi a] Cond 
286.8 [psia] Cond 
p3 pressure of the refrigerant exiting the subcooled zone of the condenser 286.75 [psia] Cond 
p4 pressure of the refrigerant entering the capillary tube 286.75 [psia] Captube 
p7avg average saturationpressure of the two-phase zone of the evaporator 98.7 [psia] Evap 
p7i pressure of the refrigerant entering the evaporator 99.4 [psia] Evap 
p70 pressure of the refrigerant exiting the two-phase zone of the evaporator 98.1 [psia] Evap 
p9 pressure of the refrigerant exiting the superheated zone of the evaporator 97.8 [psia] Evap 
pwrcomp electrical power used by the compressor 5455 [Btu/hr] Comp 
q2phcond heat transfer rate of the two-phase zone of the condenser 18510 [Btu/hr] Cond 
q2phevap heat transfer rate of the two-phase zone of the evaporator 19490 [Btu/hr] Evap 
q2phtotal heat transfer rate of the two-phase zone of the evaporator if the entire 23620 [Btu/hr] Evap 
evaporator was two-phase, used in detennining f2phevap 
qcomp heat transfer rate of the compressor to the condenser inlet air stream 1940 [Btu/hr] Comp 
qcond total heat transfer rate of the condenser 24570 [Btu/hr] Cond 
qevap total heat transfer rate of the evaporator 20960 [Btu/hr] Evap 
qsub heat transfer rate of the subcooled zone of the condenser 1960 [Btu/hr] Cond 
,qsupcond heat transfer rate of the superheated zone of the condenser 4100 [Btu/hr] Cond 
Iqsupevap heat transfer rate of the superheated zone of the evaporator 1470 [Btu/hr] Evap 
-....J 
-....J 
rejrat heat rejection ratio of the heat rejected by the compressor divided by the 0.35 [-] Comp 
power consumption of the compressor 
to temperature of the refrigerant exiting the compressor 194 [OJ<] Comp 
tl temperature of the refrigerant entering the condenser 191 [OJ<] Cond 
tlO temperature of the refrigerant entering the compressor 86.6 [OJ<] Comp 
t2avg average saturation temperature of the two-phase zone of the condenser 123.7 [OJ<] Cond 
t2i temperature of the refrigerant entering the two-phase zone of the condenser 124.1 [OJ<] Cond 
t20 temperature of the refrigerant exiting the two-phase zone of the condenser 123.3 [OJ<] Cond 
t3 temperature of the refrigerant exiting the condenser 97.1 [OJ<] Cond 
t4 temperature of the refrigerant entering the capillary tube 96.4 [OJ<] Captube 
t7avg average saturation temperature of the refrigerant of the two-phase zone of 49.9 [oF] Evap 
the evaporator 
t7i temperature of the refrigerant entering the evaporator 50.4 [OJ<] Evap 
t70 temperature of the refrigerant exiting the two-phase zone of the evaporator 49.5 [OJ<] Evap 
t9 temperature of the refrigerant exiting the evaporator 80.4 [OJ<] Evap 
ta2phout temperature of the air exiting the two-phase zone of the condenser 106.6 [OJ<] Cond 
tacondfanout temperature of the air exiting the fan and entering the condenser 79.16 [OJ<] Cond 
tacondout temperature of the air exiting the condenser, assuming all three zone air 104.9 [OJ<] Cond 
streams are mixed together 
-....J 
00 
taevap2phout 
taevapfanout 
taevapout 
taevapsupout 
tasubout 
tasupout 
tftmout 
tsatincomp 
tsatocomp 
twalli 
u2phcond 
usubcond 
u2phevap 
usupevap 
w 
wairo 
xinevap 
temperature of the air exiting the two-phase zone of the evaporator 
temperature of the air exiting the evaporator fan and entering the room 
temperature of the air exiting the evaporator, assuming that both zone air 
streams are mixed 
temperature of the air exiting the superheated zone of the evaporator 
temperature of the air exiting the subcooled zone of the condenser 
tem~erature of the air exiting the superheated zone of the condenser 
temperature of the trailing edge of the evaporator coil in the event that the 
coil is fully, or partially wet, assigned a value of 10 when the coil is dry 
saturation temperature of the refrigerant entering the compressor 
saturation temperature of the refrigerant exiting the compressor 
temperature of the leading edge of the evaporator coil in the event that the 
coil is fully wet, assigned a value of 10 otherwise 
overall heat transfer coefficient in the two-phase zone of the condenser, 
pseudo-constant (calculated in the program) 
overall heat transfer coefficient in the subcooled zone of the condenser, 
pseudo-constant (calculated in the program) 
overall heat transfer coefficient in the two-phase zone of the evaporator, 
pseudo-constant (calculated in theprogt"3.II!) 
overall heat transfer coefficient in the superheated zone of the evaporator, 
pseudo-constant (calculated in the program) 
refrigerant mass flow rate throughout the room air conditioner 
humidity ratio of the air leaving the evaporator coil 
quality of the refrigerant entering the evaporator 
61.9 [Of] Evap 
66.6 [Of] Evap 
66.6 [Of] Evap 
88.6 [Of] Evap 
91.8 [Of] Cond 
111.6 [Of] Cond 
10 [Of] Evap 
49.1 [Of] Comp 
124.5 [Of] Cond 
10 [Of] Evap 
127.7 [Btu/hr-ft"2-0F] Cond 
76.6 [B tu/hr -ft"2-OF] Cond 
119.2 [B tu/hr-ft"2-OF] Evap 
40.0 [Btu/hr-ft"2-0F] Evap 
277.9 [lbm/hr] All 
0.0071 [lbmwllbffidal Evap 
0.173 [- ] Evap 
-....) 
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B.3 Functions and subroutines 
The following table gives a brief description of the functions and subroutines used to solve the room air conditioner model. For a more 
detailed description of each function or subroutine see the code listing in section 3 of Appendix D. 
Table B.3 Subroutine and function listing for the room air conditioner model 
Function name Brief description 
Cpa returns the specific heat of air 
Xht returns the quality of refrigerant given the enthalpy and temperature 
Xhp returns the quality of refrigerant given the enthalpy and pressure 
htpsub returns the subcooled liquid refrigerant enthalpy given the temperature and pressure 
va returns specific volume of air at atmospheric pressure given a temperature 
Iff function used to eliminate an if then structure, for use in a one line equation 
Cpl returns the liquid refrigerant specific heat for R-22 as a function of temperature 
Cpv returns the vapor refrigerant specific heat for R-22 as a function of temperature 
CapTubeEq This subroutine returns a massflow given length and diameter of a capillary tube and the inlet 
pressure, subcooling or quality. This routine contains both the ASHRAE Equipment Handbook 
model presented in the ORNL model, and the ACRC model described in chapter 4. 
Pwrmap returns the power predicted by the map equations as a function of (tsatin, tsatout) 
wmap returns the mass flow rate predicted by the map equations as a function of (tsatin,tsatout) 
wact returns the corrected mass flow rate predicted by the map based on (hlO, tsatin, tsatout) 
~wract returns the corrected power predicted by the map based on (hlO, tsatin, tsatout ,w) 
e2p returns the two-phase heat exchanger effectiveness 
ecrossflow returns the crossflow heat exchanger effectiveness 
sfunct residual equation function for the pwract function. used in calculating the isentropic change in 
enthalpy 
Zero used to evaluate single variable implicit functions 
kv returns thermal conductivity of vapor refrigerant R-22 given a temperature 
kl returns thermal conductivity of liquid refrigerant R-22 given a temperature 
ka returns the thermal conductivity of air given a temperature 
muv returns the viscosity of vapor R -22 given a temperature 
mul returns the viscosity of liquid R-22 given a temperature 
mua returns the viscosity of air given a temperature 
--------
i 
00 
o 
·ReAir 
ReI 
Rev 
PrAir 
Prv 
Prl 
hvap 
hliq 
SPHTC 
h2phevapACRC 
htwophasevap 
SurfEff 
hair 
UsEvap 
h2phcondACRC 
htwophasecond 
CHTC 
UsCond 
Z 
ZZ 
DZ 
dptpHX 
dpspHX 
returns the Reynolds number of air given a temperature, mass flux and diameter 
returns the Reynolds number of liquid R-22 given a temperature, mass flux and diameter 
returns the Rej'llolds number of vapor R-22 given a temperature, mass flux and diameter 
returns the Prandtl number of air given the temperature 
returns the Prandtl number of vapor R-22 given the temperature 
returns the Prandtl number of liquid R-22 given the temperature 
returns the single phase heat transfer coefficient for vapor R-22 given the temperature, mass flux 
and diameter and heat mode (heating or cooling) 
returns the single phase heat transfer coefficient for liquid R-22 given the temperature, mass flux 
and diameter and heat mode (heating or cooling) 
Taken directly from ORNL code: returns the single phase heat transfer coefficient for a flow from 
an abrupt transition. 
returns the two-phase heat transfer coefficient for the evaporator, based on ACRC research (Chato 
et. aI., 1993) 
returns the two-phase heat transfer coefficient for the evaporator. Equations taken from the ORNL 
code. 
returns the surface efficiency for a given fin configuration and air side heat transfer coefficient 
returns the air side heat transfer coefficient 
: 
This subroutine calculates the two-phase and superheated zone overall U values for the evaporator, ' 
based on geometric parameters specified in the input file. 
returns the two-phase condensation heat transfer coefficient, based on ACRC research (Chato et. 
aI., 1993) 
returns the two-phase condensation heat transfer coefficient, prepares the inputs for CHTC (the 
ORNL subroutine to calculate two-phase condensation heat transfer coefficient) 
returns the two-phase condensation heat transfer coefficient, taken directly from the ORNL code. 
This subroutine calculates the superheated, two-phase and subcooled overall U values for the 
condenser, based on geometric parameters specified in the input file. 
returns the frictional multiplier for calculating pressure drop, based on data taken from the ORNL 
code. 
returns the accelaerational multiplier for calculating pressure drop, based on data taken from the 
ORNLcode 
returns the equivalent length of a heat exchanger, i.e. length per equivalent circuit 
returns the pressure drop in a two-phase section of a heat exchanger, equations taken from the 
ORNLcode 
returns the pressure drop for a single phase zone of a heat exchanger, equations taken from the 
ORNLcode 
---_. -
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dpsuction 
Moody 
FindWet 
Hdbw 
PsatA 
Humrat 
Tdp 
PVSF 
VolMoist 
returns the pressure drop. for the suction line, equations taken from the ORNL code 
returns the moody friction factor, explicit form of correlation taken from ORNL code 
This subroutine performs the wet evaporator analysis. The equations used in this routine were 
taken directly from the ORNL model. 
returns the enthalpy of moist air given the dry-bulb and humidity ratio 
returns the saturation pressure for water given a temperature, equations taken from the ASHRAE 
FUNDAMENTALS 1989 HANDBOOK 
returns the humidity ratio given a temperature, pressure and relative humidity I 
returns the dewpoint temperature given a temperature, humidity ratio and pressure 
returns partial pressure of water vapor given a temperature, taken from the ORNL code 
returns the specific volume of moist air given a temperature, relative humidity and pressure; 
equations taken from the ASHRAE FUNDAMENTALS 1989 HANDBOOK 
APPENDIX C: USER'S GUIDE FOR CHANGING EQUATIONS AND 
VARIABLES. 
This Appendix is to serve as a guide to the user of the modeling program. It shall serve to explain 
the ways in which equations can be modified and models improved. 
C.l Modifying equations 
Adding new equations and new variables. 
Suppose a set of 105 equations is present in the model and two additional equations need to be 
included. Two more variables must be introduced along with these equations. 
These steps should be followed. 
1. Add the new residual equations after the pre-existing residual equations for that module. These 
residual equations are all contained in the CalcRRACMOD subroutine. CalcRRACMOD is the 
subroutine which contains the residual equations with the name abbreviating: "Calculation of the 
residuals for the room air conditioner model". Also add appropriate line labels on the line of the 
equations and follow each equation with a GOTO 41501• An example is shown below: 
200 R(10) = hl0 + (pwrcomp - qcomp)/w - hO 
GOTO 4150 
This is essential, since the equations are set up to be called by a computed GOTO structure to 
speed the calculation of partial derivatives. 
2. Update the number of the last residual equation for the module which was modified. For 
instance, if two equations were added to the condenser module, then instead of the last residual for 
that module being numbered 63 it becomes 65. The number of the last residual for each module 
needs to be stored in one of the four variables Ecomp, Econd, Ecap, and Eevap by the user. 
The E signifies the end of these equations. 
3. Insert the line numbers which were put in front of each equation into the list of line numbers in 
the computed GOTO structure (arrow points to the inserted line number): 
J, 
GOTO (20,40,60,80,100,120,140,160,180,200,220,240, 
& 260,280,300, 
& 320,340,360,380,400,420,440,460,480,500,520,540,560,580,600, 
& 620,640,660,680,700,720,740,760,780,800,820,840,860,880,900, 
& 920,940,960,980,1000,1020,1040,1060,1080,1100,1120,1140, 
& 1160,1180,1200, 
& 1220,1240,1260,1280,1300,1320,1340,1360,1380,1400,1420, 
& 1440,1460,1480,1500, 
& 1520,1540,1560,1580,1600,1620,1640,1660,1680,1700,1720, 
& 1740,1760,1780,1800, 
& 1820,1840,1860,1880,1900,1920,1940,1960,1980,2000,2020,2040, 
& 2060,2080,2100),EQNUM 
This is found just before the beginning of the equations as in the example: 
J, 
200 R(10) = hl0 + (pwrcomp - qcomp)/w - hO 
14150 is the line label for the computed GOTO structure which is used to determine which residual equation needs to 
be evaluated each time CalcRRACMOD is called. See Appendix A.3. Figure A.3 and section 3.5.1.3 for further 
details on the flow of the program. 
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To keep reasonable order, the line numbers which were added should be inserted in a 
corresponding spot in the computed GOTO statement as in the example above. 
4. Declare the new variables as DOUBLE PRECISION by adding them to the list of variables 
declared near the beginning of the CalcRRACMOD subroutine, also declare any functions which 
are used by the new equations. 
5. Add the two new variables to the end of the list of variable assignments in the 
CalcRRACMOD subroutine. These assignments set the vector of X's to their respective variable 
names. 
6. Change the assignment of the variable NEQ [number of equations] in the main program to 
reflect the addition of the two equations. . 
7. Add the two variables to the end file Variables in the same order in which they were inserted 
into the CalcRRACMOD subroutine. Also add reasonable estimates of their values. An example 
Parameters file is included at the end of Appendix D. 
8. Recompile the program. This will probably need to involve some type of makeflle, or more 
specialized "Building" scripts which are used with various compilers. 
9. When executing the code for the first time since editing, be sure to answer the prompt asking 
Have any equations been changed? with a Y or y. This prompt causes the Non-Zero elements of 
the Jacobian to be identified and stored, to help execution speed as the model solves. The program 
will pause for a short period (about ~ minutes) as this non-zero identifying step is executed. 
C.2 Changing specified parameters to 
previously specified parameters. 
parameters. 
variables, to solve for the 
Switching variables with 
Often, as research is done to improve the accuracy and range of the model being developed, it is 
desirable to change what is nonnally specified, to something which is solved for. Of course if one 
parameter is not specified then some other variable must be. As and example, suppose we want to 
solve the model in reverse to find out what inlet air temperature will give a specific amount of 
subcooling in the condenser. Assuming that all the other inputs are unchanged, this should be a 
simple conversion of the code. 
1. Change the parameter "name" to a variable which will now be specified. This is done in the 
beginning of the CalcRRACMOD subroutine. Using the example scenario above we would 
change taevapin to dt2t3 in the following code segment. 
change this 
taevapin = K( 36 ) 
to this 
dt2t3 = K( 36 ) 
2. Change the variable "name" in the variable list to the name of the parameter which is to now be 
solved for. This change is also done in the CalcRRACMOD subroutine. In the example dt2t3 
would be changed to taevapin. 
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change this 
dt2t3 = X( 24 ) 
to this 
taevapin = X( 24 ) 
3. Switch the two variable names and values in the Parameters and Variables flIes. 
4. Recompile the program code. 
5. Run the code answering the question of Have any .of the equations been changed? with a y or 
Y. 
If the code ran but the solution diverged or caused an error like negative number to non-integral 
power, then try using the actual solution from a run solved in the normal fashion i.e. specified 
tacondin and solved for dt2t3, as initial guesses. Then change the input parameter only slightly 
until the desired operating condition is reached. 
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APPENDIX D: FORTRAN LISTING OF THE ACRC ROOM AIR 
CONDITIONER MODEL 
D.I Residual equations subroutine 
Listed below is the Fortran subroutine which contains the residual equations which are used 
to model a room air conditioner system. Following sections list all the functions used in the model 
as they appear in the actual program. 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
Subroutine CalcRRACMOD(N,R,MaxR,VarNum) 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
Integer N,j,Varnum,EQNUM,ELEMENT,NZERO(150,O:150) 
double precision X(150),K(lOO),MaxR 
character*30 X$(O:150), K$(lOO) 
COMMON / JACZERS/ NZERO 
COMMON /VARBLS/ X, X$, K, K$ 
double precision R(150) 
C************************************************************************* 
C 
C PURPOSE : Provide the residual equations for the Room Air Conditioner 
C systems analysis problem 
C INPUT 
C X - the dependent variable array 
C K - the parameter array 
C VarNum - present variable number 
C If VarNum equals zero, all residuals must be determined. 
C Otherwise, VarNum represents the present derivative 
C variable. 
C NZERO - list of spots in the jacobian which are nonzero 
C 
C OUTPUT 
C R - the Residuals 
C MaxR - maximum residual 
.C 
C************************************************************************* 
C Dependent Variables 
DOUBLE PRECISION a2phcond,A2phevap,asubcond,asupcond,asupevap, 
& Cacond,cacond2ph,Caevap,caevap2ph,caevapsup,casupcond,cmaxsub, 
& cmaxsupcond,Cmaxsupevap,cminsub,cminsupcond, 
& cminsupevap,cop,crsupevap,csubcondr,csupcondr,dHdiscLn, 
& dHliqLn,dt2t3,e2ph,e2phevap,EER,esubcond,esupcond,esupevap, 
& f2ph,f2phevap,fsubcond,fsupcond,fsupevap,hO,hl, 
& hlO,h20,h2l,h3,h4,h7l,h7i,h9,mDotacond,mdotaevap, 
& SuctionSuperheat, 
& pO,pl,plO,p2avg,p2i,p20,p3,p4,p7avg,p7i,p70,p9,pwrcamp, 
& q2phcond,q2phevap,qcomp 
DOUBLE PRECISION qcond,qevap,qsub,qsupcond,qsupevap,rejrat,tO,tl, 
& tlO,t2avg,t2i,t20,t3,t4,t7avg,t7i,t70,t9,Ta2phout, 
& tacondfanout,TaconDout,taevap2phout,taevapfanout,taevapout, 
& taevapsupout, Tasubout, Tasupout,tsatincomp,tsatocomp,u2p hcond, 
& u2phevap,usubcond,usupcond,usupevap,w,xinevap,twalli,tftmout, 
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& wairo,taosol,q2phtotal,qwettotal,Fsens,R3,R4,R5,R6,MWR,Wwa110 
C Parameter names 
DOUBLE PRECISION AAFC,AAFE,acond,aevap,Dcap,Dcond,Ddisc,degsup, 
& Devap, Dliq, Dsuct, DZC, DZE, hbarcomp, Lcap,NSECTC, NSECTE, NTC, 
& NTE,NumCaps,patm,pwrcond,pwrevap,qgainSL,qlossDL,qlossLL, 
& rough,RTBCND,RTBEVP,STC,STE,suclinegain,Tacondin,taevapin, 
& vDotcond,vdotevap, XLEQDL,XLEQLL,XLEQSL, Rhaie, 
& DevapOut, FinEvapTh,WTE,FPE,XKTE,XKFE, HCONTE,pdsucline, 
& pddisline,pdsupcond,pd2phcond,pdsubcond,pdliqline,pd2phevap, 
& pdsupevap,u2phvevap,usupvevap,fintype,tcompretgas,RhaiC, 
& Dcondout,finCondTh,wtc,fpc,xktc,xkfc,ertmult,crtmult, 
& TwophaseCondX,SuperheatEvapX,TACI,senstoTotal,effecttp 
DOUBLE PRECISION u2phvcond,usupvcond,usubvcond,wcap 
DOUBLE PRECISION Tavg,vvtp,vltp,xin,xout,vin,vout 
C Declare variables for modularizing the equations into each component 
C Group 
INTEGER Ecomp,Econd,Ecap 
C Declare names of functions used 
DOUBLE PRECISION psatT,xht,htx,hpx, hpt,tpx,pi,VPT,VTX 
EXTERNAL psatT,TsatP,xht,htx,hpx, hpt,tpx,VPT,VTX 
DOUBLE PRECISION cpa, va, e2p, ecrossflow,wact,pwract, 
& htpsub, 
& dPsuction,TsatP,Cpv, 
& dpsphx,dptphx 
C Set parameters to their respective values in the array K 
C 
AAFC=K( 1 ) 
AAFE=K( 2 ) 
Dcap=K( 5 ) 
Dcond=K( 6 ) 
Ddisc=K( 7 ) 
degsup=K( 8 ) 
Devap=K( 9 ) 
Dliq=K( 10 ) 
Dsuct=K ( 11 ) 
FINTYPE=K( 14 ) 
hbarcomp=K ( 15 
Lcap=K( 16 ) 
LoD=K( 17 ) 
NSECTC=K( 18 
NSECTE=K( 19 
NTC=K( 20 ) 
NTE=K( 21 ) 
NumCaps=K( 22 
patm=K( 23 ) 
pwrcond=K( 24 
pwrevap=K( 25 
qgainSL=K( 26 
qlossDL=K( 27 
no longer used 3/21/93 
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qlosSLL=K( 28 ) 
rough=K( 29 ) 
RTBCND=K ( 30 ) 
RTBEVP=K ( 31 ) 
STC=K( 32 ) 
STE=K( 33 ) 
suclinegain=K( 34 
Tacondin=K( 35 ) 
taevapin=K( 36 ) 
TcampRetGas=K( 37 
vdotcond=K( 38 ) 
vdotevap=K ( 39 ) 
C x1=K( 40 ) 
C x3=K( 41) These are no longer used 5/25/93 
C x6=K( 42 ) 
C 
XLEQDL=K( 43 
XLEQLL=K( 44 
XLEQSL=K( 45 ) 
RhaiE=K( 46 ) 
RhaiC=K( 47 ) 
DevapOut=K( 48 
DcondOut=K( 49 ) 
FinEvapTh=K( 50 ) 
FinCondTh=K( 51 ) 
WTE=K( 52 ) 
WTC=K( 53 ) 
FPE=K( 54 ) 
FPC=K( 55 ) 
XKTE=K( 56 ) 
XKTC=K( 57 ) 
XKFE=K( 58 ) 
XKFC=K( 59 ) 
HCONTE=K( 60 ) 
ertmult=K( 61 ) 
crtmult=K( 62 ) 
pdsucline=K( 63 ) 
pddisline=K( 64 ) 
pdsupcond=K( 65 ) 
pd2phcond=K( 66 ) 
pdsubcond=K( 67 ) 
pdliqline=K( 68 ) 
pd2phevap=K( 69 ) 
pdsupevap=K( 70 ) 
usupvcond=K( 71 ) 
u2phvcond=K( 72 ) 
usubvcond=K( 73 ) 
u2phvevap=K( 74 ) 
usupvevap=K( 75 ) 
TwophaseCondX=K(76) 
S~perheatEvapX=K(77) 
C Set values for areas and lengths of heat exchangers 
C since these are constants, but functions of the other 
C input parameters 
C 
C total evap refrigerant side area ftA2 
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Aevap=NTE*pi()*Devap*AAFE/(STE) 
C total cond refrigerant side area ftA2 
Acond=NTC*pi()*Dcond*AAFC/(STC) 
C length of tubing in condenser/ circuit ft 
DZC = Acond/(pi()*dcond*NSECTC) 
C length of tubing in evaporator/ circuit ft 
DZE = Aevap/(pi()*devap*NSECTE) 
C Assign variables their respective values in the variable 
C vector X 
a2phcond=X( 1 ) 
a2phevap=X( 2 ) 
asubcond=X( 3 ) 
asupcond=X( 4 ) 
asupevap=X( 5 ) 
cacond=X( 6 ) 
cacond2ph=X( 7 ) 
caevap=X( 8 ) 
caevap2ph=X( 9 ) 
caevapsup=X( 10 ) 
casupcond=X( 11 ) 
cmaxsub=X ( 12 ) 
cmaxsupcond=X( 13 
cmaxsupevap=X( 14 
cminsub=X ( 15 ) 
cminsupcond=X( 16 
cminsupevap=X ( 17 
cop=X( 18 ) 
crsupevap=X( 19 ) 
csubcondr=X ( 20 ) 
csupcondr=X( 21 ) 
dhdiscln=X ( 22 ) 
dhliqln=X ( 23 ) 
. dt2t3=X ( 24 ) 
e2ph=X( 25 ) 
e2phevap=X( 26 
eer=X( 27 ) 
esubcond=X( 28 
esupcond=X( 29 
esupevap=X( 30 
f2ph=X( 31 ) 
f2phevap=X( 32 
fsubcond=X( 33 
fsupcond=X( 34 
fsupevap=X( 35 
hO=X( 36 ) 
hl=X( 37 ) 
hl0=X( 38 ) 
h20=X( 39 ) 
h21=X( 40 ) 
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h3=X( 41 ) 
h4=X( 42 ) 
h71=X( 43 ) 
h7i=X( 44 ) 
h9=X ( 45 ) 
mdotacond=X( 46 ) 
mdotaevap=X( 47 ) 
SuctionSuperheat=X( 48 ) 
pO=X( 49 ) 
p1=X( 50 ) 
p10=X( 51 ) 
p2avg=X( 52 
p2i=X( 53 ) 
p2o=X( 54 ) 
p3=X( 55 ) 
p4=X( 56 ) 
p7avg=X( 57 
p7i=X( 58 ) 
p7o=X( 59 ) 
p9=X ( 60 ) 
pwrcomp=X ( 61 ) 
q2phcond=X( 62 ) 
q2phevap=X( 63 ) 
q2phtotal=X( 64 ) 
qcomp=X( 65 ) 
qcond=X( 66 ) 
qevap=X( 67 ) 
qsub=X( 68 ) 
qsupcond=X( 69 ) 
qsupevap=X( 70 ) 
rejrat=X( 71 ) 
to=X( 72 ) 
t1=X( 73 ) 
t10=X( 74 ) 
t2avg=X( 75 
t2i=X( 76 ) 
t2o=X( 77 ) 
t3=X( 78 ) 
t4=X( 79 ) 
t7avg=X( 80 
t7i=X( 81 ) 
t7o=X( 82 ) 
t9=X( 83 ) 
ta2phout=X( 84 ) 
tacondfanout=X( 85 
tacondout=X( 86 ) 
taevap2phout=X( 87 
taevapfanout=X( 88 
taevapout=X( 89 ) 
taevapsupout=X( 90 
taosol=X( 91 ) 
tasubout=X( 92 ) 
tasupout=X( 93 ) 
tftmout=X( 94 ) 
tsatincomp=X( 95 ) 
tsatocomp=X( 96 ) 
twalli=X( 97 ) 
u2phcond=X( 98 ) 
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u2phevap=X( 99 ) 
usubcond=X( 100 ) 
usupcond=X( 101 ) 
usupevap=X( 102 ) 
w=X( 103 ) 
wairo=X( 104 ) 
xinevap=X( 105 ) 
C Set the sizes for the 4 component sets of equations 
C Ecap = end residual for the captube model 
C Econd = last residual for the condenser model 
C Ecomp = last residual for the compressor model 
Ecap = 64 
Econd = 62 
Ecomp = 15 
C This part of the program is used mainly to speed up the calculation 
C of the partial derivative matrix (Jacobian). The Computed GOTO 
C statement utilized below gets the equation number from the matrix 
C NZERO which has listed in it the nonzero elements of the Jacobian 
C this prevents needless calls to the residuals that do not have the 
C variable associated with them when the partial derivatives are 
C calculated 
ELEMENT=l 
4150 EQNUM=NZERO(ELEMENT,VarNUM) 
ELEMENT=ELEMENT+1 
GOTO (20,40,60,80,100,120,140,160,180,200,220,240, 
& 260,280,300, 
& 320,340,360,380,400,420,440,460,480,500,520,540,560,580,600, 
& 620,640,660,680,700,720,740,760,780,800,820,840,860,880,900, 
& 920,940,960,980,1000,1020,1040,1060,1080,1100,1120,1140, 
& 1160,1180,1200, 
& 1220,1240,1260,1280,1300,1320,1340,1360,1380,1400,1420, 
& 1440,1460,1480,1500, 
& 1520,1540,1560,1580,1600,1620,1640,1660,1680,1700,1720, 
& 1740,1760,1780,1800, 
& 1820,1840,1860,1880,1900,1920,1940,1960,1980,2000,2020,2040, 
& 2060,2080,2100),EQNUM . 
IF(EQNUM .EQ. 0) then 
GOTO 3000 
END IF 
C Equations for the compressor submodel 
20 R(l) = SuctionSuperheat - t10 + tsatincomp 
GOTO 4150 
40 R(2) = h10-hpt(p10,t10) 
GOTO 4150 
60 R(3) = tsatincomp - tsatP(p10) 
GOTO 4150 
80 R(4) = tsatocomp - tsatP(pO) 
GOTO 4150 
100 R(5) = h10 - h9 - qgainSL/w 
90 
120 
140 
160 
180 
200 
220 
240 
260 
280 
300 
& 
GOTO 4150 
R(6) = w - wact(h10,tsatincomp,tsatocomp) 
GOTO 4150 
R(7) = pwrcomp - pwract(h10,tsatincomp,tsatocamp,w) 
GOTO 4150 
IF (varnum .EQ. 0) then 
vin = VPT(pO,tO) 
vout= VPT(p1,t1) 
pddis1ine=dpspHX(Ddisc,STC,1.0DO,w,0.ODO,vin, 
vout, to, t1,XLEQDL, rough, 0) 
R(8) = pddisline - pO + pI 
ELSE 
R(8) = pddisline - pO + pI 
END IF 
GOTO 4150 
R(9) = hbarcomp*(tO-tacondin) - qcomp 
GOTO 4150 
R(10) = h10 + (pwrcomp - qcomp)/w - hO 
GOTO 4150 
R(ll) = dHdiscLn - qlosSDL/W 
GOTO 4150 
R(12) = hO - dHdiscLn - hI 
GOTO 4150 
R(13) = hpt(pO,tO) - hO 
GOTO 4150 
R(14) = hpt(p1,t1) - hI 
GOTO 4150 
R(15) = rejrat - qcomp/pwrcomp 
GOTO 4150 
C condenser equations 
320 R(Ecomp+1) = htpsub(t4,p4) - h4 
GOTO 4150 
340 R(Ecomp+2) = p2i - psatT(t2i) 
GOTO 4150 
360 R(Ecomp+3) = p20 - psatT(t20) 
GOTO 4150 
380 R(Ecomp+4) = h20 - hpx(p20,0.ODO) 
GOTO 4150 
400 R(Ecomp+5) = h21 - hpx(p2i,1.0DO) 
GOTO 4150 
420 R(Ecomp+6) = htpsub(t3,p3) - h3 
GOTO 4150 
C pressure drop equations for the condenser 
C these are treated as psuedo constants, so they are evaluated 
C once every iteration. No dependence on any other variables 
C is calculated in the partial derivative matrix 
440 
& 
IF (varnum .EQ. 0) THEN 
vin = VPT(p1,t1) 
vout = VTX(t2i,1.0DO) 
pdsupcond=dpspHX (Dcond, STC,NSECTC,w,RTBCND*fsupcond,vin, 
vout,t1,t2i,DZC*fsupcond,rough,0) 
R(Ecomp+7) = p1-(p2i+pdsupcond) 
ELSE 
R(Ecomp+7) = p1-(p2i+pdsupcond) 
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460 
480 
500 
520 
540 
560 
580 
600 
620 
& 
& 
& 
END IF 
GOTO 4150 
IF (varnum • EO. 0) THEN 
vvtp = VTX(t2i,1.0DO) 
vltp = VTX(t20,0.ODO) 
xin = 1.0 
xout = 0.0 
pd2phcond = dptpHX(DCond,STC,NSECTC,w,RTBCND*f2ph,t20,t2i, 
vvtp,vltp, DZC*f2ph, xout,xin) 
R(Ecomp+8) = pd2phcond - (p2i - p2o) 
ELSE 
R(Ecomp+8) = pd2phcond - (p2i - p2o) 
END IF 
GOTO 4150 
IF (varnum . EO. 0) THEN 
vin = VTX(t20,0.ODO) 
vout = vin 
pdsubcond = dpspHX(Dcond,STC,NSECTC,w,RTBCND*fsubcond,vin, 
vout,t20, t3,DZC*fsubcond, rough, 1) 
R(Ecomp+9) = p3 -(p2o-pdsubcond) 
ELSE 
R(Ecomp+9) = p3 -(p2o-pdsubcond) 
END IF 
GOTO 4150 
IF (varnum .EO. 0) THEN 
vin = VPT (p3, t3) 
vout = vin 
pdliqline = dpspHX(Dliq,STC,1.0DO,w,0.ODO,vin, 
vout,t3,t4,XLEOLL, rough, 1) 
R(Ecomp+10) = p3 - pdliqline - p4 
ELSE 
R(Ecomp+10) = p3 - pdliqline - p4 
END IF 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+11) = p2avg - (p2i+p2o)/2 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+12) = t2avg - (t2i+t2o)/2 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+13) = dt2t3 - (t2o-t3) 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+14) = dHliqLn - qlossLL/w 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+15) = h4 - (h3-dHliqLn) 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+16) = tacondfanout - tacondin - (pwrcond+qcomp)/Cacond 
GOTO 4150 
C call for u values 
C these are treated as psuedo contants 
640 
660 
680 
& 
GOTO 680 
GOTO 680 
t2avg=(t2o+t2i)/2 
IF (varnum .EO. 0) THEN 
CALL UsCond(K,w,t2avg,tacondin,mDotacond,t1,t3,Usupvcond, 
U2phvcond,Usubvcond) 
R(Ecomp+17)=u2phvcond-u2phcond 
R(Ecomp+18)=Usupvcond-usupcond 
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700 
720 
& 
740 
760 
780 
800 
& 
820 
& 
840 
860 
880 
900 
920 
940 
960 
980 
1000 
1020 
1040 
1060 
1080 
1100 
1120 
& 
1140 
& 
R(Ecomp+19)=Usubvcond-usubcond 
ELSE 
R(Ecomp+17)=u2phvcond-u2phcond 
R(Ecomp+18)=Usupvcond-usupcond 
R(Ecomp+19)=Usubvcond-usubcond 
END IF 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+20)=qsub + q2phcond + qsupcond - qcond 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+21)=Tasubout*fsubcond+Tasupout*fsupcond+Ta2phout*f2ph 
-TaconDout 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+22)=w*(h20 - h3) - qsub 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+23)=esubcond*cminsub*(t20 - tacondfanout) -qsub 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+24)=Cacond*fsubcond*(Tasubout-tacondfanout)-qsub 
GOTO 4150 
R(ECOmp+25) =min (csubcondr+O. 0001* (Cacond*fsubcond), 
Cacond*fsubcond+0.0001*csubcondr)-cminsub 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+26) =max (csubcondr+O. 0001* (Cacond*fsubcond), 
Cacond*fsubcond+0.0001*csubcondr)- cmaxsub 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+27)=asubcond/(acond)-fsubcond 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+28)=ecrossf1ow(usubcond*asubcond,cminsub,cmaxsub) -esubcond 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+29)=qsub/(t20 - t3)-csubcondr 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+30)=w*(h21 - h20) - q2phcond 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+31)=mDotacond*Cpa(tacondin)-Cacond 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+32)=vDotcond*60/Va(tacondin)-mdotacond 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+33)=e2ph*cacond2ph*(t2i - tacondfanout)-q2phcond 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+34)=cacond2ph*(Ta2phout-tacondfanout)-q2phcond 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+35)=e2p(u2phcond*a2phcond,cacond2ph)-e2ph 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+36)=a2phcond/(acond)-f2ph 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+37)= Cacond*f2ph-cacond2ph 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+38)=w*(h1 - h21)-qsupcond 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+39)=esupcond*cminsupcond*(t1 - tacondfanout) -qsupcond 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+40)=casupcond*(Tasupout-tacondfanout) -qsupcond 
GOTO 4150 
R(ECOmp+41) =min (csupcondr+. 0001*casupcond, 
casupcond+0.0001*csupcondr)-cminsupcond 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+42) =max (csupcondr+. 0001*casupcond, 
casupcond+0.0001*csupcondr)-cmaxsupcond 
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1160 
1180 
1200 
1220 
1240 
& 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+43)=fsupcond+fsubcond+f2ph-1 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+44)=asupcond/acond-fsupcond 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+45)=Cacond*fsupcond-casupcond 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecomp+46) =ecrossflow (usupcond*asupcond, cminsupcond 
,cmaxsupcond)-esupcond 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecamp+47)=qsupcond/(t1 - t2i)-csupcondr 
GOTO 4150 
C Capillary tube equation residuals 
1260 CALL CapTubeEq(Lcap,Dcap,Numcaps,TwophaseCondX,t20,t3,p4,p7i,wcap) 
R(Econd+1) = wcap - w 
GOTO 4150 
1280 R(Econd+2) = h7i - h4 
GOTO 4150 
C EVAPORATOR submodel residuals 
1300 
1320 
1340 
1360 
1380 
1400 
1420 
1440 
1460 
& 
& 
R(Ecap+1) = PsatT(t7i) - p7i 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecap+2) = PsatT(t7o) - p70 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecap+3) = Xht(h4,t7i) - Xinevap 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecap+4) = htx(t70,1.0DO) - h71 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecap+5) = hpt(p9,t9) - h9 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecap+6) = t7avg - (t7i+t7o)/2 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecap+7) = p7avg - (p7i+p7o)/2 
GOTO 4150 
IF (varnum . EO. 0) THEN 
vin = VTX(t70,1.0DO) 
vout = VPT(p9,t9) 
pdsupevap = dpspHX(Devap,STE,NSECTE,w,RTBEVP*fsupevap,vin, 
vout,t70,t9,DZE*fsupevap,rough,0) 
R(Ecap+8) = p70 - pdsupevap - p9 
ELSE 
R(Ecap+8) = p70 - pdsupevap - p9 
END IF 
GOTO 4150 
IF (varnum .eq. 0) then 
vvtp = VTX(t70,1.0DO) 
vltp = VTX(t7i,0.ODO) 
xout = 1.0 
pd2phevap = dptpHX(Devap,STE,NSECTE,w,RTBEVP*f2phevap,t70, 
t7i,vvtp,vltp, DZE*f2phevap, xout,xinevap) 
R(Ecap+9) = p7i - pd2phevap - p70 
ELSE 
R(Ecap+9) = p7i - pd2phevap - p70 
END IF 
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1480 
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1500 
1520 
1540 
1560 
1580 
1600 
1620 
1640 
1660 
1680 
1700 
1720 
1740 
1760 
& 
1780 
1800 
1820 
1840 
& 
1860 
& 
1880 
1900 
1920 
GOTO 4150 
IF (varnum.eq.O) then 
vin = VPT(p9,t9) 
vout = VPT(p10,t10) 
pdsuc1ine = dpsuction(Dsuct,STE,1.0DO,w,0.ODO,vin,vout,t9, 
t10,XLEQSL, rough, SuctionSuperheat) 
R(Ecap+10) = p10 + pdsuc1ine - p9 
ELSE 
R(Ecap+10) = p10 + pdsuc1ine - p9 
END IF 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecap+11) = t7o+degsup-t9 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecap+12) = taevapout+(pwrevap/Caevap)-taevapfanout 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecap+13)=q2phevap+qsupevap-qevap 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecap+14)=w*(h71-h7i)-q2phevap 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecap+15)=q2phtota1*f2phevap - q2phevap 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecap+16)=Caevap*f2phevap- caevap2ph 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecap+17)=A2phevap/Aevap-f2phevap 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecap+18)=e2p(u2phevap*A2phevap,caevap2ph)-e2phevap 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecap+19)=mDotaevap*Cpa(taevapin)-Caevap 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecap+20)=vDotevap*60/va(taevapin)-mdotaevap 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecap+21)=Caevap2ph*(taevapin-taevap2phout)-q2phevap 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecap+22)=w*(h9-h71)-qsupevap 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecap+23)=esupevap*cminsupevap*(taevapin-t7o)-qsupevap 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecap+24)=ecrossflow(usupevap*asupevap,cminsupevap, 
Cmaxsupevap)-esupevap 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecap+25)=w*Cpv«t7o+t9)/2)-crsupevap 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecap+26)=Caevap*fsupevap-caevapsup 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecap+27)=asupevap/Aevap-fsupevap 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecap+28) =min (crsupevap+O. 0001*caevapsup, 
caevapsup+0.0001*crsupevap)-cminsupevap 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecap+29) =max (crsupevap+O. 0001*caevapsup, 
caevapsup+0.0001*crsupevap)-Cmaxsupevap 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecap+30)=caevapsup*(taevapin-taevapsupout)-qsupevap 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecap+31)=taevapsupout*fsupevap+taevap2phout*f2phevap-taevapout 
GOTO 4150 
R(Ecap+32) =A2phevap+ a supevap-Aevap 
GOTO 4150 
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C residual for COP -coefficient of performance 
1940 R(Ecap+33) = (qevap - pwrevap)/(pwrcomp + pwrcond + pwrevap) - COP 
GOTO 4150 
1960 R(Ecap+34) = EER - (Cop*3.412) 
GOTO 4150 
1980 GOTO 2000 
C calculate psuedo constants for u values in the evaporator 
2000 
& 
IF (varnum.eq.O) Then 
tavg=(t7o+t9)/2 
CALL USEvap(K,w,t7avg,t9,Xinevap,taevapin,mDotaevap, 
q2phevap,A2phevap,usupvevap,u2phvevap) 
R(Ecap+35) = usupevap - usupvevap 
R(Ecap+36) = u2phevap - u2phvevap 
ELSE 
R(Ecap+35) = usupevap - usupvevap 
R(Ecap+36) = u2phevap - u2phvevap 
END IF 
GOTO 4150 
C Call routine to perform wet evaporator analysis 
2020 GOTO 2100 
2040 GOTO 2100 
2060 GOTO 2100 
2080 GOTO 2100 
2100 
& 
& 
CALL FindWet(K,w,Xinevap,Q2phevap,A2phevap,t7i,t7avg, 
mDotaevap,f2phevap,tftmout,wairo,taosol,twa1li,Fsens,R3,R4,RS, 
R6,MWR,Wwallo,qwettotal,TACI,senstoTotal,effecttp) 
R(Ecap+37) = R3 
R(Ecap+38) = R4 
R(Ecap+39) = R5 
R(Ecap+40) = R6 
R(Ecap+41) = q2phtotal - qwettotal 
GOTO 4150 
C Assign psuedo constants (once each iteration) 
3000 IF (varnum.eq.O) then 
K(3) = Acond 
K(4) = Aevap 
K(12) = DZC 
K(13) = DZE 
K(63)=pdsucline 
K (64) =pddisline 
K(65)=pdsupcond 
K(66)=pd2phcond 
K(67)=pdsubcond 
K(68)=pdliqline 
K(69)=pd2phevap 
K(70)=pdsupevap 
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C 
K(71)=usupvcond 
K(72)=u2phvcond 
K(73)=usubvcond 
K(74)=u2phvevap 
K(7S)=usupvevap 
K(78)=fsens 
K(79)=wwallo 
K(80)=MWR 
K(81)=TACI 
K(82)=senstoTotal 
K(83)=effecttp 
END IF 
C**If this is the first call per iteration. COMPUTE Maximum RESIDUAL 
C 
IF (varnum .eq. 0) then 
MaxR=O.O 
DO 4400 J=l, N 
IF (abS(R(J» .GE. MaxR) then 
MaxR=abs (R (J) ) 
END IF 
4400 CONTINUE 
END IF 
RETURN 
END 
D.2 Listing of utility functions used in the room air conditioner 
model 
D.2.1 Capillary tube subroutine 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
SUBROUTINE CapTubeEq(Lcap,Dcap,Numcaps,TwophaseCondX,t20,t3,p4, 
& p7i,wcap) 
DOUBLE PRECISION eqsubcool,kcon,Co,stdcmf,flowfactor,LoD,Ptempl, 
& Ptemp2,PC,dp,pcorfact,Lcap,Dcap,Numcaps,TwophaseCondX,t20,t3 
DOUBLE PRECISION p4,p7i,wcap 
DOUBLE PRECISION al,a2,a3,a4,aS,a6,a7,a8,a9,Dstd,Lstd,kld 
DOUBLE PRECISION iff 
INTEGER captubN 
C this subroutine calculates the massflow given inlet condition 
C variables for a Capillary tube. 
C Two models are available, the curve fit of the finite difference solution 
C of the adiabatic differential equations for R22 or 
C the ASHRAE Equipment handbook charts which were curve fit for use 
C here 
C captubN defines which captube model to use: either ASHRAE model 
C or curve fit of finite difference solution model for R22 only 
captubN = 1 
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IF (captubN .EO. 1) then 
C curve fit of finite difference solution model is only good for 
C cases where entrance to the captube is subcooled 
al=1.1619 
a2=2.23211 
a3=-0.35519 
a4=-0.15795 
a5=0.2818226 
a6=0.7413497 
a7=-0.0001433 
a8=-0.0020518 
a9=11.63794 
Dstd=0.049 
Lstd=42 
eqsubcool=t2o-t3 
stdcmf=a5*p4+a6*eqsubcool+a7*p4**2+a8*eqsubcool**2+a9 
kId = a1* (Dcap/Dstd)**a2* (Lcap/Lstd)**a3+a4 
wcap=stdcmf*kld*Numcaps 
ELSE 
C ASHRAE equipment handbook model 
LoD=Lcap/(1250.*Dcap) 
C length over diameter scaled to a resonable I 
C calculate subcooling or equivalent for quality 
IF (TwophaseCondX .LT. 1.0DO) Then 
C subcooled 
ELSE 
eqsubcool = t2o-t3 
kcon = 0.4035+0.4175*exp(-0.04*eqsubcool) 
Co = 356 + 0.641*«abs(eqsubcool-31.0DO)/10.0DO»**3.56 
stdcmf = Co*(p4/1500)**kcon 
C two phase 
eqsubcool = -150*t3 
kcon = 0.8184 + 0.0264*(100.0*t3)**0.624 
Co = 534.4 
stdcmf = Co*(p4/2200.0)**kcon 
END IF 
flowfactor = exp(7.1539+2.2088*log(Dcap)+0.1619*log(Lcap) 
& +0.0807*log(Lcap)*log(Dcap)-0.0421*(log(Lcap»**2) 
Ptempl = exp(-0.903+0.979*log(p4)+0.0000624*«eqsubcool»**2) 
Ptemp2 = exp(6.8925-0.6109*log(Ptempl» 
IF (LoD .LT. 1.0DO) then 
PC = exp(II.5292-0.4922*(LoD)-1.6309*log(Ptemp2) 
& -0.0317*«LoD»**2+0.0265*(LoD)*log(Ptemp2» 
ELSE 
PC = exp(12.2892-0.9567*LoD-l.7491*log(Ptemp2) 
& +0.0937*LoD*log(Ptemp2» 
END IF 
dp = (p7i-PC)/(p4-PC) 
IF «dP .GE. O.ODO) • and. (dP .LT. 1.0DO» then 
pcorfact = 1.00-6.249886e-2*dP-7.291768e-l*dP**2 
& +9. 635722e-l*dP**3-5.208687e-l*dP**4-6. 510278e-l*dP**5 
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C 
ELSE 
pcorfact = 1 
END IF 
wcap = flowfactor*Numcaps*stdcmf*pcorfact 
END IF 
END 
D.2.2 Compressor map functions 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION Pwrmap(t7,t2) 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
double precision t7,t2 
C function returns power for compressor based on map from 
C manufacturers data 
C Amana Model 
C Pwrmap=(-3. 750e-5*t2**2+1. 557e-2*t2-7. 5e-5*t7**2-7. 25e-3 *t7 
C +1. 188e-4*t7*t2-5. 552e-1) *3412 
C Whirlpool comp map 
Pwrmap =(-1.226E-01+2.738E-05*t2**2+6.291E-03*t2-1.650E-04*t7**2 
& +8. 9E-03*t7+7.75E-05*t2*t7) *3412 
C compressor map for Whirlpool 1.5 ton unit 
C with power corrected to match experimental data on t2phevap 
C and t2phcond 
C Pwrmap =(-2. 9882E+Ol-3.1917E-03*t2**2+6.2928E-01*t2-4.7988E-O 4*t7**2 
C & -2. 1429E-01*t7+2.2934E-03*t2*t7) *3412 
END 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION wmap(t7,t2) 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
double precision t7,t2 
C funtion returns mass flow for given evaporating and condensing 
C saturation temperatures. This function is a biquadratic curve 
C fit of the manufaturers compressor map data 
C Amana map 
C wmap=4.507e-4*t2**2-3.143e-1*t2+2.095e-2*t7**2 
C +1.234eO*t7-4.607e-3*t7*t2+1.023e2 
C Whirlpool Map 
wmap=(-l. 371E-03*t2**2+1.014E-01*t2+4.033E-02*t7**2+2. 78 *t7 
& -9. 536E-03*t2*t7+1. 074E+02) 
END 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION wact(h10,t7,t2) 
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Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
EXTERNAL psatT,hpt,VPT,htx 
DOUBLE PRECISION Fsh,wmp,p,delhSucPort,h71,h10a,t10a, 
& p7,h10abase,t10abase,vbase,vact,Fv,h10,t7,t2,psatT,hpt,vpt,htx 
DOUBLE PRECISION wmap,pwrmap,Cpv 
C 
C This function corrects the compressor map massflow prediction 
C for the difference in suction line inlet temperature from 
C that of the temperature for which the map was made 
E~ 
Fsh=O.33 
w.mp=wmap(t7,t2) 
p=Pwrmap(t7,t2) 
delhSucPort=Fsh*(p/wmp) 
h71=htx(t7,1.ODO) 
h10a=h10+delhSucPort 
p7=PsatT(t7) 
T10a=t7+(h10a-h71)/Cpv(t7) 
hlOabase=hpt (p7, 95.0DO)+delhSucPort 
T10abase=t7+(h10abase-h71)/Cpv(t7) 
vbase=VPT(p7,t10abase) 
vact=VPT(p7,t10a) 
Fv=O.75 
wact=(l+Fv*«vbase/vact)-l»*wmp 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION pwract(h10,t7,t2,w) 
C This function returns the power given by the compressor map 
C correcting for inlet superheat conditions other than what the 
C map was based on. This routine assumes that the compressor 
C map given in function pwrmap was based on a 95 F inlet 
C and not some specified superheat level. 
C The correction was taken directly from the ORNL modulating 
C heat pump model. (Fischer, Rice 1983) 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
EXTERNAL htx,PsatT,hpt,spt 
DOUBLE PRECISION R,wmp,pmap,Fsh,h71,delhSucPort,h10a,T10a 
DOUBLE PRECISION p2,p7,t1act,h1act,delHIsenAct 
DOUBLE PRECISION h10abase,T10abase,t1base,h1base, 
& delHIsenBase,tol,step,sa,sbase,h10,t7,t2,w,htx,PsatT, 
& hpt,spt,wmap,pwrmap,Cpv 
C set tolerances for subroutine ZERO 
C 
tol=lD-7 
step = 1D-4 
C Gas constant for R22 in Btu/lbm-R 
C 
R=1545.0/86.48/778.2 
wmp=wmap(t7,t2) 
pmap=pwrmap(t7,t2) 
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C Assign Fsh - suction gas heating factor 
Fsh=O.33DO 
h71=htx(t7,1.ODO) 
delhSucPort=Fsh*(pmap/wmp) 
hlOa=hlO+delhSucPort 
p7=PsatT(t7) 
TIOa=t7+(hlOa-h71)/Cpv(t7) 
sa=spt(p7,tlOa) 
p2=PsatT(t2) 
C Set Initial guess for tlact 
tlact=tlOa+20 
C Find the temperature tlact given entropy and pressure 
CALL Zero(tlact,p2,sa,tol,step) 
hlact=hpt(p2,tlact) 
delHI senAct=hlact-hl Oa 
hlOabase=hpt(p7,95.0DO)+delhSucPort 
TIOabase=t7+(hlOabase-h71)/Cpv(t7) 
sbase=spt(p7,tlOabase) 
C Set initial guess for tlbase 
END 
tlbase=tlOabase+20 
CALL ZERO(tlbase,p2,sbase,tol,step) 
hlbase=hpt(p2,tlbase) 
delHIsenBase=hlbase-hlOabase 
pwract=(w/wmp) * (delHIsenAct/delHIsenBase)*pmap 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION sfunct(t,p,s) 
C 
C Function for finding temperature as a function of entropy 
C and pressure. When this function is zero then the temperature 
C has been found. 
END 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
EXTERNAL spt 
double precision t,p,s,spt 
sfunct= spt(p,t) - s 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
Subroutine Zero(x,indep,f,tol,h) 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION fx,xnew,fprime,x,indep,f,tol,h, 
& sfunct,xstep,xtemp 
C 
C Sub Zero - mini single variable newton raphson root finder 
C 
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C 
D.2.3 
return 
end 
fx=sfunct(x,indep,f) 
xnew= x 
Do While (abs(fx) .qt. toll 
xtemp=xnew 
fx=sfunct(xtemp,indep,f) 
xstep=xtemp+h 
fprime=(sfunct(xstep,indep,f)-fx)/h 
xnew=xtemp-fx/fprime 
End Do 
x=xnew 
Effectiveness functions for the heat exchangers 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION e2p(UA,Cmin) 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION NTU,UA,Cmin 
C this function returns the 2phase effectiveness for a heat exchanger 
END 
NTU=UA/Cmin 
e2p=1-exp(-NTU) 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION ecrossflow(UA,Cmin,Cmax) 
C this function calculates cross flow heat exchanger effectiveness 
C taken from Incropera and DeWitt 
C 
D.2.4 
END 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION NTU,Cr,a,UA,Cmin,Cmax 
NTU=UA/Cmin 
Cr=Cmin/Cmax 
a=exp (-Cr*NTU**. 78)-1 
ecrossflow=1-exp«1/Cr)*NTU**.22*a) 
Miscellaneous functions necessary for the model 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION pie) 
pi = 3.14159265359 
END 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
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DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION Xht(h,F) 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION hsatl,hsatv,h,f,htx 
EXTERNAL htx 
C finds quality of saturated refrigerant 
END 
hsatl=htx(F,O.ODO) 
hsatv=htx(F,l.ODO) 
Xht=(h-hsatl)/(hsatv-hsatl) 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION Xhp(h,p) 
C Function returns quality given an enthalpy and a pressure 
Chin (Btu/Ibm) p in psia 
END 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION hsatl,hsatv,h,p,hpx 
EXTERNAL hpx 
hsatl=hpx(p,O.ODO) 
hsatv=hpx(p,O.ODO) 
Xhp=(h-hsatl)/(hsatv-hsatl) 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION htpsub(t,p) 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
EXTERNAL PsatT,vtx,htx 
DOUBLE PRECISION psat,vol,hliq,PsatT,Vtx,htx,t,p 
C approximates enthalpy of sub cooled liquid 
END 
psat=PsatT(t) 
vol=Vtx (t, O. ODO) 
hliq=htx(t,O.ODO) 
htpsub=hl iq+vol * (p-psat) 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ C . 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION Iff(A,B,C,D,E) 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
double precision A,B,C,D,E 
C function replaces if then structure for one line if 
END 
If (A .It. B) Then 
Iff = C 
Else If (A .eq. B) Then 
Iff = D 
Else 
Iff = E 
Endif 
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C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION Cpl(F) 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION MO,Ml,M2,M3,M4,M5,M6,F 
C Function finds specific heat of liquid refrigerant R22 
MO=0.31423914658 
Ml=-0.0046030127722 
M2=0.00019235518087 
M3=-3.5212997016e-06 
M4=3.3130366648e-08 
M5=-1.5377003827e-l0 
M6=2.8142167728e-13 
Cpl = MO + Ml*F +M2*F**2+M3*F**3+M4*F**4+M5*F**5+M6*F**6 
C R =0.99983679967 : correlation # for curve fit 
END 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION Cpv(F) 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
C FUNCTION finds specific heat of vapor refrigerant R22 
C R 
D.2.S 
END 
DOUBLE PRECISION MO,Ml,M2,M3,M4,M5,M6,F 
MO=0.29227042656 
Ml=-0.013909046521 
M2=0.00055319824404 
M3=-1.008555456ge-05 
M4=9.4450858275e-08 
M5=-4.3660743353e-lO 
M6=7.9356897497e-13 
Cpv = MO + Ml*F + M2*F**2+M3*F**3+M4*F**4+M5*F**5+M6*F**6 
0.99962300374 
Thermal conductivity and viscosity functions for liquid and vapor R-22 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION kv(F) 
C returns vapor thermal conductivity for R22 in (Btu/(hr-ft-F» 
C fifth power polynomal curve fit of R22 data found in the ASHRAE 
C Fundamentals handbook 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION mO,ml,m2,m3,m4,m5,F 
mO=0.0047913139417 
ml=1.7084180868e-05 
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m2=3.9987155846e-08 
m3=1.6280038235e-09 
m4=-2.8854454886e-11 
m5=1.1666648188e-13 
C correlation # for fit r: 0.99980223509 
kv = mO + m1*F + m2*F**2 +m3*F**3 + m4*F**4 + m5*F**5 
E~ 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION k1(x) 
C returns liquid thermal conductivity for R22 in (Btu/(hr-ft-F)) 
C fourth order polynomal curve fit of R22 data found in the ASHRAE 
C Fundamentals handbook. 
C x is temperature in F 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
double precision x 
kl =0. 063005289541-0. 00017254739769*x-8. 4544203066e-09*x* *2 
& +3. 8165368174e-09*x**3-2.1384842204e-11*x**4 
C r= 0.99972738287 ;correlation factor from curve fit of ASHRAE DATA} 
E~ 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION ka(F) 
C function returns a thermal conductivity for air 
C linear curve fit of DATA taken from 
C ASHRAE Fundamentals handbook 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
double precision F 
ka=0.013173 + 2.3417e-5*F 
E~ 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION muv(x) 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION mO,m1,m2,m3,x 
C returns absolute viscosity of vapor r22 at F degrees 
C units are (lb-sec/ft A 2). Cubic curve fit of ASHRAE Fundamentals 
C Handbook data 
C x is Temp in F 
mO=0.027034465653 
m1=6.1862868006e-05 
m2=-5.5028557604e-08 
m3=1.432596517ge-09 
muv = mO + ml*x + m2*x**2 +m3*x**3 
C r= 0.99965022185 correlation factor from curve fit of ASHRAE DATA 
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END 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION mul(x) 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION mO,ml,m2,m3,x 
C this returns absolute viscosity for liquid refrigerant 22 
C Units are (lb-sec/ftA 2). Cubic curve fit of data in the 
C ASHRAE Fundamentals Handbook. 
C x is temperature in Farenheit 
mO=0.6S0313668 
ml=-0.003007187148 
m2=1.6603813366e-OS 
m3=-6.1431627096e-08 
mu1 = mO + m1*x + m2*x**2 +m3*x**3 
C r= 0.99968721339 correlation factor from curve fit of ASHRAE DATA 
END 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION mua(F) 
C function returns absolute viscosity of air 
C Units are (lb-sec/ftA 2). Linear curve fit of ASHRAE Fundamentals 
C Handbook data. 
D.2.6 
C 
END 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
double precision F 
mua=0.03973+6.2943e-5*F 
Reynolds and Prandtl number functions for liquid and vapor R·22 
. C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION ReAir(F,G,D) 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
double precision F,G,D,mua 
ReAir=G*D/(mua(F» 
END 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION ReI (F,G,D) 
C this function returns reynolds number for liquid R22 
C F [F] 
C G [lmb/hr ft A 2] 
C D [ft] 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
double precision F,G,D,mul 
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Rel=G*D/(mul(F» 
END 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION PrAir(F) 
C prandtl number of air is calculated 
END 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
double precision F,ka,mua,cpa 
PrAir=cpa(F)*mua(F)/(ka(F» 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION Rev(F,G,D) 
C Function returns vapor reynolds number 
END 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
double precision F,G,D,muv 
Rev=G*D/(muv(F» 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION Prv(F) 
C Function returns prandtl # for vapor Refrigerant 
END 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
double precisionF,cpv,muv,kv 
Prv=Cpv(F)*muv(F)/kv(F) 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION Prl(F) 
C Function returns prandtl # for liquid refrigerant 
C 
D.2.7 
END 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
double precision F,Cpl,mul,kl 
Prl=Cpl (F)*mul (F)/kl(F) 
Heat transfer correlation functions 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION hvap(F,G,D,mode) 
C This function calculates the single phase heat transfer coeficient 
C for vapor refrigerant given mass flux G, temperature F, 
C diameter D, and heating or cooling mode mode. The relation used 
C is the Dittus-Boelter correlation. 
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Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION re,pr,cp,power,F,G,D,rev,prv,cpv 
INTEGER mode 
C determine if fluid is being heated or cooled 
E~ 
If (mode .eq. 1) Then 
power = -.7 
Else 
power = -.6 
Endif 
re=Rev(F,G,D) 
pr=prv(F) 
cp=cpv(F) 
hvap=0.023*G*Cp*Pr**(power)*re**(-0.2) 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION hliq(F,G,D,Mode) 
C This function calculates the single phase heat transfer coeficient 
C for liquid refrigerant given mass flux G, temperature F, 
C diameter D, and heating or cooling mode mode. The relation used 
C is the Dittus-Boelter correlation. 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION Prliq,ReNum,power,F,G,D,prl,rel,Cpl 
INTEGER mode 
C determine if fluid is being heated or cooled 
If (mode .eq. 1) Then 
power = -.7 
Else 
power = -.6 
Endif 
Prliq=Prl(F) 
ReNum=Rel(F,G,D) 
hliq=0.023*G*Cpl (F)*Prliq** (power)*ReNum** (-0.2) 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION h2phevapACRC(massflow,Num,F,Devin,Xi, 
& mode,Q2phevap,A2phevap) 
C This function determines the two-phase heat transfer coeficient 
C for evaporating flow. Correlation is based on the ACRC project 
C 01 research. 
C Inputs: 
C Devin - inside diameter of evaporator tubing (ft) 
C F - average evaporating temperature (F) 
C Num - number of equivalent circuits in the evaporator 
C mode - heating or cooling mode used, passed down from 
C overall U calculation subroutine 
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C Q2phevap - total heat transfer rate in the two-phase zone 
C of the evaporator. (Btu/hr) 
C A2phevap - Area of the two-phase zone of the evaporator(ftA 2) 
C Xi - Inlet quality of the evaporator. 
DOUBLE PRECISION muv,mul,prl,kl,psatt,hvap,pi 
EXTERNAL psatt 
DOUBLE PRECISION Qflux,w,Numeqcirc,t7,Devapin,Aevapint,Gequiv 
DOUBLE PRECISION muvap,muliq,Reliq,hliquid,Pcrit 
DOUBLE PRECISION PrandL,Kliq,Xe,XD,Step,X,Pred,Omega,n,Mw,Htotal 
DOUBLE PRECISION Xtt,hcb,hnb,htph,hvapor,H2phAvg,Qfluxsi 
DOUBLE PRECISION massflow,Num,F,Devin,Xi,Q2phevap,A2phevap 
Integer i,mode 
Qflux=Q2phevap/A2phevap 
Qfluxsi=Qflux*3.1546 
w=massflow 
Numeqcirc=Num 
t7=F 
Devapin=Devin 
C cross sectional area of inside of evaporator tube 
Aevapint=pi()*Devapin**2/4. 
Gequiv=w/Aevapint/Numeqcirc 
C Critical pressure in Psia taken from Ashrae Fundamentals R22 
Pcrit = 721.91 
muvap=muv (t7) 
muliq=mul (t 7) 
PrandL=Pr1(t7) 
Kliq=KL (t7) 
C exit quality of two phase flow 
xe=0.999999 
C quality at dry out point 
XD = 0.95 
Step = (XD-Xi)/50. 
X=Xi 
Pred=PsatT(t7)/Pcrit 
Omega=O. 551*Pred**0. 492 
n=2.5 
Mw =86.48 
Htotal=O. 
C Integrate over quality 
DO 100 i = 1,50 
Reliq = Gequiv*Devapin*(1-X)/mu1iq 
hliquid=0.023*(Kliq/devapin)*Reliq**0.8*PrandL**0.4 
Xtt=«1-X)/X)**0.9*Omega 
hcb=hliquid*(1.+1.925*Xtt**(-0.83» 
hnb=(55*Mw**(-0.5)*qf1uxsi**0.67*Pred**0.12* 
& (-log10 (pred) ) ** (-0.55» /5.6784 
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htph=(hnb**n+hcb**n)**(l/n) 
Htotal=htph*step+Htotal 
X=X+step 
100 CONTINUE 
hvapor=hvap(t7,Gequiv,Devapin,mode) 
H2phAvg=(hvapor*(XE-XD)+Htotal)/(Xe-Xi) 
h2phevapACRC=H2phAvg 
END 
CC@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION SurfEff(ha,ST,WT,kfin,FinThicknes, 
& DO, Finpitch) 
C returns surface effectiveness for given geometry. Routine 
C Taken from ORNL heat pump model 
C INPUTS: 
C ha - air side heat transfer coefficient (Btu/(hr-F-ftA 2» 
C ST - tube spacing perpendicular to the flow direction (ft) 
C WT - tube spacing parallel to the flow direction (ft) 
C kfin - thermal conductivity of the fin material (BTU/F-ft) 
C FinThicknes - self explanatory ( ft ) 
C Do - outside diameter of tubing (ft) 
C Finpitch - (ft) 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION mult,Effectdiam,fttar,XM,STD,WTD,XLDIM, 
& XMDIM,BETA,R,PSI,RERAT,Phi,FinEff,PI,ha,ST,WT,kfin,FinThicknes, 
& Do,Finpitch,Iff 
INTRINSIC tanh 
mult=ST*WT 
EffectDiam=Do+2*FinThicknes 
FTTAR=2*Finpitch* (mult-pi ()*EffectDiam**2/4)/ 
& (2*Finpitch* (mult-pi ()*EffectDiam**2/4) 
& +pi()*EffectDiam*(l-Finpitch*FinThicknes» 
END 
XM=(2*ha/(kfin*FinThicknes»**.5 
STD=ST 
WTD=WT 
WTD=Iff(WTD,0.5*STD,STD/2,WTD,WTD) 
STD=Iff(WTD,0.5*STD,WTD*2,STD,STD) 
XLDIM=(WTD**2+(STD/2)**2)**.5/2 
XMDIM=STD/2 
BETA=XLDIM/XMDIM 
XMDIM=Iff (BETA, 1, XLDIM, XMDIM,XMDIM) 
BETA=Iff (BETA, 1, l/BETA, BETA, BETA) 
R=(EffectDiam)/2 
PSI=XMDIM/R 
RERAT=l.27*PSI*(BETA-.3)**.5 
Phi=(RERAT-l)*(1+.35*log(RERAT» 
FinEff=tanh(XM*R*Phi)/(XM*R*Phi) 
SurfEff=l-FTTAR*(l-FinEff) 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION hair (Tain,mDota,Afrontal, 
& ATAMIN, Do, Fth, tsp,tsf,NT, FP) 
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C Function returns air side heat transfer coefficient 
C in (Btu/hr-ftA 2-F) for a fin and tube heat exchanger. 
C Correlation taken from the ORNL heat pump model. 
C INPUTS: 
C Tain - inlet air temperature (F) 
C mdota - mass flow rate of air through heat exchanger (lbm/hr) 
C Afrontal - frontal area of heat exchanger (ftA 2) 
C ATAMIN - RATIO OF TOTAL AIR-SIDE AREA TO MINIMUM Free 
C flow area. (Frontal Area - fin and tubing area) 
C Do - outside tube diameter (ft) 
C Fth - fin thickness (ft) 
C tsp - tube spacing perpendicular to flow direction 
C tsf - tube spacing parallel to flow direction 
C NT - number of tubes in flow direction 
C FP - finpitch (fins/ft) 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION FinFactor,EffectDiam,Gair,Renair,Rfactor,J 
DOUBLE PRECISION XSS,XLS,XNS,DELA,PHIS,DH,REH 
DOUBLE PRECISION tain,mdota,Afrontal,ATAMIN,Do,Fth 
DOUBLE PRECISION pi,tsp,tsf,NT,FP,ReAir,Cpa,PrAir 
EffectDiam=Do+2*Fth 
C Constants used for Louvered fin geometry 
XSS = 8.0/25.4/12 
XLS = 2.0/25.4/12 
XNS = 4.0 
C Gair - mass flux of air based on minimum free flow area} 
Gair=mdota/(Afrontal*(tsp-(EffectDiam»*(l-Fth*FP)/tsp) 
C Calculate reynolds * for louvered fins 
DELA = l./FP - Fth 
PHIS = (2.*XNS-l)*XLS*XSS/(tsf*tsp-pi()*EffectDiam**2/4) 
DH = 4./ATAMIN*NT*tsf 
REH = ReAir(tain,Gair,DH) 
FINFACTOR = 1+1.093e+03*(Fth/DELA)**1.24*PHIS**0.944* 
& REH** (-.58) . 
& +1.097* (Fth/DELA) **2. 09*PHIS**2.26*REH**0. 88 
RenAir=ReAir(tain,Gair,EffectDiam) 
Rfactor=0.991*(2.24*(RenAir)**(-0.092)*(NT/4)**(-.031»** 
& (0.607*(4-NT» 
J=0.14*(RenAir)**(-.328)*(tsp/tsf)**(-.502)*«1/FP-Fth) 
& /EffectDiam)**(.0312) 
hair=FinFactor*Gair*Cpa(tain)* 
& (PrAir(tain»**(-.667)*J*Rfactor 
END 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
Subroutine USEvap(K,w,t7,t9,Qinlet,taevapin,mdotaevap,Q2phevap, 
& A2phevap,usupevap,u2phevap) 
C This subroutine calculates the overall U values for the evaporator 
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C Zones. The geometric constants are passed in through the array 
C K. Then the respective variable names are assigned. 
C The needed geometric ratios of air to refrigerant side area, 
C minimum free flow area, and mass fluxes for the air and refrigerant 
C sides are calculated. Then the functions to determine the heat 
C transfer coefficients are called. Then the heat transfer 
C coefficients are combined to give the overall U values for each 
C zone. 
C INPUTS: 
C K - constants array 
C w - refrigerant mass flow rate (lbm/hr) 
C t7 - average saturation temperature in the evap (F) 
C t9 - average temperature in the superheated zone (F) 
C Qinlet - inlet Quality for the evap 
C taevapin - inlet air temperature for the evap (F) 
C mdotaevap - mass flow rate of air through evap (lbm/hr) 
C Q2phevap - heat transfer rate in the two-phase zone of the 
C evap (btu/(hr» 
C A2phevap - area of the two phase zone (refrigerant side) 
C (ftA 2) 
C OUTPUTS: 
C usupevap - overall u value for the superheated zone 
C (Btu/(hr-F-ftA 2» 
C u2phevap - overall u value for the 2phase zone 
C (Btu/(hr-F-ft A 2» 
COverall U values are based on refrigerant side areas. 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION K(lOO),Q2phevap,A2phevap 
DOUBLE PRECISION Numeqcirc,Devapin,Aevapfrontal,OUtTubeDiam 
DOUBLE PRECISION FinThicknes,Tsp,Tsf,ALFAAE1,ALFAAE2,ALFAAE 
DOUBLE PRECISION ALFARE,Hconte,Rcncon,coilfac 
DOUBLE PRECISION NumTubes,Finpitch,mult,EffectDiam,ARHTE 
DOUBLE PRECISION G,ertmult,htpevap,hairside,Xkte,Xkfe 
DOUBLE PRECISION seffd,Rairfn,hsupevap,SIGAE,ATAMIN,Rtubes 
DOUBLE PRECISION w,t7,t9,Qinlet,taevapin,mDotaevap,usupevap 
DOUBLE PRECISION pi,h2phevapACRC,hvap,hair,SurfEff,u2phevap 
DOUBLE PRECISION FINTYPE,patm,rhaie,htwophasevap 
integer mode,correlation 
- MODE = 1 
C set switch for correlation to be used for 2phase heat transfer 
C coefficient prediction. 1 = ORNL's correlations 
C 2 = ACRC correlations 
correlation = 1 
C Assign variables 
C frontal area of evap (ftA 2) 
AevapFrontal=K( 2 ) 
C inside diameter of evaporator tubes (ft) 
Devapin=K( 9 ) 
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FINTYPE=K( 14 ) 
C number of equivalent circuits 
Numeqcirc=K( 19 ) 
C number of tubes in a row in flow direction 
NumTubes=K ( 21 ) 
patm=K( 23 ) 
C tube spacing perpendicular to flow direction (ft) 
tsp=K( 33 ) 
RhaiE=K( 46 ) 
OutTubeDiam=K( 48 ) 
FinThicknes=K( 50 ) 
C tube spacing in flow direction (ft) 
tsf=K( 52 ) 
FinPitch=K( 54 ) 
C thermal conductivity of tubes (Btu/hr-F-ft) 
XKTE=K( 56 ) 
C thermal conductivity of fins (Btu/hr-F-ft) 
XKFE=K( 58 ) 
C multiplying factor for microfinned tubing 
ertmult=K( 61 
mult=Tsp*TSf 
C effective outside diameter of tubes 
C 
C 
EffectDiam=OutTubeDiam+2.*FinThicknes 
Hconte=4.510E+07*(FinThicknes/OutTubeDiam/ 
& (1./(Finpitch*FinThicknes)-1.)**2) **.6422 
ARHTE=NumTubes*pi()*Devapin*Aevapfrontal/(Tsp*Numeqcirc) 
ALFAAE1=(2*Finpitch/(mult»*(mult-pi()*EffectDiam**2/4) 
ALFAAE2=(pi()*EffectDiam*(1-FinThicknes*Finpitch»/(mult) 
ALFAAE=ALFAAE1 +ALFAAE2 
ALFARE=pi()*Devapin/(mult) 
SIGAE = (tsp-(OutTubeDiam+2.*FinThicknes»* 
& (1.0-FinThicknes*Finpitch)/tsp 
ATAMIN = ALFAAE*ARHTE/(ALFARE*Aevapfrontal*SIGAE/Numeqcirc) 
G=w/(pi ()* (Devapin)**2/4)/Numeqcirc 
ertmult is an arbitrary constant used in ORNL to multiply all 
heat transfer coefficients on evaporator refrigerant side 
if (correlation .EO. 1) then 
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htpevap = htwophasevap(w,Numeqcirc,t7,Devapin,Qinlet, 
& mode)*ertmult 
else 
htpevap= h2phevapACRC(w,Numeqcirc,t7,Devapin 
& ,Qinlet,mode,Q2phevap,A2phevap)*ertmult 
end if 
hsupevap= hvap(t7,G,devapin,mode)*ertmult 
hairside=hair(Taevapin,mDotaevap,Aevapfrontal,ATAMIN, 
& OutTubeDiam, FinThicknes, tsp, tsf,NumTubes, Finpitch) 
write (*,*) 'hairside ',hairside,'hsupevap ',hsupevap 
write(*,*) 'htpevap ',htpevap 
Rtubes=Devapin*pi ()* (log(OutTubeDiam/Devapin)/Xkte 
& + log(EffectDiam/OutTubeDiam)/Xkfe) 
Rcncon=Devapin/OutTubeDiam/Hconte 
coilfac=ALFAAE/ALFARE 
seffd= SurfEff(hairside,Tsp,Tsf,Xkfe,FinThicknes, 
& OutTubeDiam,Finpitch) 
Rairfn=l/(coilfac*seffd*hairside) 
UsupEvap=l/(Rairfn+Rtubes+Rcncon+1/hsupevap) 
u2phevap=1/(Rairfn+Rtubes+Rcncon+1/htpevap) 
return 
end 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION h2phcondACRC(massflow,Numeqcirc,F,Dcoin, 
& mode) 
C This function determines the two-phase heat transfer coeficient 
C for condensing flow. Correlation is based on the ACRC project 
C 01 research. 
C Inputs: 
C massflow - refrigerant mass flow rate (lbm/hr) 
C Numeqcirc - number of equivalent circuits in the condenser 
C F - average condensing temperature (F) 
C Dcoin - inside diameter of condenser tubing (ft) 
C mode - heating or cooling mode used, passed down from 
C overall U calculation subroutine 
DOUBLE PRECISION muv,mul,prl,kl,psatT,hvap,hliq,pi 
EXTERNAL psatT 
DOUBLE PRECISION Acondint,Gequiv,Pcrit,muvap,muliq 
DOUBLE PRECISION PrandL,Kliq,Xe,Xu,Step,X,Pred,Omega,Htotal,Reliq 
DOUBLE PRECISION Xtt,htph,hvapor,H2phAvg,Qfluxsi,hliquid 
DOUBLE PRECISION xi,hsub,XL,massflow,Numeqcirc,F,Dcoin 
INTEGER i,mode 
C cross sectional area of inside of condenser tube 
Acondint=pi()*Dcoin**2/4. 
Gequiv=massflow/Acondint/Numeqcirc 
C Critical pressure in Psia taken from Ashrae Fundamentals 
Pcrit = 721.91 
muvap=rnuv(F) 
muli~ul(F) 
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PrandL=Prl(F) 
Kliq=KL(F) 
xi=1.0 
C exit quality of two phase flow 
xe=O.O 
C quality at which hvap is used due to Xtt blowing up 
Xu = 0.95 
C quality at which hliq is used due to xtt blowing up 
XL = 0.05 
Step = (Xu-Xl)/50 
X=XL 
Pred=PsatT(F)/Pcrit 
Omega=0.551*Pred**0.492 
Htotal=O. 
DO i = 1,50 
Reliq = Gequiv*Dcoin*(l-X)/muliq 
hliquid=0.023* (Kliq/dcoin) *Reliq**O. 8*PrandL**0. 3 
xtt=«1-X)/X)**0.9*Omega 
htph=hliquid*(2.61/(xtt**0.805» 
Htotal=htph*step+Htotal 
X=X+step 
END DO 
END 
hvapor=hvap(F,Gequiv,Dcoin,mode) 
hsub = hliq(F,Gequiv,Dcoin,mode) 
H2phAvg=(hvapor*(Xi-Xu)+Htotal+hsub*(XL-Xe»/(Xi-Xe) 
h2phcondACRC=H2phAvg 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
Subroutine UsCond(K,w,t2,tacondin,mDotacond,t1,t3,Usupcond, 
& U2phcond,Usubcond) 
C This subroutine calculates the overall U values for the condenser 
C Zones. The geometric constants are passed in through the array 
C K. Then the respective variable names are assigned. 
C The needed geometric ratios of air to refrigerant side area, 
C minimum free flow area, and mass fluxes for the air and refrigerant 
C sides are calculated. Then the functions to determine the heat 
C transfer coefficients are called. Then the heat transfer 
C coefficients are combined to give the overall U values for each 
C zone. 
C INPUTS: 
C K - constants array 
C w - refrigerant mass flow rate (lbm/hr) 
C t2 - average saturation temperature over 2phase zone (F) 
C tacondin - inlet air temperature to the condenser coil (F) 
C mdotacond - mass flow rate of air through condenser (lbm/hr) 
C tl - average de superheating temperature (F) 
C t3 - average subcooled zone temperature (F) 
C OUTPUTS: 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
usupcond - overall u value for the desuperheating 
(Btu/(hr-F-ftA 2» 
u2phcond - overall u value for the 2phase zone 
(Btu/(hr-F-ftA 2» 
usubcond - overall u value for the subcooled zone 
(Btu/(hr-F-ftA 2» 
Overall U values are based on refrigerant side areas. 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION K(100) 
zone 
DOUBLE PRECISION Numeqcirc,Dcondin,Acondfrontal,OUtTubeDiam 
DOUBLE PRECISION FinThicknes,Tsp,Tsf 
DOUBLE PRECISION NumTubes,Finpitch,mult,EffectDiam,ALFAAC1 
DOUBLE PRECISION G,crtmult,htpcond,hairside,Rtubes 
DOUBLE PRECISION ALFAAC2,ALFAAC,ALFARC, Hcontc,Rcncon, coilfac 
DOUBLE PRECISION seffd,Rairfn,Sigac,ATAMIN,hsupcond,hsubcond, 
& ARHTC,w,t2,tacondin,mDotacond,t1,t3,Usupcond,U2phcond 
DOUBLE PRECISION pi,hliq,sphtc,hair,SurfEff,Usubcond, 
& Xktc,Xkfc,h2phcondACRC,htwophasecond 
integer mode, correlation 
C set switch for correlation to be used for 2phase heat transfer 
C coefficient prediction. 1 = ORNL's correlations 
C 2 = ACRC correlations 
correlation = 1 
C set mode for cooling of fluid (internal flow) 
MODE = 1 
C Set global and geometric constants 
Acondfrontal=K( 1 ) 
Dcondin=K( 6 ) 
C Not used yet FINTYPE=K( 14 ) 
Numeqcirc=K( 18 ) 
Numtubes=K ( 20 
tsp=K( 32 ) 
Tacondin=K( 35 ) 
OutTubeDiam=K( 49 
FinThicknes=K( 51 
tsf=K( 53 ) 
FinPitch=K( 55 
XKTC=K( 57 ) 
XKFC=K( 59 ) 
crtmult=K( 62 ) 
Hcontc=4.510E+07*(FinThicknes/OutTubeDiam/ 
& (1./(Finpitch*FinThicknes)-1.)**2.) **.6422 
mult=Tsp*Tsf 
EffectDiam=OutTubeDiam+2.*FinThicknes 
ARHTC=NumTubes*pi()*Dcondin*Acondfrontal/(Tsp*Numeqcirc) 
ALFAAC1=(2*Finpitch/(mult»*(mult-pi()*EffectDiam**2/4) 
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C 
C 
C 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
ALFAAC2=(pi()*EffectDiam*(1-FinThicknes*Finpitch))/(mu1t) 
ALFAAC=ALFAAC1+ALFAAC2 
ALFARC=pi()*Dcondin/(mult) 
SIGAC = (tsp-(OutTubeDiam+2.*FinThicknes))* 
(1.0-FinThickneS*Finpitch)/tsp 
ATAMIN = ALFAAC*ARHTC/(ALFARC*Acondfrontal*SIGAC/Numeqcirc) 
G=w/(pi()*(Dcondin)**2/4)/Numeqcirc 
crtmult is an arbitrary constant used in ORNL to multiply all 
evaporator refrigerant side HEAT transfer coefficient 
calculations to account for microfinned tubing 
hsubcond= hliq«t3+t2)/2.,G,dcondin,mode)*crtmult 
if (correlation .eq. 1) then 
write (*,*) , ORNL cond correlation being used' 
htpcond = htwophasecond(w,Numeqcirc,t2,Dcondin 
,mode,hsubcond,t1)*crtmult 
else 
htpcond= h2phcondACRC(w,Numeqcirc,t2,Dcondin,mode)*crtmult 
end if 
hsupcond= sphtc«t1+t2)/2.,G,dcondin)*crtmult 
hairside=hair(Tacondin,mDotacond,Acondfrontal,ATAMIN 
, OutTubeDiam,FinThicknes,tsp,tsf,NumTubes,Finpitch) 
write(*,*) 'hsubcond ',hsubcond,'hsupcond',hsupcond 
write (*,*) 'htpcond ',htpcond,'hairside C',hairside 
Rtubes=Dcondin*pi ()* (log(OutTubeDiam/Dcondin)/Xktc 
+ log(EffectDiam/OutTubeDiam)/Xkfc) 
Rcncon=Dcondin/OutTubeDiam/Hcontc 
coilfac=ALFAAC/ALFARC 
seffd= SurfEff(hairside,Tsp,Tsf,Xkfc,FinThicknes,OutTubeDiam 
, Finpitch) 
Rairfn=1/(coilfac*seffd*hairside) 
Usubcond=1/(Rairfn+Rtubes+Rcncon+1/hsubcond) 
U2phCond=1/(Rairfn+Rtubes+Rcncon+1/htpcond) 
Usupcond=1/(Rairfn+Rtubes+Rcncon+1/hsupcond) 
return 
end 
D.2.S ORNL heat transfer correlation functions 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION htwophasevap(massflow,Num,F,Devin, 
& Xi, mode) 
C This function calculates the two-phase evaporation heat transfer 
C coefficient. This correlation is taken from the ORNL heat pump 
C model. 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION w,Numeqcirc,t7,Devapin,Aevapint,Gequiv, 
& a, volvap,voliq 
DOUBLE PRECISION Xint,htvap,B,sqAB,Yint,xe,coef,xd, 
& xc,xati,xatf,htxd,htc,muvap,muliq 
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DOUBLE PRECISION pi,VTX,muv,mul,hliq,hvap,massflow,Num,F, 
& Devin, Xi 
Integer mode 
EXTERNAL VTX 
w=massflow 
Numeqcirc=Num 
t7=F 
Devapin=Devin 
C cross sectional area of inside of evaporator tube 
Aevapint=pi()*Devapin**2/4 
Gequiv=w/Aevapint/Numeqcirc 
muvap=muv (t 7) 
muliq=rnul (t7) 
a=hliq(t7,Gequiv,Devapin,mode) 
volvap=VTX(t7,1.ODO) 
voliq=VTX(t7,0.ODO) 
coef=3.0*(a)* (muvap/muliq) **0.06667* (volvap/voliq) **0. 333 
C exit quality of two phase flow 
xe=0.999999 
. C quality at dry out point 
C 
C 
XD = 0.65 
XC = Xi**0.4 
XATI = XC/0.4 - 0.6*XC*Xi/l.4 - 0.12*XC*Xi**2/2.4 
& -0.056*XC*Xi**3/3.4 - 0.034*XC*Xi**4/4.4 
XC = XD**0.4 
XATF = XC/0.4 - 0.6*XC*XD/l.4 - 0.12*XC*XD**2/2.4 
& -0.056*XC*XD**3/3.4 - 0.034*XC*XD**4/4.4 
Xint = XATF - XATI 
HTXD = coef * (XD/(1.-XD»**0.6 
htvap=hvap(t7,Gequiv,Devapin,mode) 
B = -(HTXD - htvap) / (xe-XD)**2 
sqAB = (-HTXD*B)**0.5 
Yint = 1./2./sqAB * log«HTXD + (xe-XD)*sqAB) / 
& (HTXD - (xe-XD)*sqAB» 
HTC = (xe - Xi) / (l./coef*Xint +Yint) 
htwophasevap=HTC 
END 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION SPHTC(F,G,D) 
PURPOSE 
TO DETERMINE SINGLE PHASE HEAT TRANSFER 
COEFFICIENTS AND REYNOLDS NUMBERS 
IN LAMINAR, TRANSITION, OR TURBULENT GAS FLOW 
FROM AN ABRUPT CONTRACTION ENTRANCE 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
*** 
*** 
*** 
AUTHORS C. C. HILLER AND L. R. GLICKSMAN 
REFERENCE KAYS AND LONDON, COMPACT HEAT EXCHANGERS, 
1964, P. 182, FIG.10.l, SURFACE ST-l 
DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 
INPUT 
D 
G 
XMU 
CP 
PR 
OUTPUT 
RE 
HTC 
- EQUIVALENT DIAMETER OF FLOW PASSAGE (FT) 
- MASS FLOW PER UNIT AREA (LBM/H-SQ FT) 
- VISCOSITY OF FLUID (LBM/H-FT) 
- SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT PRESSURE (BTU/LBM-R) 
- PRANDTL NUMBER 
- REYNOLDS NUMBER 
- SINGLE PHASE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 
(BTU/H-SQ FT-F) 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION C1R,C2R,C3R,C4R,C5R,C6R,XLLR,ULR, 
& RE,PR,CP,HTC,F,G,D,Rev,prv,cpv 
C1R=1.10647 
C2R=-.78992 
C3R=3.5l94E-7 
C4R=1.03804 
C5R=O.Ol080 
C6R=-O.1375 
XLLR=3500. 
ULR=6000. 
RE= Rev(F,G,D) 
PR=prv(F) 
CP=cpv(F) 
LAMINAR FLOW REGIME 
If (RE .It. XLLR) Then 
HTC = C1R * G * CP * PR**(-.667) * RE**C2R 
END IF 
TRANSITION FLOW REGIME 
If « (RE .ge. XLLR) .and. (RE .It. ULR») Then 
HTC = C3R*G*CP* PR**(-.667) * RE**C4R 
END IF 
TURBULENT FLOW REGIME 
END 
If (RE .ge. ULR) Then 
HTC = C5R * G * CP * PR**(-.667) * RE**C6R 
Endif 
SPHTC=HTC 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION htwophasecond(massflow,Num,F,Dcoin 
& ,mode, htliq, tsupin) 
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C This function calculates the two-phase condensation heat transfer 
C coefficient. This correlation is taken from the ORNL heat pump 
C model. 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION w,Numeqcirc,t2,Prandl,xkl,xmul,xmuv,rhol 
DOUBLE PRECISION rhov,xic,xoc 
EXTERNAL VTX,htx 
DOUBLE PRECISION dcondin,Acondint,Gequiv,volvap,voliq,havg 
DOUBLE PRECISION cpspc,hfg 
DOUBLE PRECISION VTX,htx,massflow,Num,F,Dcoin,htliq,tsupin 
DOUBLE PRECISION pi,muv,mul,prl,kl,Cpv 
INTEGER mode 
w=massflow 
Numeqcirc=Num 
t2=F 
Dcondin=Dcoin 
C cross sectional area of inside of condenser tube 
Acondint=pi()*Dcondin**2./4. 
GequiV=W/Acondint/Numeqcirc 
volvap=VTX(t2,1.0DO) 
voliq=VTX(t2,0.ODO) 
PrandL=prl(t2) 
Xkl=kl(t2) 
xmuL=mul(t2) 
xmuv=muv(t2) 
RhoL=1./voliq 
RhoV=1./volvap 
XIC=1.0DO 
XOC=O.ODO 
CALL CHTC(dcondin,Gequiv,XIC,XOC,PrandL,XKL,XMUV,XMUL,RHOL, 
& RHOV,HtLiq,HAVG) 
C adjust the two-phase heat transfer coefficient for the region 
C where the bulk flow temperature exceeds the saturation 
C temperature (SEE Rosenhow, Heat Transfer Handbook) 
If (XIC .eq. 1.0DO) Then 
CPSPC = CPV«Tsupin+F)/2.) 
HFG = Htx(F,1.0DO)-Htx(F,0.ODO) 
HAVG=havg* (1.+CPSPC* (Tsupin-F)/HFG)**0.25 
End if 
htwophasecond=HAVG 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
Subroutine CHTC(DE,G,XIC,XOC,PRL,XKL,XMUV,XMUL,RHOL,RHOV,HL,HAVG) 
C 
C PURPOSE: 
C TO DETERMINE THE FORCED CONVECTION CONDENSATION 
C TWO-PHASE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT FOR FLOW IN TUBES 
C (BASED ON CORRELATIONS BY TRAVIS) 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
& 
& 
& 
& 
C. C. HILLER AND L. R. GLICKSMAN 
THIS SUBPROGRAM IS A MODIFICATION OF THAT 
GIVEN IN REPORT NO. 24525-96, 
HEAT TRANSFER LABORATORY, 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OFPpECHNOLOGY. 
DESCRIPTIONS OF PARAMETERS 
INPUT: 
DE - EQUIVALENT DIAMETER OF FLOW PASSAGE (FT) 
G - MASS FLOW PER UNIT AREA (LBM/H-SQ FT) 
XIC - INLET VAPOR QUALITY 
XOC - EXIT VAPOR QUALITY 
PRL - PRANDTL NUMBER OF THE LIQUID PHASE 
XKL - THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LIQUID PHASE(BTU/H-FT-F) 
XMUV - VISCOSITY OF VAPOR PHASE (LBM/H-FT) 
XMUL - VISCOSITY OF LIQUID PHASE (LBM/H-FT) 
RHOL - DENSITY OF LIQUID PHASE (LBM/CU FT) 
RHOV - DENSITY OF VAPOR PHASE (LBM/CU FT) 
HL - LIQUID PHASE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT (BTU/H-SQ FT-F) 
OUTPUT: 
HAVG - AVERAGE CONDENSATION TWO-PHASE HEAT TRANSFER 
COEFFICIENT (BTU/H-SQ FT-F) 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
INTEGER I 
DOUBLE PRECISION HIINT,DELT,X,DX,XTT,FXTT,REL,F2,HLOC,HTOP, 
HP,HINVM,HBOT,XOCL,XOCL2,XOCH,XOCH2,HBAVE,HTAVE,HNEXT 
DOUBLE PRECISION DE,G,XIC,XOC,PRL,XKL,XMUV,XMUL,RHOL,RHOV, 
HL, HAVG, RHOR, XMUR 
HIINT = 0.0 
XTT=O.O 
INTEGRATE FROM INLET TO EXIT QUALITY 
DELT = 0.05 
X = XIC 
DX = 0.05DO 
00 210 1=1 ,19 
X = x-ox 
If «(X-XOC) .le. 0.000100) .and. (XOC .It. 0.9500» Then 
OX=X+OX-XOC 
X = XOC 
If (X .le. 0.0499900) Then 
GOTO 220 
END IF 
Else 
XTT = (XMUL/XMUV)**.l * (RHOV/RHOL)**.5 * «1.0-X)/X)**.9 
FXTT = 0.15* (1.0/XTT + 2.85*XTT**(-0.476» 
REL = G * OE * (1.0-X) / XMUL 
If (REL .It. 50.000) Then 
F2 = .707 * PRL * REL**.5 
Else If «REL .ge. 50.000) .and. (REL .le. 1125.000» 
Then 
F2=5.0*PRL + 5.0 * LOG(1.0 + 
PRL * (.09636 * REL**.585 - 1.0» 
Else If (REL .gt. 1125.000) Then 
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& 
C 
F2 = 5.0*PRL + 5.0*LOG(1.0 + 5.0*PRL) + 
2.5*LOG(.00313 * REL**.812) 
ELSE 
End if 
C EVALUATION OF LOCAL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 
C 
If «FXTT .1t. 1.000) . and. (FXTT .qt. 0.100» Then 
HLOC = XKL * PRL * REL**. 9 * FXTT / (OE*F2) 
Else If «FXTT .ge. 1.000) • and. (FXTT .1t. 15.000» Then 
HLOC = XKL * PRL * REL**.9 * FXTT**1.15 / (OE*F2) 
Else 
CALL ERROR (RHOR, XMUR, X"RHOV, XMUV, Xtt, FXTT) 
End if 
If (I .eq. 1) Then 
HTOP=HLOC 
HP=HLOC 
Else 
If (I .eq. 2) Then 
HNEXT=HLOC 
END IF 
HINVM = (1.0/HLOC + 1.0/HP)/2.0 
HP = HLOC 
HIINT =OX*HINVM + HIINT 
If (XOC .ge. 0.9500) Then 
HIINT = 0.0 
END IF 
If «OX .LT. 4.9990-2) .or. (OX .GT. 5.0010-2) 
& .OR. (XOC .ge. 0.9500» Then 
GOTO 220 
END IF 
End if 
End if 
210 Continue 
220 Continue 
C 
C INTEGRATEO AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 
C 
C 
HBOT = HLOC 
XOCL = 0.05 - XOC 
If (XOC .ge. 0.0500) Then 
XOCL=O.O 
XOCL2 = 0.05 
Else 
XOCL2 = XOC 
End if 
XOCH = 1. 0 - XOC 
If (XOC .le. 0.9500) Then 
XOCH = 0.05 
XOCH2 = 0.0 
Else 
XOCH2 = XOC - 0.95 
End if 
HBAVE = (l./HBOT + 1./(HL+(HBOT-HL)*XOCL2/0.05»/2. 
HTAVE = (1./(2.*HTOP-HNEXT) + 
& 1./«HTOP-HNEXT)*XOCH2/0.05+ HTOP» / 2. 
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return 
end 
HAVG = (l.-XOC)/(XOCL*HBAVE + HIINT + XOCH*HTAVE) 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
& 
& 
Subroutine ERROR(RHOR,XMUR,X,RHOV,XMUV,Xtt,FXTT) 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
return 
end 
DOUBLE PRECISION RHOR,XMUR,X,RHOV,XMUV,Xtt,FXTT,RHOL,XMUL 
RHOR = (RHOV/RHOL)**0.5 
XMUR = (XMUL/XMUV)**O.l 
Write (*,*) '0 CHTC: ***** CORRELATION LIMIT', 
'EXCEEDED: FXTT =' 
Write (*,*) FXTT,' X = ',X,'XTT',Xtt,'XMUR',xmur, 
'RHOR',rhor 
C 
D.2.9 Pressure drop functions 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
C Frictional multiplier for pressure drop functions 
DOUBLE PRECISION FuNCTION Z ( x, y ) 
C Frictional multiplier of Thom. The orginal data was curve fit 
C using Lagrangian interpolation techniques. 
C 
C 
C 
IMPLICIT UNDEFINED (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION a, b, c, d, Zl, Z2, Z3, x, y 
a = x**2 
b = y**2 
c = x**3 
d = y**3 
Zl = 1.00358-0.932822*x-3.34433e-3*y+O.926065*a+O.9435lge-5 
+ *b+O.485451*x*y 
Z2 = 3.99506e-3*a*y+3.98446e-3*x*b-7.29148e-3*a*b-
+ 2. 65884e-5*c*d-O.508337*c 
z3 = -6.04733e-7*d+l.52161e-2*c*y-3.34498e-5*d*x+ 
+ 6.04196e-5*d*a+3.22835e-3*b*c 
Z = Zl + Z2 + z3 
END 
The above equation for the friction factor is taken from a 
curve fit of the ORNL Mark III heat pump model Data Statement 
for the factor 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
C Accelerational multiplier for pressure drop functions 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION ZZ( x, y ) 
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C Accelerational multiplier of Thom. The orginal data was curve 
C fit using Lagrangian interpolation techniques. 
C 
C 
C 
IMPLICIT UNDEFINED (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION a, b, c, d, ZZl, ZZ2, ZZ3, x, y 
a = x**2 
b = y**2 
c = x**3 
d = y**3 
ZZI = -1.85l6le-3 -0.454609*x +9.26566e-4*y -0.681833*a -
+ 3.02926e-5*b +0.734043*x*y 
ZZ2 = 0.316797*a*y -6.59107e-3*x*b +5.06182e-3*a*b -
+ 1.05384e-5*c*d +0.15224*c 
ZZ3 = 1. 98346e-7*d -5.56561e-2*c*y +3.4431e-5*d*x -2.53065e-5*d*a+ 
+ 1. 73985e-3*b*c 
ZZ = ZZl + ZZ2 + ZZ3 
E~ 
The above equation for the accelerational multiplier is taken 
from a curve fit of the ORNL Mark III heat pump model Data 
Statement for the factor. 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
C 
C 
This function calculates the length per equivalent circuit of 
a heat exchanger 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DZ(NT,AAF,ST,NSECT) 
C NT=t of tubes, AAF=frontal area, ST= vert. spacing, 
C NSECT=t of parallel circuits. 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION NT,AAF,ST,NSECT 
DZ = NT*AAF/ (ST*NSECT) 
E~ 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION Moody (Re,e,D) 
C S.E. Haaland, "Simple and Explicit Formulas for the Friction 
C Factor in Turbulent Pipe Flow", J. Fluids Eng.,March 1983, 
C pp. 89-90 
IMPLICIT UNDEFINED (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION Re, e, D 
C Re - Renyolds number 
C e - roughness of the pipe 
C D - diameter 
Moody = «-1.8*log10(6.9/Re+(e/D/3.7)**1.11»**(-2»/4 
E~ 
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C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
C 
C 
This function calculates Two-phase pressure drop in the 
heat exchanger. Pressure drop is in (psi) 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION dptpHX(D,ST,NSECT,w,RTB,tout,tin,vvtp,vltp,DZ, 
+ xout,xin) 
IMPLICIT UNDEFINED (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION cO, r, cl, c2, G, Gsq, xmul, xmuv 
DOUBLE PRECISION PropI, Resatl, Resatv, xm, dptpmom, dptpfrict, dptprb 
DOUBLE PRECISION DZTotal, Z, ZZ, pi 
DOUBLE PRECISION D, ST, NSECT, W, RTB# tout, tin, vvtp, vltp, DZ 
DOUBLE PRECISION xout, xin 
DOUBLE PRECISION mul,muv 
parameter (pi=3.l4l59265359) 
C Variable definitions: 
C D - diameter 
C ST - vertical tube spacing 
C NSECT - number of equivalent sections 
C w - mass flow rate 
C RTB - number of return bends in the two-phase section for all 
C equivalent sections, i.e. total number of return bends 
C times the two-phase fraction 
C tin - inlet temperature to the two-phase section 
C tout - outlet temperature of the two-phase section 
C vvtp - specific volume of the vapor of the two-phase region 
C vltp - specific volume of the liquid of the two-phase region 
C DZ - length of the two-phase section for one equivalent section 
C without the length of the return bends scaled by 
C two-phase fraction 
C xout - outlet quality of the two-phase section 
C xin - inlet quality of the two-phase section 
C G, Gsq - mass flux and mass flux squared 
C xmul, xmuv - absolute viscosity of the saturated liquid and vapor 
C dptpmom, dptpfrict, dptprb - momentum, friction and return bend 
C pressure drops 
C DZTotal - total length including return bends for one 
C equivalent section 
C 
cO = 60044405760.0 
cO = 32.174*3600**2*144, unit conversion factor} 
r = ST/D 
G = (w/NSECT)*4/(pi*D**2) 
Gsq = G**2 
Prop! = vvtp/vltp 
IF (xout .It. xin) THEN 
xmul = mul(tout) 
ELSE 
xmul = mul(tin) 
endif 
IF (xout .It. xin) THEN 
xmuv = muv(tin) 
ELSE 
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xmuv = muv(tout) 
endif 
DZTotal = DZ + pi/2*RTB*ST/NSECT 
dptpmom = Gsq*(ZZ(xout,PropI) - ZZ(xin,PropI))*vltp/cO 
Resatl = G*D/xmul 
cl = (xout - xin)/DZTotal 
c2 = O.184*Resatl**(-O.2)*Gsq*vltp/(2*cO*cl*D) 
dptpfrict = c2* (xout*Z (xout,PropI) - xin*Z(xin,PropI)) 
Resatv = G*D/xmuv 
xm = (xout**2.25 - xin**2.25)/(2.25*(xotit - xin)) 
dptprb =(5.58e-6*sqrt(Resatv)*xm*1.5708*r*Gsq)*RTB/NSECT* 
+vvtp/(exp(O.215*r)*2*cO/144) 
dptpHX = dptpmom + dptpfrict+ dptprb 
END 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
C 
C 
C 
This function calculates the pressure drop in a single phase section 
of a heat exchanger or a refrigerant line. Pressure drop is in psi a 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION dpspHX(D,ST,NSECT,w,RTB,vin,vout,tin,tout,DZ, 
+ rough, liquid) 
C Variable Definitions: 
C D - diameter 
C ST - vertical tube spacing 
C NSECT - number of equivalent sections 
C w - mass flow rate 
C RTB - total number of return bends for all equivalent sections 
C times the appropriate fraction, e.g. superheat fraction 
C vin - inlet specific volume 
C vout - outlet specific volume 
C tin - inlet temperature 
C tout - outlet temperature 
C DZ - length of the single phase section for one equivalent section 
C without the length of the return bends scaled by 
C Single-phase fraction 
C rough - roughness of the tubes 
C liquid - equals 1 if this is a liquid line and 0 for a vapor line 
IMPLICIT UNDEFINED (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION cO, r, c4, G, Gsq, vave 
DOUBLE PRECISION ff, mu, Re, DZTotal, pi 
DOUBLE PRECISION D, ST, NSECT, w, RTB, vin, vout, tin, tout, DZ 
DOUBLE PRECISION rough, Moody 
INTEGER liquid 
DOUBLE PRECISION mul,muv,dpspmom,dpspfrict,dpsprb 
parameter (pi=3.14159265359) 
C G, Gsq - mass flux and mass flux squared 
C vave - average specific volume 
C dpvmom, dpvfrict, dpvrb - pressure drops 
C ff - Moody friction factor 
C mu - absolute viscosity 
C Re - Reynolds number 
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C DZTotal - total length including return bends for one equivalent 
C section 
cO = 60044405760.0 
C cO = 32.174*3600**2*144, unit conversion factor 
E~ 
r = ST/D 
G = (w/NSECT)*4/(pi*D**2) 
Gsq = G**2 
c4 = 0.4338*(1+116*r**(-4.52»*r**0.84 
DZTotal = DZ + pi/2*RTB*ST/NSECT 
IF (liquid .eq. 1) then 
mu = mul«tin + tout)/2) 
ELSE 
mu = muv«tin + tout)/2) 
endif 
Re = G*D/mu 
vave = (vin + vout)/2 
ff = Moody (Re, rough, D) 
dpspmom = Gsq*(vout - vin)/cO 
dpspfrict = Gsq*ff*(DZTotal/D)*2*vave/cO 
dpsprb = c4*Re**(-0.17)*Gsq*RTB/NSECT*vave/(2*cO) 
dpspHX = dpspmom + dpspfrict + dpsprb 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
This function should be used to calculate the pressure drop in the 
suction line. This function includes momentum pressure drop while 
the orginal ORNL equations did not. The mometum pressure drop is 
usually very small in the suction line 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION dpsuction(D,ST,NSECT,w,RTB,vin,vout,tin, 
+ tout,DZ,rough,suprht) 
IMPLICIT UNDEFINED (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION D, ST, NSECT, w, RTB, vin, vout, tin, tout 
DOUBLE PRECISION DZ, rough, suprht, dpSLsuph, dpSLtp 
DOUBLE PRECISION dpsphx,iff 
C Variable definitions: 
C D - diameter 
C ST - vertical tube spacing 
C NSECT - number of equivalent sections 
C w - mass flow rate 
C RTB - total number of return bends for all equivalent sections 
C times the appropriate fraction, e.g. superheat fraction 
C vin - inlet specific volume 
C vout - outlet specific volume 
C tin - inlet temperature 
C tout - outlet temperature 
C DZ - length of the single phase section for one equivalent section 
C without the length of the return bends scaled by single-phase 
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C fraction 
Crough - roughness of the tubes 
C suprht - ORNL superheat 
C dpSLsuph - the pressure drop if ORNL superheat greater than zero 
C spSLtp - the pressure drop if ORNL superheat is less than or equal 
C to zero 
dpSLsuph = dpspHX(D,ST,NSECT,w,RTB,vin,vout,tin,tout,DZ,rough,O) 
dpSLtp = 1.9*dpSLsuph 
C See manual for justification of this equation. 
dpsuction = Iff(suprht,O,dpSLtp,dpSLtp,dpSLsuph) 
END 
D.2.tO Wet evaporator analysis subroutine 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
Subroutine FindWet(K,w,Xinlet,Q2phevap,A2phevap,t7i,t7avg,mDota, 
& f2phevap,tftmout,wairo,taosol,twalli,Fsens,R3,R4,RS,R6, 
& MWR,Wwallo,q2phtotal,TACI,senstoTotal,effecttp) 
C This subroutine performs the wet evaporator analysis nessesary 
C when dehumidification occurs on the evaprator coil. The model 
C used here is taken from the ORNL mark III heat pump model. 
C The equations were extracted from that model and put here. 
C there are 4 residual equations which are assigned in this 
C subroutine. The solution is converged upon when the input variables 
C for this routine produce values very near zero for the residual 
C equations. The variables which are iterated on are tftmout, 
C wairo, taosol, and twalli. There are three cases which are all 
e handeled by this routine. 
C 1. Fully wet analysis. Determined by the leading edge of the coil 
e being wet. Here all 4 variables must be determined 
C 2. partially wet analysis. Determined by the leading edge of the 
e coil being dry and the trailing edge being wet. Here only 
e tftmout, wairo, and taosol are iterated on. 
e 3. Fully dry analysis. Here no moisture removal occurs. 
C None of the variable are iterated on. 
C INPUTS: 
e K - provides geometric constants for the evaporator coil 
C w - mass flow of the refrigerant (lbm/hr) 
e Xinlet - Quality of the refrigerant coming into the evap. 
e Q2phevap - 2phase heat transfer rate (btu/hr) 
e A2phevap - 2phase area of evap (refrigerant side ) (ftA 2) 
e t7i - inlet two-phase refrigerant tamperature (F) 
C t7avg - average 2phase refrigerant temperature (F) 
e mdota - mass flow rate of air going through coil (lbm/hr) 
C f2phevap - fraction of the heat exchanger which is 2phase 
e tftmout - trailing edge average surface temperature for the 
C 2phase zone. (F) ITERATION VARIABLE 
e wairo - absolute humidity ratio of air leaving the coil 
e ITERATION VARIABLE 
C taosol - dry bulb temperature of the air leaving the coil (F) 
e ITERATION VARIABLE 
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C twalli - leading edge average surface temperature for the 
C 2phase zone. (F) ITERATION VARIABLE 
C OUTPUTS: 
C Fsens - fraction of the heat removed which is sensible. 
C R3 - residual value 
C R4 - residual value 
C RS - residual value 
C R6 - residual value 
C MWR - mass of water removed from the air (lbm/hr) 
C Wwallo - absolute humidity ratio of the air at the 
C trailing edge surface. 
C q2phtotal - amount of heat which would be removed from the 
C evaporator if the entire evaporator were 2phase. 
C TACI - temperature at which water will condense out of the 
C air. (F) 
C senstototal - ratio of sensible to total heat removed by coil. 
C effecttp - effectiveness of the 2phase zone of the evap. 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION t7i,t7avg,mDota,f2phevap,tftmout,wairo, 
& taosol, twalli, Fsens, R3,R4, RS,R6,MWR,Wwallo, q2phtotal, 
& VolMoist,Humrat,hdbw,SurfEff,Cpa,Tdp,SIGAE,PE,VA,GA,AOM, 
& NTUtp,effecttp,Taotpe,wetmll,Cfacl,dtli,xIfgl, hanl, 
& seffwl,rairfm,Coi13,hairi,wwalli,hwalli,tftmin,Fmoist, 
& Afintubes,efficwetfin,aterm,bterm,acoef,bcoef,ccoef, 
& Rhterm,hawav,Afins,Wetm12,Wetmav,dtlo,XIfg2,Cfac2,Han2, 
& HanAv,Seffwal,RairFMl 
DOUBLE PRECISION Coill,ucoef,vcoef,wcoef,efficwetfintube,Xl, 
& X2,Fll,Fl2,hwallo,Seffwa2,RairFM2,Coi12,hairout,Wairin, 
& tcond,qsenshumid,qtothumid,qlatenthumid,qsensdry,qtotsens, 
& sensToTotal,Tadp,w,Xinlet,Q2phevap,A2phevap 
DOUBLE PRECISION h2phevapACRC,hair 
INTEGER i, mode 
DOUBLE PRECISION F22(O:4),F2l(O:4),Ifac(O:4) 
DOUBLE PRECISION AAFE,Devap,NSECTE,NTE,patm,STE,taevapin, 
& vdotevap, RhaiE,DevapOut, FinEvapTh,WTE, FPE,XKTE,XKFE, 
& HCONTE,ATAMIN 
DOUBLE PRECISION Nc,dein,AEF,OutTubeDiam,Fth,tsp,tsf,NT,fp, 
& mult,ediam,ARHTE,FTTAR,ALFAAEl,ALFAAE2,ALFARE,AAS,CF, 
& seffd, hae, haw, Rairfn, Thermcontubes, thermconfins,Rtubes, 
& hcontact,Rcncon, htpevap, RtubeRef, RairTube, Rl, Cpmoist, COIL, 
& TACI,vdota,FINTYPE,ertmult 
DOUBLE PRECISION pi,K(lOO) 
C INTERMEDIATE VARIABLE DEFINITIONS: 
C AAFE - frontal area of evaporator (ftA 2) 
C Devap - inside diameter of evaporator tubing (ft) 
C FINTYPE - type of fin, 1 for wavy, 2 for louvered 
C NSECTE - number of equivalent circuits in the evaporator 
C NTE - number of tubes in the flow direction 
C patm - atmospheric pressure (psia) 
C STE - tube spacing perpendicular to flow direction (ft) 
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C Taevapin - air temperature entering the evaporator (F) 
C vdotevap - volume flow rate of air through evaporator (CFM) 
C RhaiE - Relative humidity of air entering the evaporator (fraction) 
C DevapOut - outside diameter of evaporator tubing (ft) 
C FinEvapTh - fin thickness (ft) 
C WTE - tube spacing in direction parallel to air flow (ft) 
C FPE - fin pitch (fins/ft) 
C XKTE - thermal conductivity of tube material (Btu/hr-F-ft) 
C XKFE - thermal conductivity of fin material (Btu/hr-F-ft) 
C HCONTE - contact conductance between tubes and fins (Btu/hr-F-ft) 
C ertmult - multiplier for refrigerant side heat transfer coefficient 
C used for micro finned tubing 
AAFE=K( 2 ) 
Devap=K( 9 ) 
FINTYPE=K( 14 ) 
NSECTE=K( 19 ) 
NTE=K( 21 ) 
patm=K( 23 ) 
STE=K( 33 ) 
Taevapin = K (36) 
vdotevap=K( 39 ) 
RhaiE=K( 46 ) 
DevapOut=K( 48 ) 
FinEvapTh=K( 50 ) 
WTE=K( 52 ) 
FPE=K( 54 ) 
XKTE=K( 56 ) 
XKFE=K( 58 ) 
HCONTE=K( 60 ) 
ertmult=K( 61 ) 
C Calculate humidity ratio and air dewpoint 
wairin=HumRat(taevapin,rhaiE,Patm) 
Tadp=Tdp(taevapin,Wairin,patm) 
C CALCULATE temperature at which dehumidification will occur 
Nc=NSECTE 
dein=Devap 
AEF=AAFE 
OutTubeDiam=DevapOut 
FTh=FinEvapTh 
tsp=STE 
tsf=WTE 
NT=NTE 
fp=FPE 
vDota=vdotevap 
mode = 2 
ThermconTubes=XKTE 
thermconfins=XKFE 
hcontact=HCONTE 
C Calculate the two-phase heat transfer coefficient for the 
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C refrigerant side 
htpevap=h2phevapACRC(w,Nc,t7avg,Dein,Xinlet,mode,Q2phevap, 
& A2phevap)*ertmult 
C Calculate geometric parameters 
mult=tsp*tsf 
ediam=OutTubeDiam+2*FTh 
ARHTE=NT*pi()*dein*AEF/(tsp*Nc) 
FTTAR=2*fp* (mult-pi ()*ediam**2/4.)/ 
& (2.*fp*(mult-pi()*ediam**2/4.)+pi()*ediam*(1-fp*FTh» 
ALFAAEI=(2*fp/(mult»*(mult-pi()*ediam**2/4.) 
ALFAAE2=(pi()*ediam*(I-FTh*fp»/(mult) 
ALFARE=pi()*dein/(mult) 
AAS=ARHTE* (ALFAAE1+ALFAAE2) /ALFARE 
SIGAE= (tsp- (ediam» * «l-FTh*fp) /tsp) 
ATAMIN = AAS/(AEF*SIGAE/Nc) 
C find air-side heat transfer coefficient 
hae=hair(Taevapin,mdota,AEF,ATAMIN,OutTubeDiam,Fth,tsp,tsf, 
& NT,FP) 
haw=hae*O.626*(Vdotevap/AEF)**O.lOl 
CF=(ALFAAEI+ALFAAE2)/ALFARE 
C CALCULATE surface efficiency for fin tube surface } 
seffd=SurfEff (hae,tsp,tsf,thermconfins,FTh,OutTubeDiam, fp) 
C resistance from the air to the fin base 
RairFn=l./(CF*seffd*hae) 
C calculate resistance of the tubes 
Rtubes=dein*pi()*(log(OutTubeDiam/dein)/ThermconTubes 
& +log(ediam/OutTubeDiam)/thermconfins) 
C contact resistance between fin and tube 
Rcncon=dein/(OutTubeDiam*hcontact) 
C resistance from inside tube wall to refrigerant 
RtubeRef=l/htpevap 
C total resistance from air to inside wall of tubes 
RairTube=RairFn+Rtubes+Rcncon 
Rl=hae*CF*(RairTube+RtubeRef) 
Cpmoist=Cpa(taevapin) + O.444*wairin 
COIL=(Rl-I)/Cpmoist 
C Bulk air temperature at which dehumidIfication starts 
TACI=(Tadp*Rl-t7avg)/(Rl-l) 
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C Perimeter of evaporator tube 
PE=pi()*dein 
C velocity of air moving through free flow area 
VA=vDota*60.0/(SIGAE*AEF) 
C mass flux of air per free flow area 
GA=VA/VoIMoist(taevapin,RhaiE,Patm) 
C free flow area over mass flux ratio 
AOM=(NT*PE)/(tsp*GA*SIGAE) 
C NTUs of two phase zone 
NTUtp=AOM/(Cpmoist*(RairTube+RtubeRef» 
C effectiveness of two phase zone 
effecttp=l-exp(-NTutp) 
C Temperature coming out of the two phase zone of evap 
Taotpe=taevapin-effecttp*(taevapin-t7i) 
If (Taotpe .It. TACI) Then 
If (taevapin .It. TACI) Then 
C fully wet evap analysis 
hairi=hdbw(taevapin,wairin) 
wetmll=1.3333 
wwal I i=HumRat (twalli, 1. ODO,Patm) 
Cfac1=(wairin-wwalli)/(taevapin~twalli) 
dtli=twalli-32.0 
xIfg1=1061.2+0.444*twalli-dtli 
han1=haw*(1+Cfac1*xIfg1/Cpmoist) 
seffw1=SurfEff(han1,tsp,tsf,thermconfins,FTh, 
& outtubediam,fp) 
rairfm=(1-seffw1)/(seffw1*CF*han1) 
CoiI3=haw*CF*(rairfm+Rtubes+Rcncon/wetmI1+ 
& RtubeRef)/Cpmoist 
hwal I i=hdbw (twalli,wwalli) 
R6=twalli-(t7avg+CoiI3*(hairi-hwalli» 
Fsens=O.O 
Tftmin=twalli 
Else 
C partially wet case 
C Sensible fraction of evaporator in flow direction 
Fsens=log«taevapin-t7avg)/(TAcI-t7avg»/NTutp 
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C temperature at surface where dehumidIfication begins 
Tftmin=Tadp 
C humidity ratio of air at surface where dehumidIfication begins 
wwal 1 i=HumRat (Tftmin, 1. ODO,Patm) 
C dummy residual for partially wet case 
R6=twalli-(tadp - 1.) 
Wetmll=l.O 
hanl=hae 
Endif 
C PARTIALLY or FULLY wet evaporator analysis 
C Fraction of Evaporator which is moist in flow direction 
Fmoist=l-Fsens 
C average heat transfer coefficient for air side [ wet] 
hawav=(haw+haw)/2 
C term used to calculate tftmout 
Rhterm=hawav*AOM*CF*Fmoist/Cpmoist 
C humidity ratio of air at surface leaving coil 
Wwal 1 o=HumRat (tftmout,l.ODO,Patm) 
C coefficient for fit of saturation enthalpy as a funct of tempdb 
aterm=(wwalli-Wwallo)/(Tftmin-tftmout) 
C coefficient for fit of saturation enthalpy as a funct of tempdb 
bterm=wwal1 i-aterm*Tftmin 
C coefficient for fit of saturation enthalpy as a funct of tempdb 
acoef=106l.2*bterm 
C coefficient for fit of saturation enthalpy as a funct of tempdb 
bcoef=O.24+l06l.2*aterm+O.444*bterm 
C coefficient for fit of saturation enthalpy as a funct of tempdb 
ccoef=O.444*aterm 
Wetm12=1.333 
Wetmav=(Wetmll+Wetm12)/2 
dtlo=tftmout-32 
Xlfg2 =106l.2+0.444*tftmout-dtlo 
Cfac2=(wairo-Wwallo)/(taosol-tftmout) 
Han2=haw*(1+Cfac2*Xlfg2/Cpmoist) 
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HanAv=(han1+Han2)/2. 
Seffwa1=SurfEff(HanAv,tsp,tsf,thermconfins,FTh, 
& outtubediam,fp) 
RairFM1=(1-Seffwa1)/(Seffwa1*CF*HanAv) 
COIL1=hawav*CF*(RairFM1+Rtubes+Rcncon/Wetmav+RtubeRef)/ 
& Cpmoist 
C coefficient for calc of tftmout 
ucoef=1+bcoef*COIL1 
C coefficient for calc of tftmout 
vcoef=2*ccoef*COIL1 
C coefficient for calc of tftmout 
wcoef=ucoef+vcoef*t7avg 
C calculate residual for iterating on tftmout 
R3=exp«-vcoef*(Tftmin-tftmout)+Rhterm)/wcoef)-
& «Tftmin-t7avg)/(tftmout-t7avg)) 
C intermediate var for cal of taosol 
X1=Tftmin-t7avg 
F21(0)=0. 
F21 (1)=F21 (O)-(-vcoef)**(O)/l* (wcoef*X1** (l-wcoef)/ 
& (1-wcoef)+vcoef*X1**(1-wcoef+1)/(1-wcoef+1)) 
C intermediate var for cal of taosol 
X2=tftmout-t7avg 
F22(0)=0 
F22(1)=F22(0)-(-vcoef)**(0)/(1)* (wcoef*X2** (l-wcoef)/ 
& (1-wcoef)+vcoef*X2**(1-wcoef+1)/(1-wcoef+1)) 
Ifac(l)=l 
Do 150 i= 2 ,4 
Ifac(i)=ifac(i-1)*(i-1) 
F22 (i)=F22 (i-1)-(-vcoef)** (i-1)/Ifac(i)* 
& (wcoef*X2**(i-wcoef)/(i-wcoef)+ 
& vcoef*X2**(i-wcoef+1)/(i-wcoef+1)) 
F21(i)=F21(i-1)-(-vcoef)**(i-1)/Ifac(i)* 
& (wcoef*X1**(i-wcoef)/(i-wcoef)+ 
& vcoef*X1**(i-wcoef+1)/(i-wcoef+1)) 
150 Continue 
C intermediate vars for cal of tao sol 
F11=X1**(-wcoef)*exp(-vcoef*X1) 
F12=X2**(-wcoef)*exp(-vcoef*X2) 
C enthalpy at the surface of the trailing edge of evap 
hwallo=hdbw(tftmout,wwallo) 
Seffwa2=SurfEff(Han2,tsp,tsf,thermconfins,FTh, 
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& outtubediam,fp) 
RairFM2=(1-Seffwa2)/(Seffwa2*CF*Han2) 
COIL2=haw*CF*(RairFM2+Rtubes+Rcncon/Wetml2+RtubeRef)/ 
& Cpmoist 
C enthalpy of air leaving evap trailing edge 
hairout=(tftmout-t7avg)/COIL2+hwallo 
C calculate residual for iteration on humidity ratio of air 
C leaving evaporator coil 
R4=wairo-(hairout-Cpa(taosol)*taosol)/ 
& (1061.2+0. 444*taosol) 
If (taci .qt. taevapin) Then 
wairin=HumRat(taevapin,rhaiE,Patm) 
Else -
C humidity ratio of air coming into dehumidIfication section of the 
C evaporator coil 
wairin=wwalli 
Endif 
C mass of water removed due to dehumidIfication 
MWR=mDota*f2phevap*(wairin-wairo) 
If (taci .qt. taevapin) Then 
tcond=taevapin 
Else 
tcond =TACI 
Endif 
C calculate residual for the bulk temperature of the air leaving 
C the evaporator coil 
R5=taosol-«F22(4)+«tcond-t7avg)*F11-F2l(4»)/ 
& Fl2+t7avg) 
hairi=hdbw(tcond,wairin) 
qsenshumid=mDota*Cpmoist*(tcond-taosol) 
qtothumid=mDota*(hairi-hairout) 
qlatenthumid=qtothumid-qsenshumid 
qsensdry=mDota*Cpmoist*(taevapin-tcond) 
qtotsens=qsensdry+qsenshumid 
sensToTotal=(qsenshumid+qsensdry)/(qtothumid+qsensdry) 
q2phtotal=qtothumid+qsensdry 
Else 
C Fully dry analysis : No moisture removal occurs 
R3=wairo-wairin 
R5=twalli-10.0 
R4=tftmout-10.0 
R6=taosol-Taotpe 
MWR=O.O 
Wwallo=wairin 
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return 
end 
q2phtotal=mDota*Cpmoist*effecttp*(taevapin-t7i) 
Endif 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
D.2.11 Psychrometric property routines 
C 
************************************************************************* 
C 
C psychrometric routines for determining moist air properties 
C written by: Jon Fleming and Greg Hahn 
C Date: 1/30/93 
C Some routines were taken from the ORNL heat pump model as is 
C notated in the appropriate routines. 
C 
C 
************************************************************************* 
C 
. C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION Cpa(F) 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
Double Precision F 
C Function returns Specific heat of air 
Cpa=0.23819+2.2591D-5*F 
END 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION va (F) 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
double precision F 
C function returns specific volume of air at atmospheric 
C pressure in (ftA 3/lbm) 
va=ll. 595+0. 025224*F 
END 
C 
************************************************************************ 
C 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION Hdbw(Tia,Wia) 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION Cpair,Tia,Wia,Cpa 
C Hdbw=Enthalpy of moist air given dry-bulb and humidity ratio,kJ/kg 
C 
Cpair=Cpa(Tia) 
Hdbw=Tia*Cpair+Wia*(1061.2+.444*Tia) 
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C 
C 
C 
END 
************************************************************************ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION PsatA(T) 
C psi 
C Taken from the ASHRAE FUNDAMENTALS 1989 SI Handbook 
C 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION TA,C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C8,C9,C10,C11,C12, 
& C13,Pws,T 
TA=(T-32)/1.8+273.15 
C1=-5674.5359 
C2=6.3925247 
C3=-O.9677843D-2 
C4=O.62215701D-6 
C5=O.20747825D-8 
C6=O.9484024D-12 
C7=4.1635019 
C8=-5800.2206 
C9=1.3914993 
C10=-O.04860239 
C11=O.41764768D-4 
C12=-O.14452093D-7 
C13=6.5459673 
If (TA .It. 273.15) Then 
Pws=EXP(C1/TA+C2+C3*TA+C4*TA**2+C5*TA**3+C6*TA**4+ 
& C7*LOG (TA) ) 
Else 
Pws=EXP(C8/TA+C9+C10*TA+C11*TA**2+C12*TA**3+C13*LOG(TA» 
Endif 
C convert pascals to psi 
C 
C 
END 
PsatA=Pws/6.89/1000 
************************************************************************ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION Humrat(T,Rh,P) 
C Equations taken from ORNL code 
C 
C Humrat is the humidity ratio at the specified temperature pressure 
C and relative humidity. 
C 
C T=dry bulb temperature, F 
C P=ambient pressure, Psi 
C Rh=relative humidity 
C 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION Pws,Pwat,T,Rh,P,Pvsf 
Pws=Pvsf(T) 
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Pwat=Pws*Rh 
Humrat=O.62198*Pwat/(P-Pwat) 
C .62198 is the ratio of molecular weights of water . and. air 
C 
C 
C 
************************************************************************ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION Tdp(Temp,W,P) 
C 
C Taken directly from the ASHRAE FUNDAMENTALS handbook 1989 SI 
C Edition, Converted to English Units 
C DEFINITIONS: 
C T=dry-bulb temperature, F 
C P=ambient pressure, Psi 
C W=humidity ratio 
C Pw=water vapor partial pressure in moist air mixture, Psi 
C Tdp=dew-point temperature of moist air, F 
C 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION Pw,alpha,a,b,c,d,e,Tdpsi,T,W,P,Temp 
C convert F to C 
T=(Temp-32)/1.8 
C convert psi to pascals 
Pw=P*W/(O.62198+W)*6.89 
alpha=log(Pw) 
a=6.S4 
b=14.S26 
c=O.7389 
d=O.09486 
e=O.4S69 
If (T .qt. O.ODO) Then 
Tdpsi=a+b*alpha+c*alpha**2+d*alpha**3+e*Pw**O.1984 
Else 
Tdpsi=6.09+12.608*alpha+O.49S9*alpha**2 
Endif 
C convert from C to F 
C 
C 
Tdp=Tdpsi*1.8+32 
************************************************************************* 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION PVSF (X) 
C 
C PURPOSE: 
C TO DETERMINE PARTIAL PRESSURE OF WATER VAPOR IN SATURATED AIR IN Psi 
C INPUT: 
C X AIR TEMPERATURE (F) 
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C OUTPUT: 
C PVSF PARTIAL PRESSURE OF WATER VAPOR (Psi) 
C REFERENCES: 
C TAMAMIKUSUDA 
C NBS BUILDING SCIENCE SERIES - 69 
C NBSLD, THE C(lI1PUTER PROGRAM FOR HEATING AND COOLING LOADS 
C P. 15lA 
C 1976 
C 
C 
C 
C 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
OOUBLE PRECISION X 
OOUBLE PRECISION A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,A6,B1,B2,B3,B4,Z,P1,P2,Z1,P3,P4,T 
OATA Al,A2,A3,A4,A5,A6 / -7.9029800, 5.0280800, -1.38160-07, 
& 11.34400, 8.13280-3, -3.4914900 / 
OATA B1,B2,B3,B4 / -9.0971800, -3.5665400, 0.87679300, 
& 0.006027300 / 
T=(X+459.688)/1.8 
If (T .qt. 273.16) Then 
Z=373.16/T 
P1=A1* (Z-l. 0) 
P2=A2*LOG10(Z) 
Z1=A4*(1.0-1.0/Z) 
P3=A3*(10.0**Zl-1.0) 
Zl=A6*(Z-1.0) 
P4=A5*(10.0**Zl-1.0) 
Else 
Z=273.16/T 
P1=B1*(Z-1.0) 
P2=B2*LOG10(Z) 
P3=B3*(1.0-1.0/Z) 
P4=LOG10 (B4) 
End if 
C convert from in Hg to psi 
PVSF=(29.921*10.0**(P1+P2+P3+P4»*3.38/6.89 
END 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
C 
OOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION Vo1Moist(t,R,P) 
C 
C This function calculates the specific volume of moist air 
C given: 
C T=temperature in F 
C P=pressure in psi 
C R=relative humidity 
C Taken from ASHRAE Fundamentals 1989 Handbook 
C 
Implicit Undefined (A-Z) 
OOUBLE PRECISION Tabs,W,Ra,t,R,P,HumRat 
Tabs=t+459.69 
W=HumRat(t,r,p) 
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C gas constant for dry air 
Ra=0.370684 
Vo1Moist=Ra*Tabs/P*(1+1.6078*W) 
END 
C 
C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
D.3 Sample Parameters and Varaibles files 
Parameters 
AAFC = 2.4980000000000002200 
AAFE = 1.5209999999999999080 
aeond = 7.0629568556279966880 
aevap 6.8992184021883788960 
Deap = 0.49000000000000001880E-01 
Deond = 0.25000000000000001390E-01 
Ddise = 0.21524999999999999000E-01 
degsup = 15.599999999999999640 
Devap = 0.30079999999999999100E-01 
D1iq = 0.25000000000000001390E-01 
Dsuet 0.35999999999999997280E-01 
DZC = 47.330715638652037560 
DZE = 24.336097344389372670 
FINTYPE 1.0000000000000000000 
hbareomp = 16.469999999999998860 
Leap 46.000000000000000000 
weap = 288.00000000000000000 
NSECTC = 1.8999999999999999110 
NSECTE 3.0000000000000000000 
NTC = 3.0000000000000000000 
NTE = 4.0000000000000000000 
NumCaps = 3.0000000000000000000 
patm = 14.289999999999999150 
pwreond = 1075.0000000000000000 
pwrevap 6.8239999999999998440 
qgainSL = 300.00000000000000000 
q10ssDL = 150.00000000000000000 
q10ssLL 50.000000000000000000 
rough = 0.50000000000000004100E-05 
RTBCND = 24.000000000000000000 
RTBEVP = 24.000000000000000000 
STC = 0.83333000000000004300E-01 
STE = 0.83333000000000004300E-01 
sue1inegain = 300.00000000000000000 
Taeondin = 76.099999999999994320 
taevapin = 97.900000000000005690 
TeompRetGas = 95.000000000000000000 
vdoteond = 896.79999999999995460 
vdotevap = 561.89999999999997720 
xl = 1.0000000000000000000 
x3 = 0.99999999999999995470E-06 
x6 - 0.00000000000000000000 
XLEQDL = 2.6200000000000001070 
XLEQLL 0.10000000000000000560 
XLEQSL = 2.7000000000000001780 
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RhaiE = 0.17299999999999998710 
RhaiC 0.40000000000000002220 
DevapOut 0.32500000000000001110E-01 
DcondOUt = 0.27079999999999999900E-01 
FinEvapTh = 0.37500000000000000780E-03 
FinCondTh = 0.37500000000000000780E-03 
WTE 0.62500000000000000000E-01 
WTC = 0.52080000000000001300E-01 
FPE 168.00000000000000000 
FPC = 168.00000000000000000 
XKTE 196.00000000000000000 
XKTC 196.00000000000000000 
XKFE 128.30000000000001140 
XKFC = 128.30000000000001140 
HCONTE 96006.500000000000000 
ertmult 1.0000000000000000000 
crtmult 1.0000000000000000000 
pdsucline 0.45060269242566064470 
pddisline 2.1012413095853315070 
pdsupcond 0.51103119476945191300 
pd2phcond 3.0004171457698727290 
pdsubcond = 0.10719653324960948250 
pdliqline 0.35815675528180182690E-02 
pd2phevap 1.5359385458638379340 
pdsupevap 0.11616474513702131080 
usupvcond = 75.684146326077680560 
u2phvcond 127.24124769598034850 
usubvcond 76.925750315278051520 
u2phvevap 114.66807081745071170 
usupvevap 40.295516882310465690 
twophasecondx 0.00000000000000000000 
superheatevapx = 1.0000000000000000000 
fsens 0.59102887770308046000-308 
wwallo 0.67754473931557028520E-02 
MWR 0.00000000000000000000 
TACI 40.374165880006877670 
senstoTotal 0.88840330694613727340+226 
effecttp 0.76671635397730697460 
Variables 
a2phcond = 5.0637008303512018860 
a2phevap 6.3209216888071360080 
asubcond 1.2524392792740883800 
asupcond = 0.74681674600270664400 
asupevap 0.57829671338124299940 
cacond = 955.19542511473412110 
cacond2ph = 684.81571757684002940 
caevap 576.26947972028665400 
caevap2ph 527.96621886997718320 
caevapsup 48.303260850309484900 
casupcond 100.99961726545622300 
cmaxsub 169.38009027243788300 
cmaxsupcond 100.99961726545622300 
cmaxsupevap = 53.432189420663412700 
cminsub = 75.628058810843910460 
cminsupcond 62.469026104970076580 
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cminsupevap 48.303260849921699100 
cop 3.6549098490018403500 
crsupevap 53.432189420639026880 
csubcondr = 75.628058810843910460 
csupcondr = 62.469026104970076580 
dhdiscln = 0.53389045454037509240 
dhliqln = 0.17796348484679169740 
dt2t3 27.636003927183278250 
e2ph 0.60970562095429114980 
e2phevap 0.74661116170561192540 
eer 12.470552404794279510 
esubcond 0.62643469722422973060 
esupcond 0.49793441316046110900 
esupevap = 0.31447015387238075320 
f2ph 0.71693781143746870840 
f2phevap 0.91617938733497528140 
fsubcond 0.17732506439935330490 
fsupcond 0.10573712416317798680 
fsupevap 0.83820612665024746280E-Ol 
hO 123.86669201092925620 
hI 123.33280155638887270 
hl0 113.27720912540878830 
h20 46.632518579111703620 
h21 113.42236174388638400 
h3 = 39.193440858510143700 
h4 39.015477373663351560 
h71 109.54478234522274250 
h7i 39.015477373663351560 
h9 112.20942821632803540 
mdotacond = 3981.4876805632188730 
mdotaevap 2397.1110780063199850 
suctionsuperheat= 22.072995926927049480 
pO = 291.28734893927099850 
pI 289.18610762968563680 
pl0 96.011113424346859810 
p2avg 287.17486786203124890 
p2i 288.67507643491620680 
p20 285.67465928914629100 
p3 = 285.56746275589671310 
p4 285.56388118834388480 
p7avg = 97.345850134841469990 
p7i 98.113819407773391390 
p70 96.577880861909548570 
p9 96.461716116772521450 
pwrcomp 4542.7998598431286150 
q2phcond 18765.041385392596570 
q2phevap 19815.667532100163950 
q2phtotal 21628.589123513123920 
qcomp = 1567.6156824156851140 
qcond 23639.501319698840230 
qevap 20564.317142271396730 
qsub 2090.0573303017313260 
qsupcond 2784.4026040045118860 
qsupevap = 748.64961017123289360 
rejrat 0.34507698573139827800 
to 171.28006572044233740 
t1 168.38143419962449340 
t10 70.340743048881037680 
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t2avg 123.39590521528921840 
t2i 123.80890317719858730 
t20 122.98290725337983530 
t3 = 95.346903326196553510 
t4 = 94.684136050866896990 
t7avg 49.083691267982317180 
t7i = 49.553285718901847180 
t70 48.614096817062780080 
t9 64.214096817062781500 
ta2phout = 106.26816343280833620 
taconcifanout 78.866570706825001480 
tacondout 103.61491088743187560 
taevap2phout = 60.367925363648716080 
taevapfanout = 62.226597424091039560 
taevapout 62.214755741961155880 
taevapsupout 82.401054442446906020 
tao sol = 60.831783499613827360 
tasubout 91.206021742303832420 
tasupout 106.43501779000845890 
tftmout 10.000000000000000000 
tsatincomp 48.267747121953988200 
tsatocomp 124.17253455847598790 
twalli 10.000000000000000000 
u2phcond 127.24124769598034850 
u2phevap 114.66807081745071170 
usubcond 76.925750315278051520 
usupcond 75.684146326077680560 
usupevap 40.295516882310465690 
w 280.95651219150306590 
wairo = 0.67754473931557028520E-02 
xinevap 0.17009268370007910030 
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